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Preface
Off LimitsintfuMojaveDesert was compiled to accompany the 8th annual
Mojave Desert Quaternary Research Center field trip. Because the trip
takes us literally off limits, into the restricted area of the Fort Irwin
National Training Center, mileposts and directions for Day 7 of the route
have been purposefully omitted. This should not prevent rhe reader from
exploring the territory described in Day 1, from the Biramer area to Coyote
Lake. This region, often neglected by casual visitors, is faulted, folded, and
eroded by processes that provide clues to the past, present, and future
tectonic history of the Mojave Desert. It contains answers to many
geologic and structural questions that are not yet resolved - from
Mesozoic metamorphism to Miocene detachment, from the late
Pleistocene history of the Mojave River to the extent and future activity of
faults that may relate to the greatlggz Landers earthquake sequence.
In addition to those mentioned in specific papers, I thank Barry Albright,
Richard Gundry, Arda Haenszel, FrankJordan, Norman Meek, Richard L.
Reynolds, and Joan Schneider for their careful reviews of papers contained
in this volume. Thanks also to Greg Stewart for his generosity in allowing
us to include his photographs from Fort Irwin.

Robert E. Reynolds, Editor
San Bernardino County Museum, Redlands, Califomia 92374
May 1, 1994
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the trip is to present some of our views on
the Mesozoic-Cenozoic tectonic evolution of the Mojave
Desert and environs (Figure 1). This paper is organized into
two parts. The firsr section is a brief summary describing the
major Mesozoic and Cenozoic tectonic elements of rhe region.
This is followed by a road log that details the geology of each
stop and its significance, as well as interesting points along our
route.

GEOLOGICAL OVERVIEW
Mesozoic Features
Cretaceous Polyphase Metamorphism and Tectonics of the
Central Mojave Desert.
Motion along detachment faults of the Miocene Mojave
Extersional Belt resulted in exhumation of a group of
greenschist to granulite facies metamorphic rocks that are
exposed in the hills near Barstow, Hinkley, and Lockhart
(Figure 2) (Dokka and Woodbume, 1986; Dokka et a1.,1988;
Dokka, 1989a). These rocks, designated the \0Taterman
120"
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Metamorphic Complex by Henry and Dokka (1992), consist
of felsic gneiss, marble, siliceous marble, calc-silicate, quartzite,
amphibolite, mafic granulire, and biotite schist with associated
granodioriric and granitic plurons. Rocks of the Waterman
Metamorphic Complex not only provide a record of Miocene
extensional orogenesis, but also conrain evidence for several,
previously unreported Mesozoic tectonometamorphic events.

Protoliths of the \Taterman Metamorphic Complex were
probably Upper Paleozoic marine clastic and carbonate rocks
(Burchfiel and Davis, 1981), mafic rocks of unknown affinity,
and Jurassic and/or Creraceous granitoid intrusives (Kistler,
1974). Burial and subsequenr metamorphism to remperatures
and pressures of granulite facies metamorphism occurred prior
to latest Cretaceous time (Henry et a1.,1989). A welldeveloped early Miocene mylonitic fabric is superimposed on
older fabrics in the \Taterman Metamorphic Complex below
the Mitchel detachment of the \DTaterman rerrane and in the
Harper Lake district. These ductile fabrics are overprinted by
slightly younger early Miocene-age brittle faults, joints, and
extension fracrures filled with silicic dikes (Dokka, 1989a, b).

The \Taterman Metamorphic Complex
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l. Index map of the Mojave Desert region. MDB=Mojave Desert block; EMD=Eastem
Mojave Desert; GMF=Cranite Mounains fault; SAF=San Andreas fault; GF=Carlock fault;
PMF=Pinto Mountain fault; TR=Transverse Ranges; SJF=San Jacinto fault.

Figure
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polymetamorphic having been affected by an
initial series of high grade metamorphic events
and a localized lower grade overprint associated
with detachment faulting (Figure 3). In the
Harper Lake district the first metamorphism
attained granulite/upper amphibolite facies
conditions (M,), the second metamorphism
amphibolite facies conditions (Mu), and the
third metamorphism (Mr) lower greenschisr
facies. The initial metamorphism (Mr) can be
separated into two stages along its high grade
P-T path: M1,, a granulite facies metamorphism
at 800-850"C and 7.5-9 kbar and M16, an upper

amphibolite facies overprint at 750-800'C and

l0-12 kbar. M,, developed generally anhydrous
mineral assemblages and textures consistent
with granulite facies conditions at a reduced
activity of HrO, and is associated with an
intense deformation (D1) and local anatexis.
M,s overprinted the granulite assemblages to
varying degrees in the different lirhologies with
a series of hydrous phases under conditions of
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Figure 2. Genealized geologic map of rhe norrhwesr and cenrral Mojave Desert highlighring the locations of granulite.upper amphibolite metamorphic rocks
exposed in core complexes of the Mojave Extensional Belt. Localities and features mentioned in text: AM, Alvord Mountains; CM, Cady Mountains; DR, Daggett
Ridge; GH, Gravel Hills; HL, Harper Lake; HH, Hinkley Hills; KH, Kramer Hills; MR, Mitchell Range; MH, Mud Hills; NM, Ne*terry Mountains; MM,
Rodman Mountains; RH, WH, Waterman Hills. KSF, Kane Springs fault; LMF, Lane Mountain fault; BWF, Baxter Wash fault. (modified from Dokka, 1989a)

increasing pressure and H2O activity,
and was accompanied by little or no
deformation. M2 is locally developed at
lower pressures and somewhat lower
temperatures (700-750"C; 4.5-5.5 kbar)
and is distinguished by a second local
overprint of hydrous phases that reflects
an input of aqueous fluids probably

'l'hrustlng
Hydrutkrn

l)xienskm

associated with the intrusion of a series
of granodioritic dikes and veins. M3
developed locally near the early
Miocene detachment zones and is
characterized by local ductileibrittle
deformation (Dz) and aqueous fluid
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Figure 3. General pressure-temperature fields for metamorphic even6 recorded in the footwall of the
Mitchel and Harper Lake detachment fauls (modified from Henry and Dokka (1992) and Sella (1994)).
The M,, M2, and M1, fields are constrained by geothermobarometry and mineral assemblages.

influxes and superimposed greenschist
facies conditions (300-350'C; 1-2 kbar)
on the core complex rocks. The
influence of the M3 overprint is a
function of proximity to the
detachment zone, the depth of the
faulting and the rock type, with the
marbles being the most susceptible to
deformation. In contrast, in the \7est
Hinkley Hills and lron Mountain area,
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Figure 4. Index map of the Mojave Extensional Belt showing location of structural domains (modified from Dokka, 1989a). Localities and features mentioned in
rext: AM, Alvord Mountains; AB, Antelope Buttes; BM, Bullion Mountains; BrM, Bristol Mountains; BL, Bristol Lake; CM, Cady Mountains; DR, Daggett Ridge;
FP, Fremont Peak; GH, Gravel Hills; HL, Harper Lake; HH, Hinkley Hills; KH, Kramer Hills; MR, Mitchel Range; MH, Mud Hills; NM, Newberry Mountains;
OM, Ord Mountainsi RM, Rand Mountains; RdM, Rodman Mountains; RgL, Rodgers Dry Lake; RH, Rosamond Hills; RL, Rosamond Dry Lake; WH, Waterman
Hills. KSF, Kane Springs fault; LMF, Lane Mountain fault; B\UF, Baxter \Uash fault.

the initial hlgh grade metamorphic event was in the upper
amphibolite facies at roughly 750'C and 6 kbar under
conditions of high H2O activity. The influence of the
greerschist facies overprint associated with Miocene
detachment is relatively minor in this area.
Cenozoic Features
Mojave Extensional Belt
The Mojave Extensional Belt (Dokka, 1989a) is a regional
zone of early Miocene (22-17 Ma) extersion that can be
traced from the intersection of the San Andreas and Garlock
faults to the eastem Mojave Desert near the Granite
Mountairs fault (Figure ,t). Similar relations west of the San
Andreas fault and nomh of the Garlock fault suggest that the
bett may have originally included portiors of coastal central
Califomia (Dokka, 1989a; Tenneyson, 1989) and the southem
San Joaquin Valley (Tenneyson, 1989; Goodman et al.,1989).
Surface mapping and subsurface data suggest that the
dominant tectonic process responsible for development of the
Mojave Extensional Belt at upper crustal levels was low-angle,
normal sense, simple shear (detachment faulting). Strain
within the Mojave Extensional Belt is panitioned between
four domains (Edwards, Waterman, Daggett, and Bullion
terranes) that each consist of one or more half-grabens. Each
half-graben is composed of tilted, normal fault-bounded blocks

Figure 5. Reconstructed Moiave Desert and Sierra Nevada at -18 Ma (Dokka
and Ross, submitted, Qeology; modified from Ros, 1994). Restoration
achieved by removing post middle Miocene dextral deformation associated
with the Eastem C-alifomia Shear Zone (Dokka and Travis, 1990) and
sinistml strike-slip on the Garlock fault (Smith, 1962). Arrows indicate
vertical axis rotations implied by paleomagnetic studies. Shaded area designate
apparent region of rotation defined by paleomagnetic data and deflections of
Mesozoic thrust systems (Lasr Chance and east Califomia thnrst systems). This
zone corresponds to rhe Trans-Moiave-Sierran shear zone; see text for
discussion).
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dipping (-80') planar to slightly
curviplanar normal faults. At least one

N50@d,;,@n

Farallon
plate

generation of high-angle faults postdates
the formation of detachments of the
Waterman and Daggett terranes.
Differential extension between the
domains was accommodated by strike-

*"2

MFZ (0 Ma)

MFz (5.5 Ma)

,o

slip faults (trarsfer zones). A series of
uplifts from the Harper Lake area to the
northem Mitchel Range developed and
segmented the northem part of the
Mojave Extensional Belt into two

MFZ (10.59 Ma)

%

MFZ (19.90 Ma)

separate troughs, the Barstow and Boron
Basins (Dokka and \0Uoodbume, 1986;
Dokka et al., 1988; Dokka, 1989a;

"gap" created by

w$tward mlgrallon
of transrorm

Travis, I 992). Kinematic indicators
suggest that the westem part of the
Mojave Extersional Belt opened in a
NE-S\Y direction, whereas the eastem
portion extended in an ENE-WSW
direction (Dokka, 1989a). Rotation of
the region about vertical axes as

,4r,
a)

\

P-NAtra8Iomat-20Ma
(M5.40.W)

revealed by paleomagnetic studies
suggests that the direction of extension

0

500 km

b)

Mne2a

within the Mojave Extensional Belt
originally oriented -N-S and was
rotated as much as 50' (clockwise)
between -20 and 18 Ma (Early
Miocene) (Golombeck and Brown,

Ma)

Figure 6. Synoptic map illustrating proposed relationship between the evoluriun of rhe Pacific-North
American plate boundary and extension and oroclinal bending of rhe southwestem USA and northem
Mexico in late early Miocene time (Dokka and Ross, submitted, Geolog1). Heavy arrows denote magnitude
and bearing of Pacific-North American relative morion vector at time intervals A6-A5 (19.90-10.59 Ma),
A5-A3 \I0.59-5.5 Ma), A3 (5.5 Ma)-0 Ma; vectors determined for a reference point on the Pacific plate
located near rhe Mendocino triple junction (MTJ; from Stock and Molnar (1988), their Table l6; nore: this
point lies adjacent to the region of collapse). Note fiat rhe relative motion vector is not parallel ro t]re
plate boundary and thus resuhs in divergence and westward migration of the boundary. The westem margin
of North America collapsed to the southwest slnchronously with migrarion.

was

1988; Ross et al.,1989\. Recent studies
in the westem Cady Mountains of
changes in declination vectors recorded
in a Miocene stratigraphic sequence
demonstrate that this rotation is postdetachment faulting in age (Ross, 1994;
Ross ec

al,,l99l).

that lie above a rooted detachment
fault. Tilting and extension of the upper
plate resulted from the superposition of
several generations of originally steeply

o
.1,

Figure 7. (A) The Pacific-North American
transform boundary in the westem USA

highlighting the location of the Eastem
Califomia shear zone (Dokka and Travis, 1990b).
(B) Fauk map of the Mojave Desert highlighring
the location of late Cenozoic faults and
associared features. This figure is modified From
Jennings (1992) and includes newly mapped
fauls of the Fort lrwin area. AM, Alvord
Mounrain; AW, Avawau Mountains; BM, Bristol
Mountains; CM, C.alico Mountains; CdM, Cady
Mountains; CP, Caion Pass; GMn, Granite
Mountains (north); GMs, Granite Mountains
(south); MH, Mud Hills; MM, Marble
Mountains; NM, Newberry Mountains; OM, Ord
Mountain; PR, Paradise Range; RM, Rodman
Mountains; SBM, San Bemardino Mountains.
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Late Early Miocene Oroclinal Bending
The region of late early Miocene oroclinal bending of the
Mojave Desert region and environs is shown in Figure 5.
Although regional in extent, the -20-18 Ma rotational event
in the Mojave Desert block was apparently short lived.
Analpis of timing relations and paleomagnetic data
demonsrate that the regional clockwise rotation occurred
after, not concurrently with the tilting related to early
Miocene development of the Mojave extensional belt (Dokka,
1989a; Ross, 1994). Furthermore, development of the Mojave
extensional belt occurred long before deposition of the areally
extensive -18.5 Ma Peach Sprinp tuff (Dokka, 1980, 1989a;
Ross, 1994), whereas this tuff is involved in the extensional
deformation along the Colorado River (!7ells and Hillhouse,
1989). These relations invalidate the recent models of Bartley
and Glazner (1991) and Martin et al. (1993) that link the
early Miocene development of the Mojave extersional belt
with genetically and temporally different extensional faulting
along the Colorado River.
Paleomagnetic studies in the southem Sierra Nevada
immediately west of the Mojave Desert block yield strikingly
similar evidence for a large early Miocene vertical axis
rotation (Figure 5). Kanter and Mc\Tilliams (1982) found that
paleomagnetic directions from plutonic rocks of the 80-86 Ma
Bear Valley Springs pluton are deflected clockwise from the
Cretaceous reference direction and that overlying middle
Miocene (-16 Ma) strata show no deflection from their
reference direction. Mc\Tilliams and Li (1985) showed that
this declination anomaly grows progressively larger toward the
south, to a maximum of -60'clockwise. Plescia and
Calderone (1986) reported rhar. 25-21Ma basalt flows of the
Tecuya Fm. have been rotated 40.0't9.5' clockwise since
eruption. They proposed that -40' of clockwise rotation of the
southem Sierra Nevada occurred between -21 and 16 Ma.
Dokka and Ross (submitted to Qeologl) propose that the
belt of -20-18 Ma clockwise vertical axis rotation that spars
the southem Sierra Nevada region and Mojave Desert is the
primary manifestation of a previously unrecognized regional
dextral shear zone; we designate this regional structure as the
Trans-Mojave-Sierran shear zone. This shear zone is
considered the kinematic connection that links extension in
southeastem Califomia and Arizona with plate boundary
processes. As illustrated in Figure 6, the Trans-Mojave-Sierran
shear zone served as the northem boundary of a region of
North America that collapsed westward due to the migration
of the transform boundary.
Eastern California Shear Zone

Most syntheses (e.g., longwell, 1960; Dibblee, 1961;
Burchfiel and Stewart, 1966; Hamilton and Myers, 1966; Hill
and Troxel, 1966) dealing with the evolution of the Pacific'
Nonh American transform boundary have emphasized the part
played by the San Andreas fault sptem and subparallel faults
to the west (Figure 7), even though the existence of similar
late Cenozoic faults in the Mojave Desert and east of the
Sierra Nevada has been well established . Recent studies by
Dokka and Travis (l990ab) and Dokka (1993) were initiated
to better understand the kinematic development of NW'
striking right slip faults of the Mojave Desert Block and their

San Bqnardho Corarty Museun Assriatian

role in the tectonic framework of southem Califomia'
Previously, most tectonic models for southem Califomia have
treated the entire Mojave Desert Block as the site of
distributed simple shear (i.e., homogeneous strain) during postmiddle Miocene time (Garfunkel, L974; Caner et al., 1987).
In contrast, analysis of the region indicates that strain is
regionally heterogeneous and is partitioned into six domains
that are separated by major strike-slip faults and extensional
zones (Dokka and Travis, 1990a). Tectonic rotation of these
domains as well as their intemal deformation by strike-slip
faulting have occurred as the result of broadly distributed
regional right shear; sixty-five km of total right slip is
reckoned to have occurred along faults of the southem half of
the province. This broad network of faults, along with
kinematically and temporally similar strike-slip faults of the
Death Valley region (Fumace Creek and Southem Death
Valley fault zones) and intervening extensional zones,
constitute a regional, throughgoing zone of right shear named
by Dokka and Travis (1990a, b), the fustnn Cahfornia slvor
zone (ECSZ). This zone of intracontinental shear likely
continues to the north where it may include the \Ualker Lane
belt of westem Nevada (Figure 7).
Regional and local dated cross-cutting relations constrain

the time of onset of right shear across the ECSZ. At the
regional scale, all late Cenozoic strike-slip faults of the cenral
and eastem Mojave cut and fully displace -20 Ma elements of
the early Miocene Mojave Extensional Belt (Dokka, 1983,
1989a, b). Locally, the best evidence for the age of initiation
of an individual fault in the central Mojave can be seen in the
Calico Mountairs-Mud Hills area along the Calico'Blackwater
fault (Dokka, 1989a). Here, the youngest dated rock that is
displaced the full amount (10 km) is a 13.4t0.2 Ma tufffrom
near the top of the Barstow Formation (MacFadden et al.,
1990). The Garlock fault (northem boundary of the Mojave
Desert Block) was initiated at approximately 10 Ma (Burbank
and \Thistler, 1987) and is truncated at its extreme eastem
end by faults of the ECSZ (southem Death Valley fault zone
(Davis and Burchfiel,1973; Plescia and Henyey, 1982)). Age
relations described by Stewart (1983) in the adjacent Death
Valley region imply that faulting in that part of the ECSZ
may have begun as recently as late Miocene (-6 Ma).
Paleomagnetic data from rocks south of the Pinto Mountain
fault in the adjacent eastem Transverse Ranges suggest that
regional deformation there and, by inference, deformation of
the Mojave Desert Block began after -10 Ma (Carter et al.,
1987). Based on the data presented above, we conclude that
the ECSZ became active no earlier than 20 Ma and no later
than 6 Ma. An initiation time between -10 Ma and 6 Ma
(late Miocene) is considered to be most likely. The latest
model for the development of the Eastem Califomia shear
zone is presented in Dokka (1993) (Figure 8).
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ROADLOG
Today's agenda includes inspection of some of the deepest
structural levels of southem Califomia. Through examinarion
of petrologic and structural evidence, we hope to presenr a
coherent tectonic story of how these rocks initially came to be
buried and how they were subsequently exhumed. Figure 9
shows the localities that we will visit during our trip.

1

80.7

(6.5)

Entrance to federal prison is to the left; prepare to

pull off to the right.
80.8 (0.1) Pull over to the right and PARK on wide
shoulder. \Ualk east across wash to examine granitic outcrops.

Stop 1: Tectonic overview.

0.0 (0.0) START at the San Bemardino County Museum in
Redlands. Tum right out of parking lot, left on Califomia, and
right for onramp to Interstate 10 West. Travel to junction of
t.215.
3.6 (3.6) TURN NORTH on I-214 toward Barstow.
7.3 (3.7) Stay in left lanes, avoiding right lanes which lead to
the San Bemardino Mountains.
8.8 (1.5) Highway 30 East leads to mountain resorrs.
Continue onl-215.
21.8 (13.0) Cross the trace of the San Andreas fault.
1.5.+ (3.6) Continue past the Highway 138 interchange to

Objectives

1. To present a tectonic context for the observatiorx to be
made today.
Retum to Hwy 395, PROCEED NORTH, prepare to exit right

in 0.8 mile.
81.6 (0.8) TURN RIGHT onto dirt road with stop sign.
TURN SOUTH (road will bear east).
81.8 (0.2) BEAR EAST on wide, well-maintained dirt
section line road.

(0.+)
82.6 (0.+)
8+.9 (2.3)
82.2

Palmdale/Silverwood Lake.

(4.8) Cajon Summit,

elevation 4260'. View north over
the relatively flat terrain of the westem Mojave Desert. Move
to right lane and prepare to exit onto Highway 395, nonh to
Kramer Junction.

86.3

(i.4)

Pass

tin utility

shed.

Cross the historic railroad grade to Randsburg.

Slow for curve in the now-rutted road.
Pass a second

tin

shed.

(2.1) Winding road sign. BEAR LEFT at junction; don't

88.4
take the road that branches north.
88.8 (0.4) Pull over to the right and PARK in the saddle in
the highest porrion of Harper Hills.

33.5 (3.3) EXIT north at Highway 395 and continue noflh
toward Kramer Junction.
45.6 (12.1) STOP at Airbase Road in Adelanto. Proceed
north.
74.2 (28.6) Kramer Junction. PROCEED NORTH through
intersection, but first make certain your gas and oil are full.

Stop 2: Polyphase Metamorphism at the Weather Station
Locality, West of Harper Lake
Objectiues

1. To observe petrologic and structural relatiors of the
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Food and drinks are available here. Continue north on Hwy
395 to Stop 1, jusr past the entrance to the federal prison.

Da1 One

30.2
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metamorphic core complex at
Harper Lake.
2. To discuss perologic
evidence for probable
Mesozoic multistage high
grade metamorphism and
later early Miocene lowgrade metamorphism.
Rocks exposed at the

Weather Station locality are
largely those of the Waterman
Metamorphic Complex and
occur near the center of the
Lockhart dome, an early
Miocene metamorphic core
complex. The complex
contains a spectrum of
metasedimentary and
metaigneous roclcs that exhibit

rhree metamorphic stages that
are considered manifestations of
Mesozoic and Cenozoic
regional tectonometamorphic
events. The rocks have been
affected by an initial series of
high grade metamorphic evenrs
Figure 9. General map to field trip localiries.
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and a localized lower
grade overprint: the
first metamorphism

attaining
granulite/upper

amphibolite facies
conditions (Mr), the
second metamorphism

amphibolite facies
(M2), and the third
metamorphism (Mr)
lower greenschist
facies.

At this stop we will
be primarily interested

in examining the
petrology of a series of
marbles, siliceous
marbles, calc-silicates,
quartzites, mafic
granulites,

amphibolites, felsic

)

r
F

t
I

l
t
I

gneisses, migmatites

and granitoid rocks.
Protoliths of the

Plate

l.

View sourh-southeast from the \(/arerman metamorphic complex at Stop 2, toward the Miocene gmnitic buttes at Stop

metasedimentary rocks
R.E. Reynolds photo.
were clastic and
carbonate sedimentary
rocls of pre-Cretaceous age. Amphibolites and mafic granulites
apparently represent mafic igneous rocks that were tectonically
mixed with the marbles prior to or during granulite facies
metamorphism. The rocks of this metamorphic core complex
were tectonically buried and metamorphosed to high grades
prior to Late Cretaceous time. Locally, early Miocene
mylonitic fabrics and retrogressive metamorphism are
superimposed in the vicinity of the anastomosing Harper Lake
detachment. This contact is exposed near the base of rhe
slope of this hill.
Each of the lithologic units of the Waterman Metamorphic

4

schists. The biotite schists contain evidence that the initial
meramorphism (Mr) involved a pressure increase at slightly
decreasing temperatures along the P-T path from M1, to M15.
Silica undersatured schists, typified by the assemblage
sillimanite + corundum + gamet + biotite + plagioclase +

(hercynite), contain a well developed foliation and lineation
and intrafolial folds involving biotite and prismatic sillimanite
produced during the primary deformational phase (D1).
Hercynite is found as inclusions in gamet, corundum and
sillimanite but not in the matrix, implying that hercynite has
reacted with sillimanite to form gamet + corundum in

to an increase in pressure and/or decrease in
temperature during Mr (Bohlen et al., 1986). Within some of
the biotite-rich layers there are rare blades of kyanite that
develop obliquely to the foliation. They sometimes include
corundum and biotite but themselves are not included in
gamet (Figure 10a). The presence of kyanite suggests that it
also must have developed with an increase in pressure and/or
decrease in temperature after D1 and the final growth of
gamet. Gamet porphyroblasts have two textural components:
a core with a few inclusions of plagioclase, biotite, quartz and
ilmenite and an outer zone containing ubiquitous biotite,
sillimanite and rutile aligned parallel to the sillimanite
lineation in the matrix i.e. postdating D1. The gamets have a
moderate compositional zonation with the cores being
somewhat enriched in Mg and depleted in Fe, Mn and Ca
relative to the outer zones and with a slight compositional
discontinuity between the inner and outer zones.
Geothermobarometry involving minerals included in gamet as
well as matrix minerals indicates that M1 took place at 830-

complex have developed mineral assemblages and textures that
reinforce the interpretation of a protracted metamorphic
history (Ficure 3).
Biorite schist: These rocks constitute a minor proportion of
rocks from the Waterman Metamorphic complex but contain
important petrologic constraints and relative temporal
relations conceming the early stages of metamorphism. The
schists are typically intercalated with marbles and calc-silicate
rocks and have a well developed foliation and lineation
resulting from the alignment of biotite and sillimanite. These
rocks are commonly sillimanite-rich and silica-undersaturated
and may contain diffuse to discrete granitoid layers that may
be folded and deformed by D1. These relations suggest that the
aluminous schists probably represent resistites that were
produced as a result of local partial melting prior to or during
deformation. Locally, the schists may be intersected by later
granitic veins that typically develop coarse muscovite at the
contacts with the schist. The granitic veins are not foliated or
lineated and must postdate the initial deformation of the

response
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to l0 kbar during the gamet
growth. The late development of kyanite associated with M15
implies that at 800'C the pressure must have exceeded 10.1
kbar at this stage.
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The introduction of cross-cutting muscovite-bearing granitic
veins during M2 took place under conditions of substantially
lower pressure and increased silica and H2O activities. t07ithin
the granitic veins the unoriented assemblage of K-feldspar +
musCOvite + quartz
+ biotite +

pressure increasing from 7

plagioclase +

sillimanite

is

corsidered post Dl.
Randomly oriented
muscovite (+ 2
second generation

of fibrous
sillimanite
replacing
corundum)
develops

throughout the
matrix and
commonly partially
replaces corundum,

biotite and/or
kyanite. However,
quartz and Kfeldspar are
restricted to the
felsic veins which
serve as the source
for increasing silic-a

and HrO activities.

The apparent
stability of
coexisting
muscovite, Kfeldspar, quartz,

sillimanite and
plagioclase in the

granitic material
implies that rhe
granitic veins
crystallized at

conditions within
the sillimanite field
and at a higher
pressure than the
intersection of the
muscovite
breakdown
equilibria and the
granite melt curve,

i.e. >4kbar.Local
compositional H2O
Figure 10. Photomicrographs of various lithologies of the \Taterman Gneiss Complex tl-rat illusrrate textures and assemblages

diagnosticofMl,Mz,andM3metamorphicevents.(a)UndefomedmarblewiththeM,assemblageofforsterite(Fo)+diopside
(Di) + sr1.;,. (Cal) + dolomite (Dol). (b) Mafic gamet granulite showing a welldeveloped granoblastic texture with a M, assemblage
of gamet (Crt) + clinopyroxene (Cpx) + plagioclase (Pl) + quaru (Qt ). (") M , forsterite and spinel (Spl) being marginally replaced
by clinohumite (Chu) and chlorite (Ch[) as a result of a static hydration reaction that develop during the M 2 metamorphism. (d)
Highly deformed and recrystallized marble developed in the Mitchel detachment zone reflecting M, metamorphism associated with
mylonitization. Relict M 1 phlogopite (Phl) and calcite are still present but quaru is introduced during mylonitization. Note rhe
extreme grain size reduction relative to (a).

l2

heterogeneities

proximal to areas
in which muscovite
is developed
suggest that the

outermost portions
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in which muscovite is developed suggest that the outerrnost
portions of gamet, biotite and plagioclase are reset in response
to the granitic vein intrusion. Geothermobarometry involving
these reequilibrated portions of coexisting phases together with
geobarometry based on the phengite component of muscovite
suggests introduction of the granitic veins took place at 700740'C and 4.6-5.3 kbar.
funphibolitelmofrc grmulite. These are minor but ubiquitous
lithologies in the Waterman Metamorphic Complex that
typically form thin, laterally continuous bands and more rarely
as large boudins enclosed by marbles and rotated subparallel to
the regional deformation. In several cases mafic enclaves
retain the subophitic texture of a gabbro in a portion of the
rock and have been metasomatically altered to a strongly
rec4ntallized scapolite-clinopyroxene calc-silicate assemblage
in another part of the rock. Where large gamet porphyroblasts
are found in the amphibolites a felsic halo depleted in
clinopyroxene or amphibole is typically developed. The
amphibole bearing mafic rocks locally exhibit a steeply dipping

coexisting minerals a quantitative T-X(CO2 ) diagram limits
the possible metamorphic CO2 fluid contents in that the
presence of clinopyroxene rather than ferroan pargasite and
ilmenite rather than sphene implies that the metamorphic
fluid associated with the granulite assemblage must be
relatively CO2-rich (X(COr) > 0.7). The upper amphibolite
facies overprint (Mru) on the mafic granulites involves local
replacement of clinopyroxene by ferroan pargasite and
ilmenite by sphene. Amphibole-plagioclase thermometry for
this generation of minerals yields 782"C (assuming 11 kbar).
Based on the positions of the hydration reactions on a
quantitative T-X(Cq) diagram the fluid composition can be
generally limited to X(COr) < 0.8 during M6.
Marbblsiliceous marbb. Marble is the most abundant of the
supracrustal lithologies in the Waterman Metamorphic
complex and is commonly interlayered with quartzites and
calc-silicate rocks. The marbles are chiefly composed of calcite
t dolomite but may contain significant amounts gfaphite. The

lineation associated with D1.
Gamet amphibolites have indications that they had
attained P-T levels consistent with M, conditions but with
local compositional overprints that reflect a progression to Ms5
conditions. The typical gamet amphibolite mineral assemblage
is gamet + ferroan pargasite + plagioclase + biotite + quartz +
rutile. Gamet is generally weakly compositionalty zoned or
unzoned in the interior portion, however, there are local
texturally distinct regions on the exterior of the crystals that
are significantly enriched in Ca. Amphiboles exhibit a zoning
such that brown Ti-rich ferroan pargasite cores are partially

than

siliceous marbles differ from the marbles by containg more

Initial metamorphism (Mr") of the
siliceous marbles produced mineral assemblages that are
consistent with granulite facies conditions under relatively
reduced H2O activities. The peak metamorphic assemblages
are similar to those found in siliceous marbles from other

. Zingg,1980; Schenk, 1984). One of the
mineral assemblages in the
diagnostic
most common and
+ forsterite + diopside t
+
dolomite
siliceous marbles is calcite
+
Typical mineral
phlogopite
t
Mg-homblende'
spinel
be
used to calculate a
can
this
assemblage
compositions for
quantitative T-X(Cq) diagram for siliceous marbles during
peak metamorphism (Figure lla). lf it is assumed that the
initial metamorphic pressure was 8 kbar the metamorphic fluid
in these marbles must have been CO2'rich (X(Cq) - 0.680.98; constrained by invariant point A and the phlogopite
breakdown reactions in Figure 11a) and the temperature was
800-840'C. One other notable assemblage is sapphirine
(X(Mg) = 0.96) + Mg-spinel + calcite + dolomite + Mggranulite terrairx

rimmed by more aluminous ferroan pargasite that are manifest

by an enhanced tschermakite substitution. Rutile is also
partially replaced by ilmenite at the margins. The corsistent
zoning patter$ are advantageous in that probable equilibrium
sets of mineral composition data can be matched with a fair
degree of confidence. Thermobarometry based on relatively
unzoned interior portions of the grairs yield conditions of T =
780-846'C and P = 8.6-9.1 kbar,
consistent with previous M1s

107o silicate minerals.

Marble

Marble

estimates. The exterior portions of
the grains yield progressively higher
pressure estimates (P = 9.7 (inner
rim) - 11.0 (outer rim) kbar at

(cf

slightly lower temperatures (T =

?50-828"C), associated with
probable M6 conditions.
8
The mafic granulites commonly g
retain the relatively high pressure I
granulite facies (Mr) mineral
F
P
assemblage of clinopyroxene +

A"oc-:1q,
''\€-"
3.

fr+Sol+Fo+

plagioclase + gamet + quartz +

ilmenite (Figure 10b). Gamet is
weakly zoned or unzoned.
Geothermobarometry involving

Ot+PhllCO'i

gamet, clinopyroxene, plagioclase
and quartz yields values of T = 802835'C and P = 7.7-8.0 kbar. On

the basis of the compositiors of

0.5

0.6

0.8

0.7

0.9

x (co,)
Figure

ll.

T-X(CO z ) diagram for the marbles.
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grain size reduction and
recrystallization as well as a series of
hydration and carbonation
reactions. These phenomena are
commonly localized on a meter-tocentimeter scale and vary in style
depending on the depth of the
detachment that is exposed. Pods of
deformed and partially recrystallized
quartz are commonly confined to
zones of high deformation in the
carbonate portion of the marble
and are apparently introduced

Calc-silicate

Mru

94 -

r.o

during mylonitization. The margins
of deformed calcite grains are
typically clouded with aqueous fluid
inclusions. Neoblasts of undeformed
calcite and dolomite commonly
form at the margins of the

porphyroclasts with coarser
neoblasts being found in samples
from localities that are from deeper
levels of the detachment. Calcite-dolomite georhermomerry on
the neoblastic calcite yields temperatures of 300-443'C with

T-X(CO, ) diagram for the calc-silicates.

diopside + fonterite. The estimated metamorphic conditions
are consistent with the development of stable Mg sapphirine
relative to chlinochlore and spinel (Chemosky er al., 1988).
The disparate mineral assemblages and mineral compositions
in the siliceous marbles imply that there was variable fluid
composition during M1".
Changes in the initial metamorphic conditions during M,g
can be inferred from the ubiquitous development of diopside
rims (commonly with dolomite sheaths surrounding the
diopside) on forsterite and phlogopite in siliceous marbles with
the assemblage calcite + dolomite + forsterite + diopside
(Figure 10c). The presence of diopside along partially
delaminated margins of phlogopite imply that this reaction
developed during a deformational phase, probably the later
stages of D1. Based on the previous pressure estimares from the
biotite schists the rimming feature probably reflects the late
stage pressure increase during M1. Upper amphibolite facies
hydration reactions associated with the M15 typically develop
in many of the siliceous marbles as parrial pseudomorphs after
granulite facies minerals. The hydration reacrions are locally
manifest as partial to complete replacement of forsterite and
spinel by chlorite (t diopside t phlogopite), Mg-sapphirine by
chlorite and spinel and marginal development of Ticlinohumite on forsterite (Flgure 10d). Also notable is the
general absence of amphibole in the pseudomorphs and the
coexistence of calcite and quartz rather than wollastonite.
Metamorphic conditiors at this stage can be constrained by
noting the mineral assemblages involved in the parrial
pseudomorphs and using typical compositions of the minerals
involved in the hydration reactions to construct a petrogenetic
grid (Figure llb). The possible stability range is consisrenr
with those 750-800'C temperatures previously estimated for

the higher remperatures typically associated with the coarser
neoblasts. These partially recrystallized carbonate minerals may
be deformed funher with the introduction of additional
aqueous fluids; presumably at shallower levels in the crust. The
sodic nature of the aqueous fluid associated with M, is
manifested by the replacement of paragonite after clinozoisite
and albite after phlogopite and plagioclase along fractures and
rims. Fonterite is commonly partially altered to chrysotile
along fractures and chlorite may partially-to-completely
replace phlogopite and be found as deformed shearhs around

relict spinel.
Cab-silicate. These rocks are relatively minor and range
from calcite to quanz-rich rocks. There is mm-to-cm scale
layering that appears to be due to primary sedimentary
bedding. Foliation and lineation of clinopyroxene, sphene and
biotite subparallel to the sedimentary layering developed
during the initial deformation (Dr). The initial metamorphism
(M1") produces mineral assemblages, textures and mineral
chemistry that are consistent with granulite facies condirions
(c/. Schenk, 1984). The assemblages containing quartz +
calcite + scapolite + clinopyroxene + sphene or quartz +
anorthite + clinopyroxene + scapolite + sphene are common,

even being found in separate layers in a single thin section,
but assemblages containing coexisting anorthite + calcite have
not been observed. This indicates that during this stage of
metamorphism scapolite is stable in accordance with the
reaction Me = Cal + An (Figure 12a). Post-tecronic,

poikiloblastic grossular-rich garnet is found, commonly as an
intervening phase between calcite and scapolite. However, the
gamet is considered to have developed during the later stages
of M15 (see below). A T-X(COr) diagram is constructed using
the compositions of coexisting minerals in a typical calcsilicate, indicates thar the fluid phase must be relatively CO2rich (X(COz) > 0.8 at 825'C); to the righr of the grossular-

M6 but the fluids are HrO-richer; X(COz) = 0.02-0.08.
The greenschist facies overprint (M3) associated with
mylonitization along the detachment fauk is manifest in the
marbles by local introduction of silica, exrensive deformation,

t4
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forming reaction (Figure 12a).
The calc-silicates have evidence indicating that M,o took
place under conditions of increasing pressure following an
influx of H2O-richer fluids. A series of hydration reactions
produce a suite of posttectonic minerals that form at the
margins of M1" minerals as reaction rims or as subhedral grains
that cross-cut preexisting structures such as twin lamellae in
plagioclase. All of these reactions can develop in a single
sample but may be manifest to varying degrees in the different
layers of the calc-silicate rocls. Clinozoisite may develop
between calcire and scapolite in accordance with the reactior-'r.:
Me + HzO = Czo + CO2 or it may form as rectangular
twinned prisms cutting twin planes in plagioclase via the
reaction: Cal + An + H2O = Czo + CO2. Evidence for the all
of these reactions can be found within the same sample such
that the reaction boundaries should be close to each other on
a T-X(COz) diagram (Figure 12b). The shaded region of
Figure 12b represents approximate conditions in which this
will develop i.e. T = 770'C and X(CO,) = 0.4-0.7. The
development of clinozoisite after scapolite and/or plagioclase
in conjunction with the stable coexistence of quartz and
calcite rather than wollastonite mandates that the pressure
must have been > 10 kbar for M,s since at any lower pressures
the clinozoisite-forming reactions will only be operative with
H2O-rich fluids that would stabilize wollastonite relative to
calcite + quartz.
riTithin the Waterman Metamorphic complex
QuartTrte.
there are two types of quartzites: one that represents the
metamorphism of sedimentary quartzite and the other that
represents the silicification and mylonitic deformation of pre-

decrease
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in temperature provides a convenient local source of

HrO to drive the hydration associated with M6 (c/. Mogk,
1990). There is also another generation of muscovite + Kfeldspar-bearing granodioritic dikes that crosscut the D1
structures and serve as a source for later hydration reactions
during M2. These granodioritic rocks contain muscovite + Kfeldspar + biotite + plagioclase + sillimanite with the
muscovite having a relatively low Si contents (3.07 Si on a 11
oxygen basis) indicative of pressures of about 5 kbar (c/.
Massonne and Schreyer, 1987).
Fluid inclusion daa. Fluid inclusions were analyzed in rocks
of the l7aterman Metamorphic Complex to the west of
Harper Lake (Weather station locality) to characterize the
fluid phase and constrain pressure estimates of the uplift path
associated with M3 metamorphism (Sella, 1994). Temperatures
of M3 are independently constrained by mineral closure
temperatures, geothermometry and phase relations to 300350'C. Primary and secondary fluid inclusions in host quartz
were measured in a variety of lithologies; marbles, quartzite,
calc-silicate, felsic gneiss and biotite schist and contained a
variety of fluids. The fluids are dominated by H2O-NaCl and
HrO-COrtNaCltCH, with less common CO2, and rare CO2CH, and Nr. No fluid inclusions were measured that contain
evidence of conditions associated with M1" or M1s
metamorphism. lt is not surprising that the inclusions do not
reflect the peak metamorphism as the rapid isothermal
decompression between Mr6 and M2 involves crossing
isochores at a steep angle, (resulting in a large contrast in
intemal inclusion pressure versus extemal pressure), conditions
likely to cause the inclusions to decrepitate. Host quartz can
only withstand differential pressure deviations from the
isochores of roughly I kbar for a 10 pm inclusion and the
magnitude of the change from M16 to M2 is 2 to 4.5 kbars.
A few fluid inclusions in quartz enclosed by M1 gamet
reflect conditions representative of M2. The bulk of the fluid
inclusions, however, exhibit textural features that indicate
they were introduced during M3. These have homogenization
temperatures that ranged from 270'to 330"C, and provide
minimum temperatures of entrapment and hence for Mj. The
combination of isochores calculated from H2O-NaCl, H2OCOrtNaCl, and CO2 inclusions data with independently
established temperature constraints for M3 yield pressures of
0.8-2.2 kbars for the M3 metamorphism.
PROCEED along dirt road.

exisring igneous and metamorphic rocks. Metasedimentary
quartzites are abundant and are interlayered with the marbles
and calc-silicate rocts. These quartzites commonly preserve
high pressure granulite facies (M1") assemblages such as
clinopyroxeng + plagioclase + quartz + gamet, but are
extensively affected by subsequent M16 hydration reactions to
form pargasite after clinopyroxene. The mylonitic quartzites
containing granitoid fragments are found within shallower
levels of the detachment zone and have information that
greatly restricts the temperatures associated with greenschist
facies metamorphism (M3) at this location. These quartzites
are chiefly comprised of ductilely deformed quartz ribbons with
fragments of plagioclase-rich granitoid that are brimly
deformed.

(1.6) Pass third tin shed.
90.8 (0.4) Pass the first right tum toward the Buttes.
91.5 (0.7) Pass the second right tum toward the Buttes.
92.5 (1.0) TURN RIGHT at the third dirt road toward the
Buttes. This road is deceptive: it looks good, but it oscillates.

Felsic gneisses , mignwates and grandioritic inrrusiues. There
are a series of relatively rare migmatites that develop in the
abundant schistose and biotite-rich gneissic rocks affected by
M1". These range from lit-par-lit injection into the schist to
folded veins that are deformed by D1. These migmatites do not
have stable muscovite but do commonly have coarse gamet +

90.4

Drive slowlyl
93.3 (0.8) SLOW for a deep gully.
93.5 (0.2) Pass section line road junction.

K-feldspar + plagioclase + quartz + sillimanite without biotite
in the leucocratic segregation. They appear to be comparable
to migmatites developed in response to the fluid absent melt
reactions involving biotite (Tracy and Robinson, 1983). The
aluminous character of the associated schists suggest that they
may be residua isolated by melt extraction (c/. Tracy and
Robinson, 1983). The aqueous fluid that is released upon
crystallization of the melts at an increase in pressure and shght

93.75

(0.25) Continue south; don't take the right branch of

the road.
94.0 (0.?.5) TURN LEFT at junction onto the road running
due east from the first butte. !7e will be retracing to this
intersection after the next stop.
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95.5 (1.5) TURN RIGHT (south) onto Hoffman Road at
intersection.
96.4
96.9

+ grossular gamet + calcite + diopside + anorthite + Kfeldspar + sphene + biotite, and wollastonite + vesuvianite +
grossular gamet + diopside + calcite + quartz + anorthite +
sphene. In contrast to the Harper Lake district, these
assemblages are indicative of peak metamorphic fluids rich in
HrO (X(H2O) > 0.7). At Iron Mountain marbles dominate,
and the siliceous marbles contain diagnostic assemblages of
calcite + dolomite + diopside + forsterire + spinel +
homblende + chlorite. A combination of thermobarometry
and calibrated petrogenetic grids indicates that both these
areas equilibrated at upper amphibolite facies conditiorrs with
a high H2O activity and at roughly 750'C and 6 kbar.

T

(0.9) Pass nonheasteast tip of metamorphic ridge.
(0.5) TURN RIGHT (north) by making a 3000 tum

norrh at the southeast end of the metamorphic hlll; conrinue
nofth.
97.3 (0.4) PARK on ridge top.
Stop 3. Ductile Normal Faulting and Metamorphism at

Harper Lake Overlook
Objeccioes

1. To observe examples of M3 ductile normal faults
superimposed on older fabrics.
2. To discuss the style of high grade metamorphism in the
\iUest

S|r{,ial Publicmion 94-l

RETRACE to graded dirt road.
98.0 (0.3) Stop, TURN LEFI300" and head north on the
same graded dirt road we have previously traveled south. \7e
are at the northwest comer of the Harper Lake solar site.
98.5 (0.5) Pass the northeast tip of metamorphic ridge.
99.4 @.9) TURN LEFT (west) on dirt road toward the

Hinkley Hills and environs.

This outcrop serves as a good illustration of the ductile
normal faults associated with detachment superimposed on
older high grade ductile fabrics. The rocks in this locality
include marbles, calc-silicates and metagabbros. The
metagabbro locally retairs the oikocrystic texture of rhe
igneous prorolith. The marbles and calc-silicates exhibit
features of the deformation associated with D1 and mylonitic
overprints locally manifest as ductile normal faults.
The metamorphic core complex rocks to the east in the
West Hinkley Hills and north in the Iron Mountain area are
also high grade metamorphic rocks but they differ in their
relative proportions of lithologies and in their metamorphic
conditions. The metamorphic rocla of the West Hinkley Hills
are dominated by graphitic quartzites and calc-silicates with
lesser amounts of biotite gneisses and marbles. Relict
sedimentary layering is
common in the
quartzites and calc-

Buttes.

100.4 (1.0) Proceed west across intersection with north-south
section line road.
100.6 (0.2) On the east side of the first butte TURN LEFT
(south) and PROCEED \VEST around south side of the butte.
Avoid left tums.
100.8 (0.2) BEAR IUEST from first butte.
100.9 (0.1) PARK in open area.
Stop

4.

Mid-Tertiary Mylonitization at The Buttes

Objectiues

1. To observe a granitoid pluton that contains evidence of

silicates. These
sedimentary layers are
commonly folded and
there is a strong

lineation involving
wollastonite parallel to
the axial planes of the
folds in many of the
calc-silicates. The
metamorphic rocks are
locally intruded by
syn-metamorphic felsic
veins and a late
homblende
granodiorite. The calcsilicates of West

Hinkley Hills contain
mineral assemblages
such as quartz +

anorthite + K-feldspar
+ homblende +
diopside + calcite +
sphene + biotite,
vesuvianite + scapolite

Plate 2. View north-northwest toward Fremont Peak from Stop 4. The butte in mid-ground is a 20 Ma granitoid pluton associated

with mylonitization. R.E. Reynolds photo.
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and Eads Siding yielded Cretaceous €Ar-'eAr ages (66-60 Ma).
Cooling histories inferred by the thermochronologic data for
each of the tectonic environments are shown on Figure 13.
Cooling paths for mylonitic lower plate rocls from the
Mitchel Range, '\UTaterman Hills, and the hills west of Harper
Lake show slow cooling from above -4O0'C in Late
Cretaceous time to between 320'C and 300'C near the
beginning of the Early Miocene. This was followed by marked

-20 Ma cooling associated with mylonitization and Mr
metamorphism.

2. To discuss thermochronologic data from the Buttes roclc
as well as from country rocks of the Harper Lake region.
These rocks are generally granodioritic in composition and
locally contain a well-developed shallowly plunging stretching
lineation oriented NE-S\)7 that is subparallel to the regional
early Miocene extension direction. Based on structural and
thermochronologic data, we consider the superimposed brittle
deformation and local mylonitization of these rocks to be the
product of early Miocene detachment faulting.
One of the major areas of emphasis of our work has been in
trying to determine the thermal histories of rocks of the
Mojave Extensional Belt. Over sixty fission track (FT) and
4oAr-leAr age determinations
A'
have been performed on
600
,rr.tr^orphic core complex
rocks of the

Mojave

Extensional Belt. Ages implied
by both {Ar-reAr and FT data
show a strong correlation with

For
mylonitic footwall

their tectonic position.

example,
rocks beneath Miocene

detachment faults at both the
Harper Lake and the Barstow
districts yield {ArJeAr plateau
ages on biotites and all FT ages
from sphene, zircon, and
aparite near 20 Ma; sArJeAr
analyses on phlogopite from
marbles give significantly older
plateau ages (circa 80 Ma).
Homblende from the rocks at
this stop yielded an sAr-'eAr
plateau age of Z7 Ma. In
contrast, rocks in the Iron
Mountains yield discordant
Cretaceous-early Cenozoic ages
on {ArJeAr biotite and FT
sphene and zircon. Although
their structural position is
uncertain, these rocks lack the

mylonitic stretching lineation
as well as ubiquitous evidence
for the M3 metamorphism. Two
hypotheses are considered.

First, the rocks at Iron
Mountain occupy a shallow
lower plate position southwest

of the breakaway that lay in
Hinkley Valley. The second
considers that the rocks of the
Iron Mountairs are part of the
upper plate of the Mitchel
Detachment. Upper plate

granitic rocks from the Mud

Hills, Fremont

Peak, Jimgrey

San Bernardmo County Museran Assocntion

cooling from 320'-300" to below 100'at -20 Ma. In contrasr,
samples of lower plate rocts from the Iron Mountains show
rapid cooling at -65 Ma but yield no hint of the early
Miocene event. Upper plate rocks from Eads Siding and rhe
Mud Hills yield similar evidence for rapid latest Cretaceous
age cooling, followed by slow cooling.
B.
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Figure 13. Cooling histories of rocks exposed in the Mojave Extensional Belt (from Dokka et al, l99l). Samples and
thermochronometers used in construction of cooling paths shown in brackets; present{ay tempeftrture also shown. (A)
hills west of Harper l-ake ('\Teather Station' locality) (HL89-ZI, phlogopite; HL89-43A, biotite, zircon; HL89-28,
apatite, sphene). (B) hils west of Harper Lake ('The Buttes' [ocaliry)(T888-1, apatite; TB88-2, homblende, biotite;
TB88-3, zircon; TB88-4, biotite, sphene). (C) hills west of Harper Lake ("Lockhart" locality)(FP-3, sphene, zirconi
HL88-23C, phlogopite. (D) \Taterman Hills-Hinkley Hills ('$7H-4, apatite, biotite; WH88-Hll, zircon, muscovite);
first appearance of lower plate rocks as class in Barstow Formation at -17 Ma (Travis and Dokka, in review) fixes
point at 20'C, 1? Ma. (E ) northem Mitchel Range (MR-2, apatite; MR-3, biotite). (F) Iron Mountains (1M89-1,
biotite, sphene; tM89-5, zircon, apatite). (G) Eads Siding (8589-1, homblende, sphene, zircon, apatite). (H) Fremont
Peak (FP-1, biotite, apatite). (t) Mud Hills (MH86-1, apatite, biotite).
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We conclude that the M3 greenschist facies metamorphism
and rhe Early Miocene rapid cooling event recorded in
metamorphic core complex rocks are manifestations of
incomplete rifting of the Mojave Extensional Belt. We further
conclude that cooling of rocks of the \iTaterman Metamorphic
Complex at -20 Ma (Early Miocene) was the result of tectqnic
dmudfiion, facilitated primarily by movements along the
Mitchel and Harper Lake detachment faults and secondarily
by upper plate normal faulting. Tectonic denudation is the
overall vertical thinning of the lithosphere that occurs in
conjunction wirh lateral extension (Armstrong, 1972; Dokka
et al., 1986). Although the thermal consequences of tectonic
denudation are similar to those of erosion in that deeper
(warmer) crustal levels are brought nearer to the surface and
cooled, tectonic denudation diffen markedly from erosion in
terms of the portion of the lithosphere from which material is
removed. Cooling of deeper lithospheric levels as a
consequence of erosion occurs as material is removed at the
surface, whereas tectonic denudation results in cooling of
lower-plate roclc as higher structural levels are progressively
thinned. In the Mojave example, first-order cooling of the
footwall was most likely achieved by conductive heat transfer,
developed when movement along the Mitchel and Harper
Lake detachments juxtaposed shallow (ncoldn) hanging wall
rocks against more deeply seated (nhotn) footwall rocks. Rocks
currently exposed at the surface experienced -200'C of
cooling during this event. Additional cooling may have also
occurred as a result of syn- and post-kinematic erosional
unroofing of the metamorphic core complex related to postdetachment high-angle normal faulting and to synkinematic
convective cooling facilitated by the introduction of cooler
aqueous fluids. Data presented here confirm the hypothesis
originally set fofth by Dokka and \Toodbume (1986) and later
modified by Dokka (1989a) that deformation, exhumation,
and uplift of the metamorphic core complex ranges of the
central Mojave Desert were the result of early Miocene-age
extensional orogenesis within the Mojave Extensional Belt.
Return to vehicles. PROCEED SOUTH-SOUTH\UEST
toward south side of third butte.

9 4 - 1

)a

Figure 14. Geologic map of the Harper Lake detachment (Dokka et

al.,l99l).

road.

107.2 (0.8) Jog left and continue nofih at section comer.
108.5 (1.3) 'We are crossing the trace of the Lockhart fault at
low spot in valley.
109.1 (0.6) Stop and PARK before you reach the cliff edge at
the southeast comer of section IZ,T.llN, R.6ti7.

101.2 (0.3) Head west along south side of the third butte.
101.5 (0.3) Stop, TURN LEFT (south) at intersection with
north-south section line road (the second butte road).

Stop 5. Harper Lake Detachment.
Objecrioes

1. To observe the structure and petrology of the Harper

101.8 (0.3) Drop off bench and TURN RIGHT (southwest)
along section line road.

Lake detachment.
2. To observe the effects of cataclasis at the base of rotated
upper-plate fault blocks.
3. To recap the regional tectonic relationships observed

102.0 (0.2) TURN RIGHT (west).
103.1 (1.1) Stop, TURN LEFT (south) on

fint butte road.
(0.2)
This is a sandy wash; drive with a positive
103.3

today.

Discovery and understanding of structural and petrologic
relations at and near this locality have greatly influenced our
thinking on the regional geologic evolution of the westem
Moj ave Desert. Field relationships, metamorphic petrology
features, and timing relations clearly show that these rocks
have experienced virtually the same tectono-metamorphic
history as the more obvious metamorphic core complex
terrane exposed near Barstow (Dokka and Woodbume, 1986;
Dokka and Baksi, 1988; Dokka, 1989a; Henry and Dokka,
1992; Dokka et al., l99l). It has also been proposed that the

aftitude.
104.1 (0.8) TURN RISHT (southwest) on zig:zag road
around metamorphic hill.
104.4 (0.3) BEAR RIGHT at junction.
104.7 (0.3) TURN LEFT (due south) on dirt road
104.9 (0.2) TURN RIGHT (west) at junction and head westsouthwest.
105.4 (0.5) Continue straight (west) at junction.
106.4 (1.0) Stop, TURN

Special Pilhlicrlrion

RIGHT (due north) on section line
18
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in outcrop in this district are rhe updip
equivalents of reflectiorx observed in seismic sections to the
west (Serpa and Dokka, 1992; Dokka, 1989a). A geologic map
of this area is shown on Figure 14.
A cross-section (viable but not balanced) of the region from
the Kramer Hills to Harper Lake to Fremont Peak is shown on
Figure 15 that illustrates the regional relationships. All
features of the section can be observed or inferred from surface
exposures or drillhole data. Its outcrop pattem in the area
indicates that the detachment is very shallowly dipping and is
warped (Loclfiart dome). The long axis of these warps are
subparallel to the early Miocene extension direction. The
north l-ockhart fault is not a strike-slip fault as described by
Dibblee (1967, 1968), but is actually a portion of the Harper
Lake detachment. In addition to truncated features, rhe fault
is locally marked by deposits of calcite-siderite-ankerite. These
low-temperature deposits are common to many Cordilleran
detachment complexes and are sometimes associated with gold
deposits. It is interesting to note that the placement of the
now ubiquitous claim stakes of this area followed on the heels
of our initial description of the nature of these rocks. The
upper-plate consists of tilted lower Miocene volcanic and
sedimentary strata that sit unconformably on Cretaceous and/
or Jurassic granitic rocks and roof pendants of older rocks.
Upper-plate tilted (30"-50") strata are exposed at the surface
in the Kramer Hills, and at several localities between this
point and Kramer Junction (Dibblee, 1967, 1968; Dokka,
unpublished mapping, 1988). Similarly tilted strata are also
known in the subsurface near Kramer Junction (Benda er al.,
1960; Dibblee, 196?). The great borate deposits at Boron are
post-tectonic sediments within the Mojave Extensional Belt.
Sense of shear determined at outcrop and microscopic scale
shows that upper levels moved northeast relative to lower

between here and the next
milepost.

srructures seen

E

T,

3E

LF

iid,l
eJl.

iltf
#""s

,:

154.4 (0.7\ Follow the left
branch of the road.
155.7 (1.3) PARK at small
pile of dirt and a post. We
are north of the Barium
Queen mine in rhe eastcentral Mitchel Range.
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Northern Mitchel Range
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3. To review the evidence
presented today for early

Miocene extension of the
Mojave Desert.
The geology of a portion
of the nonhem Mitchel
Range is shown on Figure
16. The contact that we are
standing on is the Mitchel
detachment, a brittleductile, low-angle, normal-

Brittle

extended and rotated upperplate fault blocks overlie the
shear zone. The upper-plate
consists of lower Miocene
and older sedimentary and

149.5 (3.0) Stop, TURN LEFT (north) at junction of Hwy 58
and lrwin Road.
149.6 (0.1) Stop, TURN RIGHT (east) onto Highway 58.

volcanic rocks that rest
unconformably on Mesozoic
granitoids and older
metasedimentary and

150.2 (0.6) Stop, TURN LEFT at'Y' intersection; PROCEED
EAST. If you are low on gas, there are two gas stations

t9

--

ol!
.!u
r\o

detachment.

146.5 (2.8) Waterman Gneiss is on the north; Miocene
sediments lie to the south.

58

3b
EE

from the Mitchel

Lenwood Road.

Ft\
oo

-^o
EE

detachment.
2. To discuss
thermochronologic data

Road.

76
63
Go
o<

dF

including the Mitchel

sense shear zone.

^_o
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cim
€-

-o'
- --t
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1. To observe the rocks and
structures of the
'Waterman terrane,

131.7 (7.8) Continue on Highway 58 past the tumoff to
Harper/Helendale road.
139.7 (8.0) Cross the trace of the Lockhart fault at Hinkley
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Objecrives

123.9 (5.1) Cross the trace of the Helendale fault.

j

=rZ
8d
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Stop 6: Mitchel

58.

b.,
>9,
)o
'ia
.9p

(nonheast).

join the section line road.

EA
dbr

....",t

Mitchel Range
t53.? (0.7) TURN RIGHT

118.8 (2.4) TURN LEFT (east) at Kramer Junction onto Hwy

$.0)

2z ;<EO

153.0 (0.9) TURN LEF|
(north-northwest) toward

Proceed west across junction.

Pass

o.

x

Road.

116.4 G.4) Stop. Watch for traffic and TURN SOUTH on
Hwy 395.

143.7

6

l, z
vz

(northeast) onto graded din
utility road across from Fem

(west).

Proceed due west as we

F

the Harper Lake fault.
t52.t (0.2) TURN LEFr

two miles south to junction.
Jog left and continue south.

TURN RIGHT

&

151.9 (1.7) Drive-in theater
on left; prepare to tum left.
We are crossing the trace of

levels.

RETRACE
110.1 (1.0)
111.0 (0.9)
111.7 (0.7)
113.0 (1.3)
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Warcman Gneiss

Range (McCabe
and Dokka,
unpublished)
indicate that the
rocks are L- and
L-S tectonites.
These rocks are
thought to form
in zones of noncoaxial laminar
flow that form
during conditions

b.s
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t

pressure and
temperature.
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Figure 16. Geologic map of a portion of the northem Mitchell Range highlighting detachment-related mylonitization, low angle britde
fauhing, and slighdy younger moderate-angle normal faulting.

metavolcanic rocks. These rocks are interpreted as forming
along a crustal-scale, normal-sense zone of simple shear such as
originally proposed by Wemicke (1981). This range and the
Waterman Hills, the Hinkley Hills, and the hills near the
hamlet of I-ockhan constitute what is commonly referred to as
a "metamorphic core complex' (cf. Davis and Coney, 1979).
The Waterman Metamorphic Complex in the area contains
a wide variety of mylonitic rocks, namely mylonitic gneiss,
marble mylonite, and quartz-mica mylonite. Many of these
rocks can be classified as Tlpe ll S-C mylonites, using the
nomenclature of Lister and Snoke (i984). Strain studies in
the Hinkley Hills (\Ueiss, 1954), Waterman Hills (Dokka and

microfaulting of
pre-existing

nm.l f.ult
D6tudrb.. iil1hil., btd ||bt. cor.abdi
?..d vbt. btCtl; cilN rbr .tuh d
pl6g.d bEM,ti,li@btr

1

microstructure of
tlpe II S-C
mylonites are
mica nfishn
produced by
boudinage and

indicate that

to the northeast
relative to lower
levels. This sense
of shear is similar
to the movement
pattem
determined for
the upper-plate.
RETRACE to
Highway 58
1se.z (3.s)

Highway 58 (drive-in theater on right). TURN LEFT (east)
and proceed to I-15 eastbound.
159.4 @.2) ENTER l-15 nnorth - Las Vegas' and proceed east.

162.l (2.7) Continue past Fort Irwin exit.
164.3 (2.2) EXIT at Ghost Town Road. On both

sides of the

freeway are four gas stations. Make sure your tank is full. Food

and drinks available here, too.
164.5 (0.2) Stop, TURN LEFT (north) on Ghost Town Road.
166.8 (2.3) TURN LEFT onto the Yermo cutoff. A sign on
the right side of Ghost Town Road points you to Fort lrwin.

ZO
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168.5 (1.7) Stop, TURN RIGHT (north) on Fort lrwin Road.
l7l.l (2.6) Cross the trace of the Calico fault.
171.3 (0.2) Pass the left tum off Irwin Road toward the
Barstow Fossil Beds and Rainbow Basin. rUUe will come back to
this tum en route to our evening camp.

San Bemordmo

Courq Muselual' Assuiatian

183.4 G.2) PULL RIGHT into school bus stop area (has signs
for nursery) to look at view to the east. PROCEED northeast

on Fort Irwin Road.
188.3 (4.9) Convoy route sign. Prepare to tum right.
188.7 (0.4) TURN RIGHT at National Training Center sign.
Slow, TURN SOUTHEAST and proceed to Jack Spring.

l?3.7 (2.+) Cross the summit at Pickhandle Pass. The road
heads downhill in a series of S curves.

Cross convoy route.

188.8 (0.1) TURN LEF[.

175.8 (2.1) Road bends right in a sweeping curve zIS we cross
under a wooden pole line.
176.8 (1.0) As the 3-lane road becomes }-lane, TURN

188.9 (0.1) Cross sand wash and drive toward metamorphosed
Paleozoic limestone hill.

RIGHT at the American Progress mine mailbox onto dirt
road. \7e are driving due east toward Coyote Lake.
177.5 (0.7\ TURN LEFT (north) toward inselberg.

189.2 (0.3) PARK at Jack Spring. Westem portions of the
spring have been active since October 1993 when water was
running 100 feet down wash. RETRACE to pavement at

177.6 (0.1) At the south end of the inselberg, DRIVE EAST
(right) around the irselberg toward its north tip.

National Training Center sign.
This is the last stop of Day 1 of the field trip. Day 2 will start
at the Fort Irwin Visitor Center, which lies 2.8 miles to the
north (right) along Fort Irwin Road.
To reach our campsite, TURN LEFT (south) on Fort Irwin

177.9 (0.3) PARK in wollastonite mining area.
Stop 7. Coyote Lake Overlook

Road and drive 18.8 miles to Rainbow Basin road (milepost

Objecaues

17r.3).

1. To observe the high grade metamorphic rocks and discuss

208.0 (18.8) TURN RIGHT onto Fossil Bed road (graded
dirt) and drive west.
211.0 (3.0) TURN RIGHT onto Rainbow Basin Loop Road.
211.3 (0.3) TURN RIGHT onto Owl Canyon Campground
road and continue to campsite.
End Da1 One

their significance.
2. To discuss the origin of Coyote Lake basin.
The rocls located on the hill at the Coyote Lake overlook
are dominated by a series of high grade metasedimentary rocls
that bear much lithologic and petrologic similarity to the high
grade metamorphic rocks of the \Uest Hinkley Hills. The hill
is comprised chiefly of highly deformed and lineated calcsilicates with resistant layen rich in diopside + grossular +
quartz + sphene and non-resistant layen rich in wollastonite +
grossular + quartz. I-ocal syn-metamorphic felsic veins cut the
calc-silicate and are folded and boudinaged. There are also a
number of wollastonite-bearing marbles. At southem end of
the hill there is an excellent example of graphic granite.
Preliminary thermobarometry on the wollastonite-grossular
calc-silicates indicate that the peak metamorphism was at
roughly 800"C, 6.5-7 kbar and X(COz) = 0.33-0.40.
'We are located in a large structural depression referred to as
the Coyote Lake basin. To the south are the Calico
Mountains, to the northwest is the Paradise Range, and the
low mountains off to the northeast is Alvord Mountain.
According to the tectonic model of Dokka and Travis
(1990a), Coyote Lake was created as Alvord Mountain
translated eastward from a position originally agairst the
northem flank of the Calico Mountains and Paradise Range
(Dokka and Travis, 1990a). As it translated to the east,
Alvord Mountain also rotated about a vertical axis -30" in a
clockwise sense; see Figure 8 that illustrates how the Coyote
Lake basin formed. In structural jargon, Coyote Lake basin is

Da1 Two
Today's agenda deals primarily with the geology of the NE
Mojave Desert Block. Our joumey will take us through the
highly restricted lands of the U.S. Army National Training
Center. This area is absolutely off-limits to persons without
official business with the NTC. Live fire, bombs flying
through the air, tanks on maneuvers, and unexploded
ordinance lying on the ground are observable on a daily
basis. Please pay attention to the rules outlined by our NTC
guides. Your life may depend on it!
We begin our trip at the Main Gate to the National
Training Center. Mileage is not provided today because all
stops are on restricted grounds. General locations are shown
on Figure 9.
Stop 8. Coyote Lake Fault
Objectiues

1. To present a tectonic context for the observations to be
made today.
2. To observe the westem strand of the Coyote Lake fault

and to discuss its significance.
Field studies, coupled with analyses of earthquake data and
satellite imagery have lead to an improved understanding of
the active tectonics and seismic hazards of the northeastem
Mojave Desert region (Figure l7). Our studies suggest that
most faulrc of the region are late Neogene in age with many
currently active and seismogenic. Faults of the area are mainly
strike-slip and include both dextral and sinistral types.
Presently, the most prominent zone of active faults and
seismicity of the region occurs along a NNW trending belt
that extends from Yermo nonh through the Goldstone area

sphenochasms.

Continue around inselberg.
1i8.0 (0.1) The nonh tip of the inselberg. Proceed along the
west side to the south end.
178.4 (0.4) Proceed south to the dirt road.
178.5 (0.1) TURN RIGHT (west) on graded road and retum
to Fort lrwin Road.
179.2 (0.7) TURN RIGHT onto Fort Irwin Road.
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Figure 17. Seismiciry map of the northeastem Mojave Desert plotted on a black and white Landsat Thematic Mapper image. Seismicity data courtesy of the
Califomia lnstitute of Technology. A, B, and C qualiry. Satellire data from EOSAT.

King Spring fault zone, a NW striking right slip fault, is
covered by recent stream deposits and is thus inactive.
Gauging the activity of a particular fault exclusively on the
basis of occurrence of historic earthquakes is problematic given
the punctuated history of seismicity on several faults of the
area. For example, the fault zone we are current examining,
the Coyote Lake-Quinones Creek fault was virtually aseismic
prior to the June 28, 1992 Landers eanhquake. Following this
event, several small earthquakes have occurred mainly on the
Quinones Creek segment. This observation is important
because other long, sinistral faults such as the Bicycle Lake,

and continuing to near the Garlock fault. This zone is
dominated by the Goldstone Lake fault zone, and its southem
extensions, the Paradise fault and the East Paradise fault.
Other active faults include the Coyote Lake-Quinones Creek
fault zone, and Schnable Canyon faults. Several faults lying to
the east of the Goldstone Lake fault zone are also suspected of
recent activity based on their youthful geomorphic expression
and spatial association with small earthquakes; these include
the East Mclean Lake fault, West Mclean Lake fault, Fort
Irwin fault zone, Tiefort Mountain fault, Bicycle Lake fault,
Garlic Springs fault and Drinkwater Lake fault. The Desert
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Figure 18. Geologic map of rhe central Coldstone area (after MacConnell et al., submitted to Qeophysrcal Research lttterc)

1. To observe evidence for a Late Cretaceous zoned pluton.
This stop is meant to illustrate the power of remote sensing

Tiefort Mountain, and Fort Irwin faults that have young
geomorphic expression yet show viaually no seismicity may

to geological mapping. Due in part to ovenelling by
remote sensing practitioners and, in part, to the general

pose a greater threat than realized. Clearly, the historical
record of seismicity may be too short to be used to completely
characterize the activity of a fault.

as applied

technology myopia of geologists, satellite technologies have
failed to have major impact on geological investigations of the
earth. Most practicing geologists know, however, that to

Stop 9. Zoned Peraluminous Pluton
Objectioes
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achieve a full undentanding of complex geological problems
requires that one look at the eamh at all possible scales and
with a wide range of tools (see Ford et al., 1990).
The rock at this site is a gamet-muscovite granite. It is part
of a large plutonic body that intruded older rocks at or prior
to -80 Ma (Miller and Sutter, 1982). The pluton is zoned,
composed of iron-poor granite at this locality and grading
outward into two mica facies (biotite and muscovite) and
finally to biotite granite near the ECHO site.

signal measured by the sensor for each pixel is the sum total
from all of the materials inside that pixel, as well as the effects
of slope, texture, and solar lighting. This is the basis for the
following caveat, namely that interpretation of these images is
not as simple as just correlating a specific color with a specific
mineral species. For example, the reflectance spectrum (and
therefore its assigned color) for coarse-grained limestone is
different than for fine-grained limestone. A material's
reflectance signal is also different depending on its slope, solar
incidence angle, degree of weathering, slight compositional
variations, etc. lnterpretation is further complicated by natural
conditions. For example, a patch of windblown magnetite sand
covering a portion of pixel sized area of limestone may result
in a signal very different than that of pure limestone. Thus, a
red pixel in one comer of the image may not be the same
material as a red pixel in another area. The correlation of a
reflectance spectrum with a particular earth material is called
classification and can be most rigorously accomplished by a
geologist using sophisticated computer programs designed for
this purpose, coupled wirh field invesrigation.
The image has been processed using a four-component

-

Enhanced Landsat Thematic Mapper images of the Mojave
Desert are shown as a black and white image in Figure 17.
The color patterrrs in the satellite image provide contrasting
compositional information mostly at infrared wavelengths that
allow discrimination and mapping of many types of surface
materials that do not display strong visible color conrrasrs.
The image is based on Landsat TM data that has been
processed to bring out compositional differences between rocks
in order to allow for their differentiation. Information
portrayed on the imagery are derived from the surface; there is
no ground penetration. The smallest sample area (pixel) for
the Landsat TM is -28.5 m by -28.5 m. The reflectance

2+
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Figure 19. Extensional basins of the ofGoldstone Lake-Pink Canyon area,
nonheastem Mojave l)esert (from Dokka, 1993). a) Enhanced Landsat TM
image of the Goldstone Lake-Pink Canyon area. b) Generalized geologic and
seismicity map of the same area showing the Goldstone Lake fault zone and
associated extensional basins. c) lnterpretation of recent stmctural geology of
the area of Figure l9b, highlighting the origin of the proposed deba*chasm of
Pink Canyon basin and the releasing bend extensional zone of Goldstone
Lake. These extensional zones are reckoned to have formed because adloining
crusal blocks have move northwestward at different velocities. Size of arrow
denotes suspectd relative velocity of fault blocks with respect to a point on
stable North America.

5km

N\

We are located at the intersection of the Goldstone Lake
and Coyote Canyon faults. The Goldstone Lake fault zone is a
NNW-trending family of dominantly right-slip faults that
extends from Coyote Lake north to near the Garlock fault
(Figure 17 and 18). The Coyote Canyon fault is an -E-W
striking, high-angle, left-slip fault that can be traced from the
east branch of the Goldstone Lake fault zone at Pink Canyon
east to 5 km north of Bicycle Lake; the fault may continue
east across the northem reaches of Bicycle Lake and connect

-

with the Tiefort Mountain fault. As illustrated on Figure 4b,
the Goldstone Lake fault zone is associated with more seismic
events than any other fault sptem in the northeastem Mojave
Desert. Beginning near the Garlock fault zone, the Goldstone
Lake fault zone passes south-southeast through the Myrick

r:
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Spring area where it is apparently organized into a narrow, 2-3
km wide zone (Figure 18 and 19). At the north end of
Goldstone Lake, the Goldstone Lake fault zone apparently
splits into two main branches (designated as u/est and easr
branches). The Goldstone Lake fault zone (east branch)
occun along the base of the high range of volcanic rocla that
forms the westem boundary of the National Training Center
with the Goldstone Deep Space Communication Complex;
the width of the fault zone here is '1-6 km. Exposures of fault
segments can be seen at various places along the range from
Goldstone Lake to near its intersection with the Coyote
Canyon fault (Figure 18). These include the region between
Pink Canyon and Hidden Valley (-5 km due east of
Goldstone airpon). The largest seismic event in the
nofiheastem Mojave Desert during the past 15 yean was a
M=4.0 that occurred on June 29,1991,, the day following the
Landers eamhquake (Figure l7).
The existence of the Goldstone Lake fault zone (west
branch) is inferred from geomorphic features such as the
alignment of topographic features seen on Landsat TM
imagery and topography as well as earthquakes. Because the
Goldstone Lake fault zone (west branch) fault occurs along
major, active drainages, direct observation of outcrop scale
fault plane features was not possible; secondary faults that
merge with this trend are well exposed in the plateau region
south of Goldstone Lake. The Goldstone Lake fault zone (west
branch) first becomes apparent near the south shore of
Goldstone Lake; it is likely that it continues north beneath
the lake bed and merges with the east branch of the
Goldstone Lake fault zone. Goldstone Lake has the form of a
classic nreleasing bend, pull-apart basinn, analogous to Death
Valley (Burchfiel and Stewart, 1966). Dokka (1993) proposed
that Goldstone Lake is the consequence of extension formed

Zone of Extension
Zone of Contraction

technique whereby each of three band-ratio channels was
modulated by the band-average reflectivity, and then assigned
different primary colon (method after Crippen, 1989). Bandaverage information primarily enhances textural characteristics
of rocks and structures. Landsat TM band-ratios 517,514, and
3/1 , were used in order to emphasize compositional differences
of the rocla. High values for band rario 517 (depicted as red)
generally denote hydroxyl-rich (OH-) minerals such as clay
minerals, micas, and calcium carbonate-bearing deposits (e.g.,
limestone). High values for band ratio 514 (depicted as green)
generally denote rocks rich in ferrous iron (Fe*2); and hlgh
values for band ratio 3/1 (depicted as blue) generally denote

rocla rich in ferric iron (Fe',). Thus, the iron-poor granitic
facies (gamet-muscovite granite) appear straw yellow whereas
biotite granite takes on a purple tint, reflecting the addition of
Fe'2

and Fe'3.

Stop 10. Goldstone Lake Fault At Pink Canyon
Objectioes

1. To observe the Goldstone Lake and Coyote Canyon
faults.
2. Discuss stratigraphy and paleomagnetic data from area
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small pull apart basin at N35', 117.3,+5"i7 is panially filled
with Pliocene and younger sediments. The remains of a new
world sloth was reckoned to be less than 4 Mv old (R.
Reynolds, 1992, penonal communication). The north side of
the fault is upthrown in the Pink Canyon area (35.34N,
116.81\y) as the fault merges with Goldstone Lake fault zone;
strata of Pink Canyon is tilted noftheast on north side of fault;
the north side of fault is uplifted and tilted north in the
Coyote Canyon area. The Pink Canyon basin is approximately
1 km wide and is bounded by the Coyote Canyon fault to the
norrh and an inferred fault to the south. Drill holes on both
sides of the Coyote Canyon fault indicate >1.5 km of
stratigraphic throw of the Tertiary-Mesozoic granitic basement
contact (south side down); the drillhole south of the Coyote
Canyon fault, Pink Canyon #l , has a total depth of -1.5 km
but failed to intercept the Mesozoic granitic/metamorphic
basement. This suggests that the Coyote Canyon fault may
have a substantial dip+lip component.
Figure 20 shows the structural setting of the Goldstone Lake
area and illustrates how the Pink Canyon basin and nearby
features may have formed. Figure 20b shows the preliminary
results of recent mapping of faults of the westem Fort IrwinGoldstone area along with seismicity that occurred between
1977 and July,1992. This study is still in progress and has
identified many new faults, confirmed previously located

zone.

To the south, the west branch follows the main drainage
passing through or near the MOJAVE faciliry and conrinues
southeast to near the VENUS site (Figure 19). Near
MOJAVE, the Paradise fault (north branch) splits off from the
Goldstone Lake fault zone and continues south to the west
side of the Paradise Range. In addition to the geomorphic
evidence for the Goldstone Lake fault zone (west branch), the
mapped trace of the fault is marked by a linear concentrarion
of seismic epicenten (Figure 19b). Near the VENUS facility,

distinctive gamet-muscovite granitic rocks lying north of the
fault are apparently upthrown in addition to have been
translated laterally in a dextral fashion; these relations may
reflect change of geometry of fault from venical strike-slip to
NE-dipping oblique fault with reverse motion. Small, E-\07
trending faults with strong topographic expression occur in the
hills just south of Goldstone Lake.
The C-oyote Canyon fault derives its name from a canyon
located NW of Fort Irwin (35.665'N, 116.778"\UY). Seismicity
records show virtually no earthquakes associared with the
Coyote Canyon fault. Well developed scarps and fault zone
features can be observed all along its westem trace; fault plane
kinematic indicators including slickensides striatiors, grooves,
fibrous mineral growths are especially well developed along tl'e
fault. These data suggest that motion is, in part, sinistral. A

\

l

\

Figure 20, Seasat radar image of the northeastem Moiave Desert. See text for discussion.
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shears, and has revealed important fault
riming relations. Based on associated

l

seismicity and youthful morphology, all
faults shown on Figure 20b are likely
active, with the Goldstone Lake fault
(Dokka and Travis, 1990a) being the

dominant shear of the area; this fault
zone can be traced for >30 km.
Piercement points needed to establish

net slip on faults of the area have yet to
be located, although mapping and
examination of renches cut through
some faults suggest that displacements
on individual faults are small (<3 km?)
and dominantly lateral in nature. Local
uplift and subsidence has also apparently
occurred in areas where strands of a
strike-slip fault diverge or converge,
respectively, and is consonant with the
geometric-kinematic theory of Crowell
(1974). The best example can be found
in the cenrral Goldstone area between
the westem and eastem branches of the
Goldstone Lake fault zone (cf. Figure
l9a and 19b). The intervening fault
sliver has apparently been uplifted at its
southeastem end near the Venus
locality (Figure 19c) and has subsided at
its northwestem tip at Goldstone Lake.
Stop 11. Bicycle Lake Fault
Objectiues

1. To observe evidence for the

Bicycle Lake fault.

The Bicycle Lake fault is an -E-W
striking, subvertical, probable left-slip
fault that occurs south of Tiefort
Mountain (Figures 7b and 21). The
fault can be traced west of Bitter
Springs to the hills east of Fort lrwin;
the westem pan of the fault splays into

Figure 21. SPOT panchromatic image of a portion of the northeastem Mojave Desert.

several smaller faults that apparently

terminate into the basin occupied by
Fort Irwin (Figures 20 and 21). The fault displays -3.5 km of
left separation as revealed by the displacement of a distinctive
pre-Tertiary marble unit (Byers, 1960). The fault is actually a
<0.5 km zone of anastomosing shears with locally intense

Activity along this fault is suggested by the fault's youthful
morphology. This view is bolstered by the occulrence of a few
small earthquakes in the past 15 years.
Stop 12. Fort Irwin Fault Zone

brittle deformation. A young (Plio-Pleistocene?) basalt unit
a

I

Objectioes

1. To observe evidence for the Fort Irwin fault zone.
The Fon Irwin fault zone is an E-W rending alignment of
fault scarps and fault-line scarps that can be traced for -40 km
across the NTC from south of Myrick Spring to an area 10 km
north of Red Pass Lake; collectively, these features may reflect
a single, through-going fault. The best exposures of segments
of the FIFZ occur along its eastem half (west of study area)
where geomorphic relatiors suggest recent activity (Figure 21).
The features can be found between the area east of Barstow
Road at Granite Pass (35.43N, 116.53'\f) to near No Name
Lake and include triangular faceted ridges, truncated alluvial

south of Bicycle Lake is also truncated and displaced in a
similar manner as the pre-Tertiary marble suggesting that
movement is younger than the formation of the basalts. A
large (300m x 50 m), tabular pod composed mainly of calcium
carbonate oriented -E-W cuts upper Miocene-Pliocene (?)
conglomerate and sandstones at a location 35.4567N,
115.3456W. This deposit is interpreted to have formed
associated with a hot spring within an extensional gash along
the left-slip Bicycle Lake fault ; it is similar to young
auriferous bodies of eastem Califomia and westem Nevada (S.
Jenkins, personal communication, 1993).
Z7
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Progs., 16,453.
Burbank, D. W., and D. P. Whistler, 1987. Temporally constrained
tectonic rotations derived from magnetostratigraphic data:

apparently disrupted south of No Name Lake. Small streams
there show apparent left lateral diversion. Westward
continuation of the fault through Nelson Lake Valley to south
of Myrick Springs is less convincing. Its position in this area is
marked by an alignment of subtle topographic lineaments,
uplifted ridges north and west of Nelson Lake, and small
scarps west of Bantow Road in Granite Mountains.
Relations that would help determine whether the FIFZ is
active or inactive are not clearly established. We speculate,
however, that the fault is active, based on the observation
that the fault has small earthquakes associated with it and that
Quatemary deposits are obviously disturbed along it's trace.
The uncertainty arises because of the paucity of earthquakes
and because the exact age of the disturbed deposits is not
known. More work is clearly needed to verifu or dismiss this

Implications for the initiation of the Garlock fault, Califomia,
Qeobg, 15, 1172-1175.
Burchfiel, B. C., and G. A. Davis, 1981. Mojave Desert and
surrounding environs, in Emst, r0f. G., (ed.), The geoucalnic
deuelopment of Califomia, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New
)ersey,2l7-257.
Burchfiel, B. C., and J. H. Stewan, 1966. "Pull-apart' origin of the
central segment of Death Valley, Califomia, Qeol. Soc. Am. Bull.,
77,439.442.
Byers, F. M., Jr., 1960. Geology of the Alvord Mountain quadrangle,
San Bemardino County, Califomia, U.S. Qeol. Suru. BuU,, 1098-

A,71

p.

Carter, J. N., B. P. Luyendyk, and R. R. Tenes, 1987. Neogene
clockwise rotation of the eastem Transverse Ranges, Califomia,
suggested by paleomagnetic vectors, Qeol. Soc. Am. Bull., 98, 199-

speculation.

206.

Stop 13. Cave Springs Overview

J", R. G. Berman, and L. T. Bryndzia, 1988.
Stability, phase relations, and thermodynamic properties of
chlorite and serpentine group minerals, in Bailey, S. W., (ed),

Chemosky, J. V.,

Objecnues

1. To review the happeningp of the day.
This locality offers one of the most unique geological and
panoramic views in North America. !7e are located in the
Avawatz Mountains, a range that occupies a rather confining
position between the Garlock fault to the north and the
southem extension of the Death Valley fault zone to the east.
The geology of this range is complex and has been and
continues to be the object of intense study and debate. \7e
will not enter into the fray here but instead will flap our arrns
and push our own themes. The wise reader is referred to
papers where real data can be found (Troxel, 1970; Spencer,

Hydrous plqllasilicates, Min. Soc. Am. Rev. Min., I9, 295-346.

Crippen, R. E., 1989. Development of remote sensing techniques for
the investigation of neotectonic activity eastem Transverse Ranges
and vicinity, southem Califomia, Ph. D. dissertation, University of
Califomia, Santa Barbara, 324 p.
Crowell, J. C., 1974. Origin of late Cenozoic basins in southem
Califomia, m Dickinson, t0il. R., (ed), Tectrlnks and sedinentation,
Soc. Econ. Paleontol. Mineral. Sp. Publ., 22, 190-204.
Davis, G. A., and B. C. Burchfiel, L973. Garlock fault, an
intracontinental transform structure, southem Califomia, Qeol.
Soc. Am. BuU., 84,1407.1422.
Davis, G. H., and P. J. Coney, 1979. Geologic development of
Cordilleran metamorphic core complexes, Qeology, 7, L20-124.
Dibblee, T. W., Jr., 1960a. Preliminary, geologic map of the Apple
Valley quadrangle, Califomia, U. S. Qeol. Surv. Min. Inu. Field
Stulies Map MF-232.
Dibblee, T. W., Jr, 1960b. Geologic map of Barstow quadrangle, San
Bemardino County, Califomia, U. S. Qeol. Suru. Min. Inu. Field
Scudies Map MF-233.
Dibblee, T. W., Jr., 1961. Evidence of strike-slip faulting along
northwest-trending faults in the Moiave Desert, U.S. Qeol. Surrr.
Prof . Pop. 424-8, Bl97-8199.
Dibblee, T. W., Jr., 1967. Areal geology of the westem Mojave
Desert, Califomia, U.S. Qeol. Surv. Prot'. Pap. 522, 1.L53.
Dibblee, T. W., Jr., 1968. Geology of the Fremont Peak and Opal
Mountain quadrangles, Califomia, BuU. Calif . Div. Mr'nes Qeol.,

1981, 1991; Brady, 1984; Brady and Verosub, 198,1). For the
remainder of the day we will watch the sunset and joyfully
remember how clever we were the day when we selected
geology as our pastime.
End of Day 2
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The Victorville Fan and an
Occurrence of Sigmodon
,

Diuisian. of Earth Sciances, Sm Bemardino Countl Mruerun, Rellands

HISTORY OF THE VICTORVILLE FAN
The Victorville Fan complex radiates northward out of the
Transverse Ranges of southern Califomia from a point near

that the sediments are younger than 1.8 Ma (Lundelius and
others, 1987) or younger than 1.6 Ma (Lindsay and others,
t987). Magnetic orientation of these sediments is normal
(Reynolds, 1985; Meisling, pere. comm. to Reynolds, 1985)
reinforcing the possibility that these lacustrine sediments are
within the Bruhnes event and younger than 0.7 Ma.
Deposition of the Victorville Fan complex in the Victorville
area probably ceased around 0.5 Ma (Meisling and Weldon,
1989) and the Mojave River began to incise it. The Mojave
River had become a cohesive drainage that was flowing east to
form Manix Lake by 500,000 ybp (Jeffenon, 1985, 1991).
Thus the coarsest facies of the Victorville Fan, the Old
Alluvium, may have been deposited between 0.9 and 0.5 Ma.
near irs source and slightly later to the north.
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the intersection of the San Andreas fault and the San Jacinto
fault (Meisling and Weldon, 1989; Weldon, 1985). Most of
the fan lies between Phelan and Summit Valley, extending
north from Cajon Summit 15 miles to Victorville (Bortugno
and Spimler, 1986). The inface bluffs in Cajon Valley
developed by headward erosion of soft sediments north of the
San Andreas fault. The bluffs provide excellent exposures of a
1000' of section of fanglomerates (Foster, 1982). lTeldon
(1985) indicated that northward deposition of sediments
derived from the San Gabriel Mountains began in the latter
third of rhe Phelan Peak Formation about 1.5 Ma. In the
Cajon Summit area, northward deposition of the Victorville
Fan complex continued with the Shoemaker Gravels (1.4 to
0.9 Ma) and culminated with the coarsest, most angular unir,

SIGMODON

southem Califomia (Martin, 1979, 1993).It has been reported
in the Blancan Land Mammal Age (LMA) Vallecito'Fish
Creek sediments along the southem San Jacinto fault (Martin
and Prince, 1989), in the early Blancan Temecula Arkose
(Reynolds and Reynolds, 1993) and in the late Blancan
unnamed sandstone of the Elsinore fault zone (Reynolds and
others 1991; Reynolds and Reynolds, 1990). The San Timoteo
formation, which lies between the San Jacinto fault and the
San Andreas fault, has produced a stratigraphic sequence of
Blancan LMA Srgrnodon rninor (8. Albright, U.C. Rivenide,
pers. comm. to R.E. Reynolds, 1994).
Along the southem edge of the Mojave Desert, in the lower
slopes of the north central San Bemardino Mountains,
Srgmodon rninor has been found in the westem facies of the
Old Woman Sandstone (SBCM 1.94.10) which also contains
Hlplagus f*lr:lrrcr, Parureotoma sp. and E4uus (DolicoliWus)
snnplicidens (May and Repenning, 1982). These fossils suggest
a mid-Blancan age of 2.5-3.0 Ma. The Old Woman Sandstone
was shed nonhward into the Mojave Desert during the early
uphft of the Transverse Ranges. The locality is in Luceme
Valley, 25 miles east of Hesperia Road in Victorville.
Cotton rats identified as Sigmodon cf. S. rninor were located
at the Hesperia Road site (SBCM 1.114.38) north of Bear

Noble's Old Alluvium (0.9 to -0.5 Ma).
The unconformity between the Shoemaker Gravels and the
coarser, overlying Old Alluvium is important because it is
recognized throughout the Victorville Fan, as far north as the
city of Victorville. The contact between fine-grained facies
and overlying coarse-grained facies has been used to identify
the distal change in facies from the Shoemaker Gravels to the
Old Alluvium northerly throughout the fan (Bortugno and

Spitrler, 1986; Bowen,1954; Dibblee, 1967; Noble, 1954a,

I

)

IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

The cotton rat, Sigmodon, has a long fossil record in

1954b; Power, 1989; Reynolds, 1989; Rogers, 1967;
Woodbume and Golz, 1972).
Weldon (1985) recorded the Brunhes/Matuyama reversal
(0.7 Ma) near the base of the Old Alluvium, and suggested
that the underlying Jaramillo event (0.9 Ma) was locally
removed by erosion that developed the angular unconformity
between the Shoemaker Gravels and the Old Alluvium. Thus,
near Cajon Summit the contact between the Showmaker
Gravels and the Old Alluvium dates prior to 0.7 Ma but not
earlier rhan and 0.9 Ma. \Teldon (1985) indicated that this
contact is time-transgressively younger to the west, and fan
geometry suggests that this contact could be somewhat
younger distally to the north-northeast.
In the Victorville area, excavation through Holocene
alluvium at the Hesperia Road site (SBCM 1.114.38), and at
the American Flat Glass property imediately nofth, exposed
coarse fluvial sediments with clasts of actinolite and
glaucophane schist that overlies fine-grained lacustrine
siltstones and claptones and fine-grained fluvial sandstones.
As discussed above, many authors correlate the fine-grained
sediments to the Shoemaker Gravels and the coarse-grained
sediments to the older alluvium. The presence of Munmuthus
sp. in the fine-grained sediments (SBCM 1.114.7) suggests

Valley Road. This site is at the calichified base of coane
fluvial sands that sit unconformably on lacustrine siltstones.
The siltstones are the distal facies equivalents of the
Shoemaker Gravels and the coarse sediments with the cotton
rat are the distal facies of the Old Alluvium. One of us (RER)
was present at the site at the time of the fossils' recovery and
noted the similarity between the local sediments and those
encasing the specimens. The matrix around the specimens and
the fragile nature of the fossil suggest that they were deposited
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in siru and were not reworked from another source. These
specimens, discussed in Reynolds, 1989, were assigned an
Irvingtonian LMA based on faunal lirerarure ( Gidley, l92Z;
Savage and Russell, 1983) and soil development (Ponri,
1985). The above discussion suggests that the sediments that
contain the Sigmodon may date between 0.9 and 0.5 Ma. The
latest occurrence of S. minor in the published record is 1.8-1.9
Ma at Curtis Ranch in the San Pedro Valley of Arizona
(Gidley, 1922).

SUMMARY
The Mojave Desert province has been physiogmphically
isolated from the Penirsular Range and the Colorado Desert
by the Trarsverse Ranges. The Trarxverse Ranges, which
encompass the San Bemardino and San Gabriel mountairx,
gained their 11,000' elevations as recenrly as 1.5 Ma (Meisling
and Weldon, 1989; \Ueldon, 1985). Today, these ranges, with
coniferous forest, separate coastal sage scrub, grassland and
chaparral from the joshua tree woodland and creosote bush
scrub of the Mojave Desert (Munz, 1974).
Although there was migration of large herbivores across
topographic and floral zones (Jefferson and Golden, 1989),
Pleistocene mammal communities also reflect this division
flefferson, 1988, 1989). Vertebrates restricted to specific
habitats, such as Qila (chub fish) and Qasterosteus
(stickleback), may have survived in mountain streams to be
reintroduced to the Mojave Desert during pluvial periods
(Bell, 1982; Roeder, 1985; Reynolds and Reynolds, 1991).
A late Irvingtonian population of Srgmodon cf. S. rninor in
sediments of the Victorville Fan complex may represenr the
survival of a species in a geographically restricted
environment, isolated from other, earlier populatiors by the
barrier of the Transverse Ranges and surviving in a mesic
environment with ponding related to tectonism and rhe
establishment of the Mojave River.

DISCUSSION
Sigrnodm minor in the fossil record of sourhem Califomia is
well represented in the Blancan LMA. Its presence in lare
Irvingtonian LMA sediments in the Victorville area is an
enigma because it is a temporal exteruion of the species by
nearly I million yean.
Sigmodofl rninor is a long-lived species exhibiting a wide
range of variation (Cantwell, 1969; Bhelman, 1975; Harrison,
1978; Martin, 1986). Its known temporal range is early

Blancan to early Irvingtonian (Manin, 1979, 1986).

It
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is

characterized by small size and low-crowned teeth with wide,
shallow re-entrant folds. Later cotton rats are large, and have
high-crowned teeth with narrow, deep re-entrant folds
(Martin, 1986).
Since its appearance in the early Blancan to the present,
three trends for the genus Sigmodon are nored: 1) increased
hypsodonty; 2) additional roots; and 3) increasing size .The
first two suggest change from a granivorous to a grazing diet.
The third has been attributed to increased aggressiveness and
intolerance of smaller individuals (Martin, 1979, 1986, 1993).
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The lsolation of Harper Lake Basin
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drained basins of Lake Thompson (Rogers and Rosamond
lakes) (Dibblee 1960), Cuddeback, and Superior Valley lie to
the west, northwest and northcast, respectively. The drainage
of the Mojave River lies to the southwest, south and east of
the Harper basin. In Pleistocene times, the Mojave River
drainage terminated east of Harper Lake in the Manix Lake
basin, which includes Coyote and Troy lakes.
Today, Harper playa is at an elevation of 2030'. Harper
Lake filled portions of the Harper basin during Pleistocene
times. Near Red Hill, northeast of the Lockhart and Hinkley
Valley faults, Dibblee (1968) recorded shorelines of Harper
Lake at 2160' and lower. Two Pleistocene faunas have been

INTRODUCTION
The Harper basin is in the westem Mojave Desert, east of
Kramer, west of Barstow, north of Hinkley and southeast of
Randsburg. It is bounded on the northeast by the Harper Lake
fault and on the southwest by the lockhart fault. Between
these two faults, the Hinkley Valley fault (Bortugno and
Spittler, 1986; = the Mt' General fault of Glazner and others,
1994) strikes toward the west margin of the lake. The
drainage area of the basin covers more than 720 mi2 and
tributaries reach across the Helendale fault to the southwest
(Bonugno and Spittler, 1986) and across the Blackwater fault
to the northeast (Jenningp and othen, 1962). Intemally'

t.

Harper basin

A.r":.-t"J

\
HarPer

Harper basin and its relationship to the Molave River drainage. A, Afton Canyon; BK, Baker; BR, Barstow; C, Cronese lakes; HAC, Helendale
K, Kramer; IAC Lenwood anticline; LM, take Moiave; ML, Manix Lake; SAF, San Andreas fault; SBDM, San Bemardino Mountains; SGM, San
"*i"li.r";
Gabriel Mountains; W, Victorville
Figure

l. The
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Hoffman Road fauna, elevation 2080'; and the
Hill fauna, elevation 2150'. A third fauna
at Hawes (elevation 2275') is above the

assemblages are given

in Table

1.

FAUNAL ASSEMBLAGES
The Hoffman Road, Red Hill, and Hawes
faunal assemblages have two taxa in common:
Andanm, a large mussel; and cyprinid
minnows, some identifiable as the chub, Qila
sp.

,\ndonm has been reported in many bodies
of water associated with the Mojave River:
Manix Lake and Coyote Lake (Jeffenon, 1991,
Berger and Meek, 1992), Cronese Lakes
(Drover, 1979; Schneider, 1989), Silver Lake
(Orr and Warren, 1971), but not to the west
in Lake Thompson (Reynolds, 1988). The
occurrence and inmoduction of ,\ndonmby
migratory birds into small bodies of water such
as artificial ponds has been suggested (lngram,
1948; Udvardy, 1969).

Cprinid minnows, on the other hand, may
not be as easily transported. Although fish
have been sighted dropping from water spouts,
odds do not favor the survival and
development of fish populations from this
method of dispersal. It is much easier to
maintain a population of minnows in bodies of
water with an integrated system of rivers,

Countl Museran Asscr,iatiotr

Table 1. pleistocene faunal assemblases in the Hamerbasin area.
HOFFMAN RD

Red

maximum Pleistocene shoreline but within the
Harper drainage basin. Faunal lists from these

San Bemardino

SBCM

t,tz6.3't.54
el. 2080'

HAWES

sp.

a

TSuccr,jrea {land snail}
Physa sp.(fresh water snail)
6rh sp. (minnowl
Teleostei (sm) (small fish)

Lacertilia (lizard)
Colubridae (snake)
C rotz I u s sp. ( rattlesnake)
Chelonia (turtle or tortoise)
Aves (sm. med) ( birds)
lepus sp. (lack rabbit)

HILL

SBCM SBCM
t.176.52 t.tz3.t,z
e1.2150 e1.22'15
a

Anodonta sp. (large mussel)
Pisidiun casertanun (small clam)
Valvata sp. (fresh water snail)
?Lynnaea ltresh water snail)

Anura (frog ortoad)
Ph ryn oso ma sp. (horned lizard )
P. ? p latyrh in o s lhorned lizard )
Cnemidophorus sp. (whiptail lizard)

RED

Cyprinidae

a
a

o-

Sylvila g u s sp. ( cottontail rabbit)

Spern ophilus sp. (sm) (small ground
squinel)
S pern o ph il u s ?town sen d ii (f ownsend's
ground squirrel)
cl. Xerosperm ophlus (ground squirrell
An m osperm ophlss sp. (antelope ground
squirrel)
Thomomys bottae (Botta's pocket gopher)
Perognathussp. (sm) (small pocket mouse)
Perognathussp. {lg) (large pocket mouse)
Dipodo nys sp. (kan garoo rat)

Dipodonyssp. (sm) (small kangaroo rat)
Peronyscussp. (sm) (small deer mouse)
Neotomasp. (wood rat)
Onycho nys sp. (grasshopper mouse)
Mrbrofus sp. (vole)

o
a
sp.

a
a
a

tributaries and lakes that receive water from
Cricetidae (sm) (small cricetid rodent)
precipitation and snow melt. This allows
minnows to be reintroduced to areas where
populations previously did not exist or failed due to drought or
The thick lacustrine sediments correspond to the Illinoian
glaciation (Meek, 1990). Two lacustrine strata indicate
increased salinity (Grayson, 1993:185-6).
lacustrine events that correspond to early \Tisconsin
Cyprinid minnows, particularly the chub (Gila sp.) are
glaciation, 70 Ka - 50 Ka, and to late Wisconsin glaciation, 30
recorded at many Pleistocene localities along the Mojave
19 Ka (Meek, 1990).
River, such as Daggett (Reynolds and Reynolds, 1985, 1991),
Meek (1990) suggested that the Mojave River once flowed
Manix Lake (Jefferson, 1991), Coyote Lake (Reynolds, 1984),
and SilverLake (Reynolds, 1986; \D7eldon, 1982). Subspecies intothe Harperbasin. Thepresence of cyprinid minnows
of the tui chub (Qila bicolor) survive today in the Owens River provides further evidence for this contention. Today, the
Mojave River is separated from the Harper basin system by
and the Mojave River (McGinnis, 1984).
only one mile and an alluvial saddle (two miles east of
STRUCTURAL RELATIONSHIPS
Hinkley Road along Highway 58) just 20 feet hlgher than the
high shoreline mapped at Red Hill (Dibblee, 1968). That the
The age and activity of the Mojave River is critical to
Mojave River today is close but unconnected to the Harper
understanding the timing of filling of Harper Basin and the
basin may be explained by a combination of local tectonics
downstream basin that contains Manix Lake. Meisling and
\iTeldon (1989) suggest that the Mojave drainage did not
and river incision.
The Lenwood anticline (Bortugno and Spittler, 1986;
begin to flow as a cohesive river until about 0.5 m.y.a.
Bowen, 1954) formed between the Hinkley Valley fault and
Jefferson (1985, 1991) used oxygen isotope stages and
the Lenwood/Lockhart fault to the west. The anticline
uranium/thorium ages to correlate dates of initial filling of the
probably developed after the formation of the Mojave River
Manix basin. Dates attributed to early, shallow lakes and to
channel to Lake Manix 500,000 ybp. The rising anticline may
the fluctuating lakes are between 505 Ka and -280 Ka
(Jeffenon, 1985; Meek, 1990). Thicker sections of lacustrine have been the structure responsible for forcing the Mojave
River to fill Harper basin. The rising anticline between two
silt filled Manix basin in late Pleistocene times, after 185 Ka.
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(280 - ?.20 Ka) (Meek,
1990) may be

attributed an unnamed
interglacial period.
The younger,llS-n,
Ka, may be correlated

with the Sangamon
interglacial (Meek,
1990). There are no
apparent gaps in the
Manix depositional
record that do not
have a climatic
explanation. The lack
of well-developed
drainage tributaries
from the Mojave River

ro rhe divide near

Hinkley suggest the
recency of the event.
The separation of the
two drainage

:t:r'{ ;...

'. *
Figure 2. View from Red

li..

$&",

Hill

across Harper basin toward

systems

may have taken place
in very late
Pleistocene times.

.

Mt. Ceneral.

SUMMARY

active faults subsequently forced the retreat of the Mojave
River tributaries and isolated Harper basin. Populations of
chub (Qila sp.) may have been isolated within the basin at
this time. The Mojave River continued to cut through the
rising soft sediments as it flowed toward Manix basin,
developing an antecedent water gap.
The Hawes locality contains remains of cyprinid minnows,
Andonn, and rodents that suggest the locality was deposited
along a lake shoreline. It is more probable to speculate that
the Hawes locality was part of Pleistocene Harper Lake, or
part of the Mojave River drainage into Harper Lake, than to
suggest that a second lake was perched southwest of Harper
Lake and 115 feet higher in elevation. The former would
suggest thar there had been a component of 115 feet of

The very large Harper basin is enigmatic because of its
proximity to and isolation from the Mojave River drainage
system. The presence of chub fish suggest the drainages were
once interconnected. The youthfulness of the saddle that
separates the two drainages suggests that the Harper basin was
isolated in the late Pleistocene.
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Aftershocks of the 1992 Mw7.3
Landers Earthquake Sequence in the
Barstow r D"ggett r Fort lrwin Area
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INTRODUCTION

km long. Aftershocks extend for 60 km to the north of the
Landers mainshock epicenter along a system of at least five
different surficial faults, and 40 km to the south through the
Joshua Tree aftershock zone (Figure 1). A 20 km long linear
cluster of aftershocks, located approximately 30 to 40 km from
the north end of the Landers mainshock rupture, make up the
Barstow sequence. These earthquakes are considered to be
aftershocks of the Landers sequence because they occur
within a distance less than one rupture length of the

The (Mv,6.1, 7.3,6.2) 1992 Landers' eafthquakes began on
April 23rd with the Mw6.1 Joshua Tree preshock and are the
most substantial earthquake sequence to occur in Califomia in
the last 40 years (Hauksson et al, 1993). This sequence
ruptured almost 100 km ofboth surficial and concealed faults,
and produced aftershocls over an area 100 km wide by 180

LANDERS EARTHQUAKE SEqUENCE
(June 28, 1992 - Decernber 31, 1993)

Landers mainshock.

T{ACNITUDES

2.0+

o\

3.0+

o

4.0+
5.0+
6.0+
7.0+

d

20'

CA 91125

10' 117" 50' 40', 30', 20'. 10' ll6'

l. Map of M*6.1 Joshua Tree, My7.3 Landers and My,6.2 Big Bear aftershocks,
including the lower hemisphere first motion focal mechanisms.

Figure
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BARSTOW SEQUENCE
The Barstow sequence of aftershocks is located l0 to
20 km to the north of the City of Barstow, and is
separated from the main Landers group by 30 to 40 km
(Figures 1 and 2a). This sequence of eanhquakes began
approximately 6 to 8 hours after the Landers
mainshock. The largest of the nineteen M>4.0 events
in this area since then was aM4.7 which occurred on
August 5,1992. The cluster is approximately 20 km
long, 2 to 3 km wide, and strikes north-northwest,
intersecting the Blackwater-Calico faults at an angle of
approximately 10 to 20 (Figure 2a). The BlackwaterCalico faults are part of the longest fault system in the
central Mojave, which strikes north-nonhwest for 200
km (Dokka and Travis, 1990b). Although the Barstow
sequence does not coincide with any of the mapped
surficial faults in the region, the narrow width and right
linear distribution of the eamhquakes suggest that the
sequence occurred within a narrow fault zone, unlike
previous moderate earthquakes in the Mojave Desen
(e.g. the 1979 Homestead Valley earthquake).
Other smaller clusters of seismicity adjacent to, or
within mapped surficial late Quatemary fault zones, can
also be identified in Figure 2a. East of Barsrow, one of
these clusters is observed where the Calico fault
exhibits a more westerly strike. North of the Calico
fault cluster, approximately l0-15 km southwest of Fort
Irwin, scattered aftershocks occur adjacent to the
Coyote Lake fault.
Focal mechanisms of the events in the Barstow
sequence generally show right-lateral strike-slip motion
on north- nonhwest to nonh striking planes (Figure
2a). The strike-slip style of faulting is consistent with
events in the main part of the Landers sequence, as
well as the orientation of late Quatemary surficial
faulting in the Mojave Desen summarized by Dokka
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LANDERS AFTERSHOCKS NEAR BARSTOW
(Ju.'rte 28, 1992 - Decernber 31, 1993)
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and Travis (1990a). In a few cases the focal mechanisms have
some norrnal component. These are probably associated with
bends or en echelon offset in strike-slip faults.
In general, earthquake focal depths of the Barstow region
are shallower than the 0 to 15 km focal depths found along
the Landers mainshock rupture (Figure 2b). As shown in cross
sections A-A' and E-8, the Barstow cluster extends down to

orientation of seismicity which crosses the Calico-Blackwater
fault system. This unusual orientation, however, does not
exclude future activity on the major late Quatemary faults in
the Barstow region. The long lengths of the surficial faults in
the area suggest that these faults could also result in the
earthquakes of similar magnitude to the Landers earthquake,

approximately l0 km in depth. Along strike of the main
Barstow cluster (cross section D-D'), depths are also fairly
uniform from 0 to 10 km. Events perpendicular to the Coyote
Lake fault (cross section B-B') are shallower, usually less than
5 km in depth. A vertical cluster, near the westward tum in
the Calico fault, extends to depths of l0-12 km (cross section

seismic hazards

)

and should therefore not be excluded in future assessments of

in this

area.
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c-c').
As a result of the convergence of many faults in the
nofthem and southem Mojave block in this area, the BarstowDaggett-Fort Irwin region is characterized by complex late
Quatemary faulr structures (Dokka and Travis, 1990a). In
addition, several late Qtratemary anticlines and slmclines have
been mapped in the Barstow area (Banley and others, 1990).
The trend of the currently active Barstow seismicity suggesrs
that none of the major known surficial faults are presenrly
favorably oriented to allow failure. Similarly, the absence of
thrust-type focal mechanisms and dipping or subhorizontal
distributions of seismicity suggest that the compressive tectonic
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SUMMARY

The 1992 Landers earthquake sequence: seismological
observations, J omtal of Q eophysical Research 98(81 1 ), 19835.

The Barstow sequence did not occur on one of the major
late Quatemary faults in the area. Rather, it defined a new
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Prelimlnary Assessment of the
Recency of Faulting at Southwestern
Fort lrwin, North-c€ntral Mojave
Desert, California
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ABSTRACT
Detailed geologic mapping west of Tiefon Mountain in the southwestem part of Fort lrwin, Califomia, has located several
previously unmapped faults and clarified the stratigraphy of Quatemary deposits. The age constraints for Quatemary units
provides a basis for assessing the ages of last movement for several faults that cut some deposits and are overlapped by othen.
Quaremary deposits closely match those previously described and dated in other parts of the Mojave Desert and southem Great
Basin, permitting general age designations for the deposits. Relative-age criteria include: 1) characteristics of microtopography,
particularly of channels and inferfluves, 2) size of surface clasts, 3) degree of soil development, 4) degree of desert pavement
developmenr, and 5) degree of desert vamish coating clasts. Widespread units range from middle Pleistocene to latest Holocene,
and locally distributed units extend back to the latest Miocene.
Several newly discovered faults lie within blocks outlined by previously identified major faults; these new faults generally
accumulated less separation than the major faults. Most major and minor faults underwent last major movement during the late
Pleistocene or earliest Holocene, but one fault shows evidence for significant movement during the middle Holocene. A fracture
3 km long developed along another fault during 1993. This fiacture is attributed to aseismic creep induced by increased stress
from the landen (1992) and related earthquakes.

INTRODUCTION
?

Neogene strike-slip faults have been recognized in the
westem Mojave Desert (Fig. 1) for several decades, but critical

which was constructed on a broad valley herein informally
termed 'Fort Irwin basin' that lies in the Fort Irwin and
Langford Well U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-minute quadrangles.

information such as the
I

i
?

't 19.
amount, rate, and timing of
movement has remained
elusive for most faults. fu a
result, models describing the
tectonic behavior of the
westem Mojave Desert during
the Neogene are under95.
constrained. This study
provides preliminary data for
one aspect of faulting that is
the
crucial for the models
age of the most recent
movement on the faults.
This study is derived from
detailed field investigations
that were conducted to describe 34'
the bedrock and surficial
materials of Fort lrwin National

117"

118.

1

16"

1

15.

Training Center (Yount and
others, 1994, and unpubl. data,
1993). \(le describe faults in an
area centered on the main
logistics base for Fort Irwin,

l.

Location of Forr Irwin region in north-central Moiave Desert. Majorfaults of southem Califomia are shown.
in the Mojave l)esert. Heavy gray line
is the approximate zone of ground mpture from the Landers and related earthquakes.

Figure

Shaded area represenrs the Eastem Califomia shear zone and faults farther west
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Figure 2. Generalized map of faults, physiography, and cultural features, southwestem Fort lrwin. Main post is pattemed area in center of Fort lrwin basin. Gray
circles represent approximate locations ofdeep-space antennas operated by NASA. Faults from Byers (1960), Jennings and others (1972), Dokka (1992),
Schermer (1993), Yount and others (in press), rhis study.

Findinp from past geologic mapping of this area (Byers, 1960;
Jenningp and others, 1962) have been updated by several
recent preliminary studies by Schermer and others (1991),
Ford and others (1992), Schermer (1993), Sabin and others

middle Miocene volcanic sequences in many places. In
general, sedimentary sequences younger than the Miocene
volcanic rocks are poorly dated resulting in little precise
information on times that faulting was initiated, slip rates, and
times that faulting ended.
The Landers eafthquake on June 28, 1992 and related
preshocks and aftershocks caused fault rupture in a huge area
south of Fort Irwin (Hauksson and others, 1993), leading to a
model for the development of a new major fault system
crossing previously known faults of the Eastem Califomia
shear zone (Nur and others, 1993). Faults in the Eastem
Califomia shear zone can be separated into domains on the
basis of strike. The largest domain has faults thar strike mainly
northwest and have right-lateral movement. The other
domain has faults that strike mainly west and have left-lateral
movement. A boundary between the two domains lies in
westem Fort Irwin (Dokka and Travis, 1990a; Schermer and
others, 1991; Luyendyk and others, 1993; Schermer, 1993),
roughly along rhe west side of the Fort Irwin basin map area
(Fig. 2). However, this boundary is complex in detail; it is
evident on the scale of the Eastem Califomia shear zone (Fig.
1) but less so at larger scales. Much of the central part of the
Eastem Califomia shear zone is seismically active, including
the area of ground mptures in 1992 (Fig. 1). Scattered
seismicity extends to the eastem part of the zone, making
careful assessment of the recency of movement on faults
necessary to assess seismic rupture, shaking, and related

(1993,199+), and Keith and othen (1994).
We conclude that characteristics of geomorphic surfaces and
their underlying deposits indicate that the deposits span much
of the Quatemary, and use these ages to constrain the recency
of activity on faults. Although this chronostratigraphy is
imprecise in certain respects, it restricts the most recent major
movement of many faults to the Pleistocene.

GEOLOGIC SETTING
A family of mainly northwest-striking strike-slip faults spans
the westem Mojave Desert, where the faults cut remnants of
Paleozoic and Proterozoic rocks, Mesozoic granitoids, and
Miocene volcanic rocks. Dokka and Travis (1990a, b) termed
the eastem part of this strike-slip realm the Eastem Califomia
shear zone, noting that the zone of faults accommodated part
of the net slip between the Pacific and North American plates
during the Neogene. They built upon previous syntheses and
models such as Dibblee (1961), Garfunkel (1974), and Dokka
(1983) that described several kilometers of separation on most
faults and proposed that some blocks bounded by the faults
rotated as fault separation accumulated (Valentine and others,
1993). The faults are inferred to be late Miocene to
Quatemary in age by many workers because they cut early and
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of a bolson. These gravel and paludal deposits are Pliocene
and early Pleistocene in age on the basis of their highly

hazards.

Cenozoic volcanic rocks at Fort Irwin that provide timing
constraints on the initiation of faulting include thick sections
of Miocene (19 to 12 Ma) basalt and rhyolite flows (Sabin
and others, 1993, 1994; Keith and others, 1994; E.R.
Schermer, unpubl. data, 199*) and areally limited latest
Miocene (-5.6 Ma) basalt flows (Yount and othen, 1994; E.R.
Schermer, unpubl. data, 1994). Sedimentary sequences locally
bracket the youngest basalt flows but are not diredly dated. In
general, the Miocene extrusive piles appear to predate the
strike-slip faulting (Schermer, 1993), whereas the latest
Miocene basalt flows are spatially associated with the faults,
which may have formed conduits for magma transport (Byers,

t

I
t
!

dissected morphology and relations to latest Miocene basalt
flows. Overlying deposits are probably entirely Qqatemary in
age (Table I ).
Ages of the Quatemary deposits are derived from several

characteristics based on a widely applicable model for soil
development in arid locations and by comparison with other
Mojave Desen sites. The following description of the model is
brief and does not treat many complex, but essential, elements
in the evolution of soils and geomorphology. The model
describes alteration of geomorphic features after deposition
ceases. Channels dissect and erode the feature and sheetwash
moves fine material into small channels, smoothing out the
microtopography. Desert pavements develop on the smoothed
surfaces and soils form in response to weathering of the stable
surface and eolian influx. Desert vamish builds on surface
clasts. fu the surface becomes deeply dissected, side-slopes
along incised channels expand, and the original fan surface
begins to erode. Ultimately, the entire landform becomes so
eroded that the original form is difficult to discem. Although
this evolution of depositional features allows relative dating of
deposits in many areas, other areas such as pediments and
desert domes were formed by erosional processes. Ages of such
erosional features are limited by the ages of the oldest
overlapping deposits.
We determine the relative ages of the features and their
underlying deposits by: 1) in-filling of bar and swale
microtopography (Ritter, 1987), Z) depth and pattem of
incision of channels that erode into the landform, 3) degree of

le60).
During the last few million years, the present
geomorphology of the Training Center was established. Broad
alluvial fans lead from mountain fronts to wide basins that in
some cases contain playas. In some places the geomorphology
is controlled by youthful faulting and uplift; in other places
features such as pediments and domes may indicate a
tectonically more stable geomorphology.

QUATERNARY GEOMORPHOLOGY
AND STRATIGRAPHY

)
>
t:,

The geomorphology of the region around Fort Irwin forms
part of the basis for assigning ages to deposits and assessing
recent tectonism, and contains many elements of desert
landscapes. The classic bolson (Peterson, 1981), with closed
intemal drainages feeding from exposed bedrock mountain
ranges via alluvial fan systems to a flat-floored valley bottom
occupied in part by
a dray lake or
playa, is typified by
'ablc
the basins
containing Bicycle
Lake and, to some
degree, Landford

and soil DroDc(ios ol'alluvial lan and wush units rnd cstinriltcs ol thcir

t

UNIT/SURFACET

SURFACE PROPERTIES

sotLs

Younger alluvium
(Oya) and wash (Qyw)
deposits: (Oya1, Qywl)

Welldeveloped bar and swale
topography; sparsely vagotated; looso;
contined to activs wash channsls

l.Jon6

Well-developed bar and swale; no
pavement; no varnish; moderately to
sparsoly vegotated; loose; 10-50 cm
abovo Qyal; can slrow evidonco of

Weak A-horizon to 5 cm
thick; No discernible
rubilication below A-horizon.

Well Lake. These
bolsons, as well as
the semi-bolson of
Fort Irwin basin,
contain deposits

(Qya2, Oyw2)

AGE ESTIMATE
Less than 100 ysars beloro present
B.P.)

(yr

Loss than 1000 yr B.P. Correlatss
with surface Qfs ol Wells and others
(1984) and Reheis and others

(1e8e)

recent flooding
(ova3)

Weak bar and swale to smoolh

microtopography; no pavsmonl: vory
weak varnish; moderately vegetated;
to 2 m abor'e Oyal and Oya2

exhibiring
geomorphic
characteristics
suggesting that ages
for the deposits
span mosr of the

Quatemary.
Undated gravel
lying above latest
Miocene basalt in
the Coyote Ridge
area (Fig. 2)
encloses paludal

Sm Bemardino County Mreum Asscr.iatian

tntrirroLt"

,llr;;;,

(Qia; Subdivided
into Oia1, Qia2, and
Qia3 based on inset
relationships)

Older alluvium and
wash dapoeite:
(Ooa, Oow)

f tut

uutu"re *irt, rnoorr.i" ,"

"ir."g
interlocking pavements; modsrate
to
strong varnish; weakly vegotated; 1 to
4 m abov€ Qyal and Qya2; 1 to 2 m
abwe Qa3
Rounded interlluves lacking pavement
due to erosion ol much ol th€ original
surlace; some strongly varnishsd
clasts as a lag lett over from erosion;
weakly vegetated; 1 to 5 m abovs Oya
surlaces; often only 1 m or less above
Qia eurlaces

Oldest alluvium:

deposits that
probably once
occupied the axis

(QToa)

t

1

Hounded surlacea similar to Ooal but
standing as much as 25 m above oya
surlaces in wostsrn Coyoto Canyon

Weak vesicular A-horizon io
5 cm thick; weak to mod€rately developed cambic horizon to
15 cm thick; Stage I carbonate

1000 to 8000 yr B.P.; correlates
wilh surlaces Ol3 and Qla ol Wells and
others (1984) and Reheis and others

Moderate to strong vesicular
A-horizons to 10 cm thick;
moderately developed argillic
horizons 10 to 40 cm thick:
up to Stago ll+ carbonate

May ba a8 young as 20,000 yr B.P.
based on corrslation with soil on QE
surlaco ol Wells and olhers (1984)
and Bahsis and others (1989); may
be as old as 180,000 years based on
correlation with soils in the southern
Great Basin (Taylor, 1986)

A-horizons lacking due to

>250,000 yr B.P. based on correlation with soils and Burfac€s in tho
soulhern Groat Basin (Taylor, 1986;
Peterson and others, in press)

erosion; argillic horizon
remnants rarely preserved;
Stage lll aM weak Stage lV
carbonate; surlace remnant is
commonly sroded completsly
to the calcic horizon

Calcic horizons with modsrato
to strong Stage lV development
common; upper horizons
missing dus to erosion

Subdivided age groups indicatsd by subscripts, with 'l being youngest and 3 oldest.
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>500,000 yr B.P. based on correlation with unit OTa in southern Gr€at
Basin (Hoovor and others, 1981;

Taylor,

1986)
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flatness or roundness of interfluves, 4)
grain-size and weathering of surface
clasts (McFadden and others, 1989(,
5) degree of soil development (Gile
and others, 1966; McFadden and
others, 1989; Reheis and othen,
1989),6) degree ofdevelopment of
interlocking desert pavement, and 7)
degree of desert vamish cover of
surface clasts (McFadden and others,
1989). Table I presents generalized
observations of these criteria for the
alluvial fan and wash units of the

Fort Irwin basin and vicinity.
Age estimates for these units are
taken from studies (Table 1) where
independent dating of Quatemary
units has been possible (Wells and
others, 1984; Taylor, 1986; Reheis
and others, 1989), as well as by
comparison with described and dated
strata at sites in the Providence

Mountains (McDonald and
McFadden, 1994) and Cajon
7

f'

t

Table

2. Summary of evidence for Quatemary movement on selected fauls

FAULTS

EVIDENCE OF FAULTING

AGE OF LAST FAULTING

Coyote L:ke and
related fauls
lsite A)

Bedrock faulted against Qia alluvium;
rotated bedrock fragments along fault plane
with abundant gouge

Post-Qia, prc-Qya2 [<180,000,
>1000 yr B.P.l

north Noble Dome
fault [site Cl

Open fractures in alluvium and colluvial
ven@rs along fault planes developed in
granitic and metamorphic rocks

Modem Creep event [spring,

Old Stable [site E]
and Rifle Range
[sile FJ faults

Scarps as much as 4 m high developed on
Qoa and Qia surfaces; conjugate carbonatecemented fractures in Qoa subparallel to
main fault

Old Stable: Post-Qia3?, pre-Qyaz
[<8,000?, >1000 yr B.P.]
Rifle Range: Post-Qia" preQya2[<180,000, >1000 yr B.P']

Garlic Spring fault
lsite Q and splays
[sile H)

Tilted Qia and Qoa section; carbonatecemented fault plane cutting Qia sediments;
probable Quaternary fossil spring mounds
aligned along fault splay

Main fault: Pre-Qia; [>20,000

south sfand of
Bicycle Lake fault

Breccia and gouge zones cuning Qoa;
conjugate carbonate<emented fracnrres in
Qoa deposits

Post-Qoa, pre-Qia [<250,000,

West parc Steep (30") scarps 20 cm to 5
m high developed on Qya2, Qya3, Qia, and
Qoa surfaces; fault plane exposures
showing long axes of alluvial clasts rotated
parallel to fault plane; presence of
conjugate carbonate{emented fracurres in
adjacent alluvial units
East part: Cuts Qia; overlapped by Qyal

West: Youngest scarps are
post-Qya2, pre-Qyar [<1,000,

Scarps 10 m tro 4m high faceeast; Qiacut
by fault; Qya grades to scarp

Post Qia; pre Qya [<180,000,

zonelsite 4
Coyote Canyon

fault [sire.I]

Pass

(Harrison and others, 1994). Younger
alluvium and wash deposits (Qya,
Qyw) probably are less than 8,000
years old. Intermediate alluvium
((Qia) ls between 20,000 and

San Bemardino County Museran Assxiuion

north-striking fauit
west of Painted
Rock [site K]

19931

yr B.P.l

Splay: Post-Qia. pre-Qya2
[<180,000, >10fi) yr B.P.]

>20,fi)0 yr B.P.l

>100 yr B.P.l

East

Post-Qia, pre-Qya3

[<180,000, >1fi)0 yr B.P.]

>1000 yr B.P.l

180,000 years old. Older alluvium

I
l

striking faults, along with related minor faults, sequentially
from south to nofih, and then describe faults with unusual

and wash deposits (Qoa, Qow) are probably greater than
250,000 years old. Oldest alluvium QToa) is probably greater
than 500,000 yean old. Additional age resolution is provide by
subdividing younger and intermediate units on the basis of soil
and geomorphic development (Yount and others, 1994).
Geomorphic features commonly reflect the environment of
deposition and erosion, the materials the features are cut into
or built upon, and the recency and types of tectonic processes.
Also relevant are the climates and microclimates during
deposition and erosion. Granite domes or desert domes (Davis,
1933, 1938) are formed in tectonically stable areas underlain
by Cretaceous granites in the south (Noble Dome; Fib. 2).
Pediments built on granitoids also are extensive throughout
the southem part of the map area. locally, more rugged
topography in the south is developed on Jurassic granitic and
metamorphic rocls, which are more resistant than Cretaceous
granites. More deeply eroded topography developed on granites
and Tertiary volcanic rocks in the central and nofthem areas,
implying more recent tectonism there. At Coyote Ridge, all
rocks are deeply eroded as a consequence of recent reduction
of base level, probably a result of uplift of the ridge relative to
the bolson axis.

north and noftheast strikes. Faults are shown and labelled in
Figure 3.
Coyote Lake fault
The west-striking Coyote Lake fault was mapped and
described by Byers (1960) as a combination of a few surface
exposures and a continuation of a subsurface feature defined
by gravity anomalies to the west (McCulloh, 1953, 1960)
across a region of undisturbed deposits. Within the area we
mapped, it is marked by exposures of sheared basement rocks
and truncation of overlying older gravel (Fig. 3; A). Bedrock
is faulted against intermediate alluvium, and bedrock
fragments in gouge zones are rotated into parallelism with the
fault plane. Holocene alluvium (Qyrr) is not cut by the fault.
Other sites of scarps in alluvial materials are not on Byers'
fault trace, but are shown as part of the fault in Figure 3. All
scarps face north and faults probably all dip south, indicating a
reverse component of up-to-the-south on the presumably leftlateral fault (Byers, 1960). One measured fault plane dips
moderately south (at site A) and faults dip steeply south at
Jack Spring (Fig. 3). Late Miocene or Pliocene gravel south of
the fault is broadly folded, but the north trends on these fold
axes are difficult to reconcile with deformation associated with
movement on the Coyote Lake fault. Scarps bounding gravel
deposits west of site A, such as at Jack Spring, appear to be
similar to relations described above but a lack of exposures

FAULT DESCRIPTIONS
Descriptions of fault features and relations of faults with
Quatemary deposits that identify the last pronounced
movement on the fault are given in this section and
summarized in Table 2. We describe west- and northwest-
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limits our
knowledge of the
age of movement
on the faults.
Taken together,
faults in this zone
describe a sinuous
map pattem with
strikes varying
from N70o\i7
through west to

S55"W. We
ascribe this trace

to the Coyote
Lake fault, rather
than the straight
trace inferred by
Byers.

Intermediate-

alluvial (Qia)
veneers lie on
desert domes and
extensive

pediments that
grade smoothly to
both sides of the
Coyote Lake fault,
Figure 4. Photognphs of cracks along north Noble
suggesting that the
gmvelly alluvium. Tire track for scale.
region has been
relatively stable
during late Pleistocene rime. If this is rhe case, the latest
faulting at site A that cuts intermediate alluvium may be
relarively minor and younger than the penultimate major
movement on the Coyote Lake fault.

Dome fault, taken Dec. 15, lgg3.

A. Cmck in gravelly alluvium. B. Crack in

that may indicate up-ro-rhe-south movement. The

easrem

segment is defined by breccia and gouge within granite and
shows about 110 meters of left-lateral displacement of a gabbro
dike. A parallel breccia zone lies about 200 m north of the
eastem segment of the north Noble Dome faulr. Typical
surface exposures of the eastem fault zone consist of linear
subdued topography, with the trough generally rrending
N85oE, and 2 ro 10 m wide. The surface of the marerials in
the zone is marked by g.iir that is generally lighter in color
than surrounding rocks. Materials in the fault zone consist of

South Noble Dome fault
The south Noble Dome fault lies 1.5 km north of the
Coyote Lake fault (Fig. 3; B). It srrikes generally eastnoftheast and undergoes kilometer-scale undulations like those
of the Coyote Lake fault (Fig. 4). Along mosr of irs 6-km
length it is marked by a north-facing hill front underlain by
bedrock, from which stubby alluvial fans of intermediate age
have been built. In most places these fans are not cur by the
fault but were deposited agaiast strongly-sheared bedrock. At
one location, the intermedrate, but not young ((Qyar),
alluvium is cut by the fault. As with the Coyote Lake fault,
these relations may indicate that most fault movement
predated the intermediate deposits, with local, minor
reactivation during latest Pleistocene time. The north-facing
hill fronts suggest an up-to-the-south component of movement
on rhis fauk.

brecciated granite and dike rocks, with clay seams occurring
along many fractures. Fracture spacing is less than 3 cm
through most of the zone and numerous orientations of
fractures are observed, Most fracture surfaces are not lineated,
but striae measured on fracrures approximately parallel with
the overall zone (N85"8, 70"N) at one locality are wirhin 23"
of horizontal, and plunge both east and west. Aerial
photograpls taken in 1947 show no evidence that the fault
cut intermediate alluvial deposits, the oldest Quatemary
deposits present along its trace.
During late October,1993, we observed open fractures
along 2.4 km of the fault. Following two small rainfalls thar
substantially degraded the exposed fractures, on December 19,
1993 we identified and mapped anorher 0.6 km, making the
fractured zone at least 3 km long. The open fracrures were
approximately centered on rhe right step (Fig. 4). Fracture
intensity, as measured by percentage of the length of rhe fault
zone containing one or more fractures, varied directly with the

North Noble Dome fault
The north Noble Dome fault (Fig. 3; C) lies 3.2 km north
of the Coyote Lake fault and 1.2 km north of the sourh Noble
Dome fault. lt strikes roughly west bur bends at a right step
about at its midpoint (Fig. 4). The wesrem segmenr is
represented by an alignment of north-facing mountain fronts
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than a few mm. An average vector of separation in the central
part of the fracture plunges roughly 3o to N5"W. At one
location, where the fractured colluvial soils lay on a steeper
slope than other places (-l5o/o slope perpendicular to the fault
plane), as much as 2 cm of normal displacement occurred (Fig.
6). Two fracture traces existed along part of this segment,
each with normal displacement. The normal displacement was
probably accommodated by lateral movement of colluvium.
This fracturing almost certainly took place after the last
water movement in washes, which was probably during heavy
March, 1993 rainfalls (R. Quinones, Directorate of Pubic
Works, Ft. Irwin, oral comm., 1993). Fracturing probabty
occurred during or before a time when soils were most,
because in some places grass appeared to have been growing in
the fracture. Two small rainfalls in December, 1993, rapidly
degraded the cracks, supporting the inference that fracturing
'W'e conclude that
occurred after heavy March 1993 rainfalls.
fracturing took place between march and May, 1993.
The fracturing seems to require a tectonic origin. Nontectonic origins can be ruled out because (1) no nearby
sedimentary basins exist that might have deformed due to
groundwater withdrawal, (2) the presence of fractures in sand

and gravel containing little clay indicates that fracturing was
caused by desiccation, and (3) vectors include a left-lateral
component. Lack of fractures on nearby fault zones containing
similar fault-zone materials argr.res againsr dy,namic shaking as
a cause. The 3-km long fractures, the jog in the fracture zone
that conforms to a bend in the older breccia zone, and the
presence of lateral down-slope movement strongly suggest
fracturing caused by stress release. Between January I, l99Z
and November 1, 1993, a few small-magnitude (<3.0) seismic
events took place about 3 km distant, and 2 or 3 events of
magnitude 3 to 4 took place about 10 km distant. These
seismic events probably were insufficient to produce surface
rupture. The Landers earthquake (1992) took place before the

not

Figure 5. Photograph of cracks stepping down to tie right (north) along north
Noble Dome fault, taken Dec. 15, 1993. Knife lies o upthrown block iust
south of fracture. Fracture pardy degraded compared to condition in October
1993.
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width of fractures. At the center of the fractured zone,
virtually no unbroken tracts of alluvium existed, whereas near
the westem and eastem extremes of the cracked interval, long
stretches of undeformed alluvium lay between
cracks. Likewise, cracks were as much as 1 cm
wide in the center of the zone and were only a
few mm wide at the ends of the zone.
Fractures were observed in a variety of surficial
materials ranging from clay, silt, sand, and gravel
(to 8 mm). In most cases, surficial materials are
less than 1 or 2 m thick. Fractures formed in
both moderately lithified and unlithified
materials, but fresh cracks were not discemed in
rock. In detail, fractures underwent 2-8 cm
bends (Fig. 5), with no preferred stepping, but
the zones of fracturing were remarkably linear
and confined to the breccia zone in granite.
Fractures stepped en ecllekm both left and right,
although the major steps consistently were to
the right at the bed in the fault about midway
along its length.
Sense of separation was not well constrained,
but a few matched features, such as pebbles and
sharp indentations, across the fractures indicated
Figure 6. Photogmph (nken Dec. lZ, 1993) of calcite-cemented fault plane cutting intermediate
alluvium. Fault is a splay of Garlic Spring fault. Plane dips toward the camera and to the right
small components of left-lateral and normal
(northeast) 70 and displays shallowly south-plunging striae. View to west-northwest; shovel for
movement; any net movement was probably less
scale.
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marks the uplift of intermediate alluvial fan deposits on the
northeast relative to older alluvial fan deposits on the
southwest. Most exposures of the eastem fault show older
alluvium on the southwest faulted against basalt on the
northeast. Southeastward, the faults splay within outcrops of
Miocene volcanic rocks. Apparent cumulative west-side-down
offset of the basalt flows is as great as 150 m. The faults are
overlapped by early Holocene alluvium (furr), making last
movement on them latest Pleistocene or earliest Holocene.

aseismic creep. Open fractures attributed to creep were
observed along 1 km in the Pine Nut Mountains, Nevada, in
1988 (Bell and Hoffard, 1990). The fractures degraded rapidly
and appear to be a good analog for those at Fon Irwin.

Main Gate fault
The Main Gate fault is a nearly vertical breccia zone thar
strikes northwest and extrapolates to the southeast to a
position near the main gate of Fort Irwin (Fig. 3; D). The
fault probably belongs to the Goldstone Lake east fault zone,
which was defined by Dokka (1992) about 10 km to the

Garlic Spring fault
The Garlic Spring fault (Fig. 3; G) consists of a northweststriking linear breccia and gouge zone (Byers, 1960), and

northwest (Fig. 2). Breccia in the fault is overlain by
undisturbed older alluvium (Qoa), and therefore last
movement on this fault was before or during the early

subparallel splays bordering a ridge of bedrock (Beacon Hill).
Near Garlic Spring, an alignment of springs, seeps, and spring
deposits mark the fault. This fault zone does not appear to cut
intermediate alluvium. Yount and others (1994) extrapolated
the fault zone northwest into Fort Irwin basin on the basis of
two small hills exposing basement rocks near the center of
Fon Irwin basin, which may form higher topography on
basement northeast of the fault, like relations farther southeast
near Garlic Spring.
\7e have documented several subparallel splays of the
Garlic Spring fault on the basis of subtle scarps in alluvium,
several of which apparently cut various intermediate alluvial
deposits. These short fault segments are of uncertain
significance. One larger and more obvious splay (Fig. 3; H)
can be mapped almost continuously from its departure from
the main fault to a parallel position 200 m to the northeast.
This splay has prominent aligned spring deposits adjacent to
it, which interfinger with intermediate alluvium, and the fault
cuts and deforms intermediate alluvium in excellent exposures.
A carbonate-cemented fault plane (Fig. i) dips northeast 70
and displays shallowly south-plunging (-10) striae; it cuts the
intermediate alluvium. Overlying early Holocene deposits
(Qv^:) are unfaulted. Intermediate and older alluvium within
15 m of the fault is folded to easterly dips, suggesting
deformation with a component of shortening across the splay.
A small right step in the topographic front northeast of rhe
Garlic Spring fault coincides with the location of this rightstepping splay. A much larger l-km right step of the
topographic front takes place a little farther northeast along
the fault. This step may be due to a step in the Garlic Spring
fault system, but no faults are evident in gully exposures close

Pleistocene.

A parallel inferred fault lies southwest of the Main Gate
fault by about 1.5 km (Fig. 3). It is nor direcrly exposed
within the map area, but is inferred by the linear juxtaposition
of two large plutons and by small parallel fracture zones. This
fault may correspond to the Goldstone Lake west fault zone of
Dokka (1992). Studies of the fault funher to the nonhwesr are
needed. This contact between granites is overlapped by
intermediate alluvium, suggesting latest movement was
Pleistocene or older.
Old Stable fault
The Old Srable fault (Fig. 3; E) is informally applied to

Spe.ioJ

a

set of faults located northwest of the old stables of Fort Irwin.
The fault set probably belongs to the Goldstone Lake east
fault zone (Fig. 2) of Dokka (199?.). One fault strikes north-

northwest where it cuts Miocene basalt, dropping it down to
the west 40 to 80 m. Southward, this fault pzrsses to a nofth
strike and splap to several strands. The curving splay of faults
has relatively youthful appearing geomorphic expression, with
Holocene alluvium (fur:) inset against, and (or) faulted
against, older alluvium. The faults appear to have undergone
both right-lateral and down-to-the-west movement at this
point. The main fault scarp is as much as 4 m high where
older alluvial fan surfaces are elevated east of the fault, but
less than 1 m high where it cuts intermediate age alluvial
surfaces, a relation we take to indicate recurrent movement on
the Old Stable fault. The fault cuts intermediate alluvium,
possibly cuts older Holocene alluvium (Qy"r), but does not cut
younger Holocene alluvium (Qyrr). The fault set apparently
last moved in the late Pleistocene or early Holocene. We have
not thoroughly investigated faults lying about 0.5 km west of
the Old Stable faulr. They cut Miocene deposits, but
apparently do not cut Quatemary deposits.

to the mountain front. Movement on the splay of the Garlic
Spring fault is late Pleistocene or earliest Holocene.

Bicycle Lake fault zone
The Bicycle Lake fault zone (Fig. 3;l) is an east-striking
fault zone with left-lateral sense of separation as mapped by
Byers (1960). A segment east of the map area (Flg. 2) lies
south of Tiefon Mountain where it is bounded on the north
by a Quatemary basin and on the south by Jurassic granitoids.
It offsets 5.6=0.2 Ma basalt left-laterally by 3 to 8 km, and
offsets a band of marble by 2.9 km (-3.5 km if drag is taken
into account; Yount and others, 1994). \Tithin the map area,
the fault bifurcares and brackets Beacon Hill, with main faults
lying along the north (south margin of Bicycle Lake) and

Rifle Range faults
The Rifle Range fault system (Fig. 3; F) is applied to
rifle ranges southwest of Goldstone
Road. The fault sptem probably belongs to the Goldstone
Lake easr fault zone (Fig. 2) of Dokka (1992). Along its
nofthwest part, two faults cut early Miocene basalt, and the
eastem of these faults also cuts older and intermediate
alluvium. At one place, a fault scarp approximately 1 m high
exposures near several
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sourhwesr sides of Beacon Hill (Fig. 4). These
segments appear to comprise a stepover of about

eyat
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3.5 km to the right. Within the Beacon Hill
oossible movern€nt
QYaz
block between the two main smands, we mapped
o
major
several faults (Fig. 3; 1-5) that appear to show
Qyas
both strike-slip and reverse separation.
I
The presence of youthful Quatemary basins
o Qia
co
north of the Bicycle Lake fault and, in
o
particular, Bicycle Lake itself, suggest that there
o
-9
is youthful up-to-the-south movement on this
@
o- Qoa
northem fault strand as well as the left-lateral
movement seen farther east. The Bicycle Lake
fault appears to cut Pleistocene (Qia) surfaces
ECC WCC
SND NND MG
immediately east of the map area. The northem
north
strand by Bicycle Lake does not cut Holocene
alluvium (Qya1 and Qya2) and therefore last
Figure 7, Summary of age of most recent movement on fauh at southwestem Fon lrwin' Ages
movement was approximately middle Holocene
are given by relations with unis of alluvium. Unit symbols given in Table l. Fault abbreviations:
or older.
CL, Coyote Lake; SND, South Noble Dome; NND, North Noble Dome; MG, Main Gate; OS,
Old Stable; RR, Rifle Range; GS, Garlic Spring; BL, Bicycle Lake; ECC, East Coyote Canyon;
Faults that cut southem Beacon Hill and
WCC, \Uest Coyote Canyon.
border the southwest front of Beacon Hill
consist of discrete zones of gouge and breccia.
moved during the early or middle Holocene.
Along the southwest front of Beacon Hill, offset
unconformities indicate both southwest ad northeast sides
North-striking fault west of Painted Rock
down on various faults. There, older alluvium is faulted and
Faults west of Painted Rock (Fig. 3; K) strike nearly north,
fractured, but intermediate alluvium is not, so latest
are en eclvlan right-stepping, and display down-to-the-east
movement occurred prior to the late Pleistocene.
(Fig.
scarps. Scarps are highest at the enter of the zone, where steep
3;1-5) are marked
Faults within the Beacon Hill block
eastem fronts on hills underlain by granite are about l0 m
by breccia and gouge zones. The central strike-slip fault does
high.
At this location, intermediate alluvium burts against the
faults
cut
not cut older alluvium. None of the north-striking
(although exposures are not good enough to show it is
granite
younger alluvium; fault 2 is overlapped by intermediate
granite), whereas younger alluvium grades to
faulted
agairst
alluvium.
Fault
5
alluvium, and fault 4 is overlapped by older
exposed in bedrock, breccia and gouge zones
the
scarp.
Where
to
exposures
be
mapped
cuts latest Miocene basalt but cannot
as
15
m
dip
between 46'and 7lo east. Striae in the
as
wide
within
the
these
faults
of alluvium. Latest movement on
to the southeast and
plunge
moderately
zone
breccia
the
late
before
Beacon Hill block evidently occurred
grew
the slip planes indicate
that
along
asymmetric
fiben
Pleistocene.
possible
predate
the
middle
Pleistocene, and
normal dextral oblique movement. Near the north end of the
fault, surfaces on intermediate alluvial deposits are offset by 3
Coyote Canyon fault system
(Fig.
to 4 m down to the east. This fault last moved during the late
lies
nonh
3J)
of
The Coyote Canyon fault system
Pleistocene or earliest Holocene.
west'
from
the
north
Coyote Canyon and passes, from east to
(Fig.
it
In
the
east,
Ridge
4).
side to the south side of Coyote
Northeast-striking faults
cuts and appears to have warped Pliocene or early Pleistocene
The two northeast-striking fault systems are older than the
the
displaces
and
significantly
it
cuts
paludal sediments. There,
its
splays
cut
The
fault
and
section.
entire pre-Quatemary
Quatemary deposits in their vicinity; each could be wholly
(Qyar)
pre-Quatemary. The fault northeast of Noble Dome (Fig. 3;L)
lies
younger
alluvium
but
oldest
intermediate alluvium
could be Mesozoic (Yount and others, 1994), but in any case
fault,
indicating
valleys
formed
by
the
undisturbed in linear
predates
intermediate alluvium. The fault at Northwest Ridge
earliest
Holocene.
Pleistocene
the
latest
or
last movement in
(Fig.
has normal separation, cuts Miocene rocks, and is
3;
M)
probably
paludal
sequence,
the
once
The deformation of
intermediate alluvium. Thicker fill of unknown
by
position
the
overlapped
present
at
to
its
a
bolson,
the
axis
of
occupying
part of Fort Irwin basin may indicate
nofthwest
age
in
the
pronounced
places,
to
the
testifies
in
some
ridge crest
tilting of the basin as this fault moved (Yount and others,
Pleistocene activity on the fault.
1994). The fault could be late Miocene to middle Pleistocene
In the west, the Coyote Canyon fault system forms a series
(Qya2,
in
age.
and
older
early
Holocene
truncating
scarps
of
Qyas)
Many
west- and northwest-striking faults cannot be traced
and
rotated
clasts
zones
show
the
fault
of
Exposures
surfaces.
linear zone passing from Painted
across
a
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fractures
exhibits
carbonate-cemented
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Irwin
basin
Fort
Rock
through
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both
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to
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known
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surface
trace
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scarps
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other
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not
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origin.
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paper.
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many rhat repeatedly occur, and was unusual only in that it
was recorded, or (2) that this creep event was induced by
faults
belonging
along
most
The last significant movemenr
recent
regional stress changes such as those that may have
sets
at
northwest-striking
westand
to the common
the Landers (1992\ earthquake and associated shocks.
Holocene
followed
before
earliest
was
during
or
Fort
lrwin
sourhwestem
(Fig.
Last
So
much
of the westem Mojave Desert is sparsely populated
rhe
late
Pleistocene
7).
probably
during
time, and
possible that creep-induced cracking on a
that
it
is
entirely
this
age.
fault
zone
also
is
a
north-striking
on
movemenr
go unnoticed. If the cumulative slip on
basis
could
also
continuing
but
last
movement
are
older,
faults
Northeast-striking
is
small
enough (perhaps 4 centimeten) it
the
faults
creeping
in
age.
The
Coyote
young
as
meddle
as
be
could
Quatemary
may not leave visible perrnanent records in 8,000 yr-old
Canyon fault underwent significant movement in the latest
alluvium. If a typical creep event is represented by the nonh
Pleistocene, completely inverting the topography of an early
Noble Dome event, it results in 1 to 3 mm of slip expressed as
Pleistocene(l) bolson axis ro that of a ridge cresr. Scarps in
Holocene alluvium permit rhe conclusion that several meters fractures at the ground surface. The maximum number of such
creep events for the record to be unnoticed in 8,000 yr-old
of separation occurred on the westem part of this fault as
alluvium is estimated to be 15 to 40 events, which corresponds
..c.rrtly as 100 yr before present. Precise dating of the
to
a maximum recurrence interval of about 200 to 500 years.
to
improve
are
needed
studies
and
trench
deposits
Quatemary
In this case, chances of creep-induced cracking on any given
resolution on rimes for faulting and to establish recurrence
fault at Fort Irwin is small, although not iruignificant.
intervals for multiple events. The recency of faulting at Fort
Irwin suggests rhar seismic shaking and ground rupture hazards If the fault creep was the result of far-field strain caused by
should strongly be considered. Further evaluation of the timing the Landers event, or even a new stress regime that is
reorganizing faulting pattems in the Mojave Desert (Nur and
of the fault movement and modelling of stress and strain
others, 1993), the creep event could represent new fault
distribution can lead to more precise evaluarions of the
activity and thus may be repeated by many faults at Fort Irwin
potential for seismic activity.
in the near future. A model of the stress field resolved on the
The preliminary evidence we present suggests that faults last
north Noble Dome fault as a result of all fault movements
underwent significant movement non-uniformly, with ages
triggered by the Landers and Big Bear earthquakes indicates
ranging from probably pre-Qgatemary to early Holocene.
that small components of left-lateral shear stress and faultWidely developed middle and late Pleistocene landforms in
normal tensional stress were added (R.r07. Simpson, written
the southem part of Fort Irwin, such as the area near the
comm., 1994). Movements appropriate for these stresses were
Coyote Lake and Noble Dome faults, may indicate little
observed on the north Noble Dome fracture' Evidence
tectonism after this time. However, in a few places late
therefore supports the interpretation of a new activity as a
Pleistocene alluvium is cut by segments of faults. !7e
result of far-field stress from the Landers event. By this
tentatively interpret these segments as representing isolated
scenario, all of the Quatemary faults, and even the older
minor movement. Fafther north, splays of the Bicycle Lake
faults, at Fon Irwin are capable of creep and possibly of
appear
fault, as well as the Rifle Range and Old Stable faults,
seismic
activity. Accordingly, it is important to acquire as
the
landforms
to appreciably cut late Pleistocene alluvium and
data
as possible pertaining to surface and subsurface
many
age.
The
more clearly responded to the faults of this
to evaluate potential future activity and the
in
faults
order
fault,
northemmost fault we have studied, the Coyote Canyon
posed
aseismic creep, surface ruptures owing to
by
hazards
younger
8,000
than
displap scarps along its west part that are
groundshaking caused by nearby
and
events,
seismic
years
old.
years and could be as young as one hundred
lVith
data available, plans to mirigate the
more
earthquakes.
a
hold
over
Non-uniform ages for last faulting appear to
tectonism can be developed for
and
aseismic
seismic
effects
of
Drinkwater,
as
the
wider region. More nonherly faults such
at Fort Irwin.
utility
corridors
and
facilities
critical
were
not
zones
apparently
Nelson Lake, and related fault
(E.R.
Schermer,
fault
active as recently as the Coyote Canyon
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INTRODUCTION

THE GLACIAL.AGE FOSSIL RECORDS

The Mojave Desert has been an arena for the study of
Pleistocene arid-lands faunas since the early Twentieth
Century (e.g., Harrington, 1933; Simpson, tglZ). Th"
subsequent advent of packrat (Neotona spp.) midden analysis
as a broadly applicable paleoecological tool in the arid
American \Uest has led to a quantum leap in our
understanding of the respormes of desert biota to

Five plant macrofossil assemblages dating from ca. 24,400
to 11,500 r B.P. (radiocarbon years before the present)
demonstrate that, like many other localities in the desert
west, woodland occurred here during the last glacial age.
Joshua-tree (Yucca heuifolia) is present only in the Middle
Wisconsin assemblage, Utah juniper Uunipenu cf.
osteospmna) is common to abundant in all five samples, and
pinyon (Pinus monoplqlla) is present in four of the glacialage samples (Fig. 1). Only the lowest elevation (ca. 960 m),
glacial-maximum record lacks pinyon, but it is not known if
this reflects the lower limit of the species at about 1000 m,
or its absence due to aridity at the height of the last glacial
age. Other glacial-maximum (ca. 18,000 yr B.P.; CLIMAP
1981) records from the eastem Mojave Desert indicate low
temperatures (ca. -7oC below the culTent annual mean) and
conditions more arid (ca. 40Vo increase in average annual
precipitation) than what might be expected from a npluvialn
climate (Spaulding, 1985).
This glacial-age woodland possessed a number of floristic
features that appear to set it apart from low elevation
(<1400 m) records in the Mojave Desert to the noth and
east. Mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus ledifolius), bitterbrush
or cliff-rose (Purshb glandubsa or P. meicana), and Mojave
prickly-pear (Opuntia erinarea) are well-represented in these
samples. The abundance of bitterbrush or cliff-rose is
reminiscent of glacial-age macrofossil assemblages recovered
by Wells and Berger (1967) from the Luceme Valley to the
southwest. Other species of note in the glacial-age
assemblages include desert olive (F qresricrb neunerjrrtrw).

environmental changes. As a consequence, we are now able
to place late Rancholabrean and Recent vertebrates in their
ecological context, and to describe in detail the changes of
biotic communities over the last ca. 50,000 years.
The scientific value of packrat middens was first described
based on materials from the Mojave Desert (Wells and

In subsequent decades, all detailed studies
of this unique bioclimatic region took place in the southem,

Jorgensen, t964).

westem, or eastem Mojave (e.g., King, 1976; McCanen and
Van Devender, 1988; Spaulding, 1985, 1990; \7ells and
Berger, 1967). Here we offer preliminary interpretatiorx of
the first comprehensive paleoecological record from the core
of the Mojave Desert. The data come from twenty-nine
radiocarbon-dated packrat midden samples from the Granite
Mountains and vicinity in the Fort Irwin Military
Reservation (as opposed to the better-known Granite
Mountains south of the Kelso Dunes). The plant macrofossil
assemblages from these range in age from the Middle
Wisconsin interstadial to the late Holocene (Fig. 1; Koehler
and Scott, 1993; Spaulding, 1994).
The Granite Mountairs of Fort lrwin extend west some
20 km from the Avawatz Mountains, immediately west of
the southem Death Valley. The maximum elevation of the
Granite Mountairs is 1615 m, while the maximum elevation
of the Avawatz Mountains is 1877 m. Relict stands of Utah
juniper Umr\rw osteos@na\ persist on the Avawatz
Mountains, but this most xerophytic of woodland trees is
unknown in the adjacent Granite Mountains. The packrat
midden sites span an elevational range of 960 to 1360 m,
from granitic outcrops lying within present creosote bush
desert scrub (Lorrea divaricam) to the southem toe of the
mountains at the lower edge of blackbrush desert scrub
(Coleogyne ramosissima). Although this elevationat range,
coupled with intersite variability in aspect, no doubt affects
the midden contents, broad pattems of vegetation change
are easily distinguishable in this record (Fig. l).

The closest known population of this plant species is 130 km
to the south in the Little San Bemadino Mountains (Benson
and Darrow, 1981).
The youngest glacial-age macrofossil assemblage, dated at
ll,+70 t 70 yr B.P., appears to reveal the impact of early
deglacial climatic change, or a climatic reversal to more arid
conditiors. Quantitative analysis of this sample reveals that
only 38% of the number of identified macrofossils (NISP)
are of Utah juniper, as opposed to >807o for glacial-age
assemblages above 1000 m elevation in the eastem Mojave
Desert (Spaulding 1985, 1990). Less than l7o of the
specimens are pinyon, while sagebrush and bitterbrush
account for almost 75Vo o{ the identified specimens,
excluding juniper. The paucity of trees and the abundance of
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heliophytes in this sample suggest open vegetation, rather
than woodland.
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these, as well as two modem control samples, were subject to
quantitative analyses to test for the response of desert

vegetation to late Holocene nminipluvialsn documented by
paleohydrologic studies in the nearby Mojave Sink
(Spaulding, 1994; Wells et al.,1989;Eruel et al.,1992\.The
most notable differences between present vegetation
conditions and those reflected by the late Holocene
macrofossil assemblages are the abundance of blackbrush and
the presence of Mojave sage (Salui,a molwumsis). Blackbrush
is very rare in the modem midden debris, but it comprises as
much as 217o of NISP in some late Holocene samples
(Spaulding, 1994). Mojave sage comprised as much as 6.97o
and 3.5% of NISP-DT (NISP minus the number of
macrofossils of the dominant taxon) in two samples dating
to ca. 3500 and 3200 r B.P. (Fig. 1). This is an important
record because Mojave sage is not known to occur in the
area tday. Although populations may persist in the

EARLY AND MIDDLE HOLOCENE
FOSSIL RECORDS
The next youngest macrofossil assemblage, dated at 9910
t 90 yr B.P., reveals that Utah juniper persisted into the
early Holocene. It is also the only sample, other than the
Middle Wiscorsin record, ro contain Joshua tree (Fig. l).
Approximately 2000 years passed before the deposition of
the next sample recovered, dated at 7950 t 80 yr B.P.
Juniper is absent from this sample and, instead, it is
dominated by joint-fir (Ephedra uiridis). The youngest early
Holocene and oldest middle Holocene assemblages reveal
vegeration conditions after the local extirpation of many
glacial-age elements, and before the arrival of many plant
species rlpical of the present vegetation (Fig. 1). Creosote
bush arrived in the area by ca. 6000 yr 8.P., and its first
appearance is at a site that is presently abue tt'e upper limit
of the species, indicating conditions more arid than the
present during the middle Holocene (Koehler and Anderson,
1993). Burro-bush (Arnbrosb ilmow), a typical associate of
creosote bush, also appears in the record at this time. There
is no evidence in this area, as there is to the south and
north (Spaulding 1990), for a lag in the immigration of
creosote bush relative to bursage. This may be due, however,
to our relatively small sample of early and middle Holocene
age middens (Fig. 1).

botanically little-known Granite Mountains, the closest
known population is in the Avawatz Mountains.
Macrofossil assemblages dated at ca. 3000 and 2600 yr
B.P. suggest a trend toward increasing aridity, appearing to
culminate in conditiors somewhat more arid than the
present at about 1450 yr B.P. The youngest midden
assemblage from the Granite Mountains is associated

with

:
a

radiocarbon date of ca. 700 yr B.P., and appears to reflect
vegetation conditiors more similar to those that prevailed
between 2600 and 3500 yr B.P. than those which prevailed
at about 1,150 yr B.P.
Three of the most mesophytic plant species in the Granite
HOI.OCENE
FOSSIL
RECORDS
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aridity somewhat greater than that of the
present. Other apparent indications of
Figure l. Schematic diagram showing the records of selected plant species in the Fort Irwin
enhanced aridity at this time include a
packrat midden series. Thin lines indicate the infened persistence of a species in other nearby
habiats, even though one or more intervening midden assemblages lack that species. Timestratigraphic boundaries follow those proposed by Spaulding (1985; 1990). Note the change in
the time scale. Abbreviations are: EH, early Holocene; MW, Middle \(isconsin. Data from
Koehler and Anderson (1993) and Spaulding (1994).
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decline in the relative abundance of desert
almond (Pnmus fasciculam), a plant that is
most abundant in the blackbrush and lower
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ArneicaMap anl Chare Series, MC-36.
Enzel, Yehouda, Brown, W. J., Anderson, R. Y., McFadden, L. D.
and Wells, S. G. (1992). Short-duration Holocene lakes in the
Mojave River drainage basin, southem Califomia. Quatzmarl

Enhanced effective moisture during the first millennium of
the late Holocene is clearly indicated by samples dated at ca.
3200 and 3500 yr B.P. This episode appears to conelate
well with a prolonged period of hlgh lake levels in the
Mojave Sink, dated ar 3620 t 70 yr B.P. and related to the
Neoglaciation (e.g. Burke and Birkeland 1983) bv Enzel et
al, (1992). The Granite Mountairs record suggests some
increase in aridiry after approximately 3200 yr B.P., although
effective moisture exceeding that of the present continued
until after 2000 yr B.P. Assemblages dating to ca. 1450 yr
B.P. suggest aridity slightly above present levels, while one
sample dated at ca. 700 r B.P. indicates a retum to effective
moisture exceeding that of the present. This latter
assemblage is too old to correlate with the youngest high
lake stand in the Mojave Sink, dated by Enzel et al. (1992)
at 390 t 90 yr B.P. and related to the Little Ice Age (see
Grove 1988).
Enzel et al. (1992) stress that sustained high lake levels in
the Mojave Sink are attributable to runoff from the Mojave
River and, hence, enhanced precipitation at the headwaters
of the Mojave River in the San Bemadino Mountains. In
other words, despite the fact that their study area lies in the
core of the Mojave Desert, pluvial events here reflect
increased precipitation on the periphery of the area, and nor
in the desert itself. They also note that, due to a high
hydrologic threshold, these lake stands reflect only extreme
events. While these observations are no doubt accurate, it
would be unreasonable to carry them farther by suggesting
that changes in atmospheric circulation that result in
enhanced precipitation on the periphery of the Mojave
Desert would not also result in enhanced precipitation in the
desert interior.
The late Holocene records from the Granite Mountains
indicate that periods of enhanced effective moisture began
before, and continued after, the late Holocene pluvial events
noted in the stratigraphic record from the Mojave Sink. In
this light, the interpretation that the pluvial episodes dated
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woodland zones. However, this episode of aridity was not
pronounced, or it was a cold and dry episode, because there
is no evidence for increase in the remains of warm-desert
shrubs like creosote bush and burro-bush. The youngest fossil
assemblage, dated at 700 yr B.P., indicates a retum to levels
of effective moisture greater than those of the present.
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ABSTRACT
The Bitter Springs Playa site, SBCM 1.72.10, is a unique paleontologic locality in the Mojave Desert. A spring mound site, it
notable for its contrast to the typical Mojave Desen Pleistocene fossil localities, which rend ro be isolared finds or suites
associated with lacustrine deposition. The Bitter Springs Playa deposit has a high concentrarion of camivores and large
vertebrates. More than 8,000 specimens of Rancholabrean Land Mammal Age vertebrates were recovered during a slntematic
salvage operation. Faunal similarities are strong between BSP and the fauna from Rancho La Brea, but the BSP site compares
most favorably with Pleistocene spring deposits at Tule Sprinp, Nevada.

INTRODUCTION
Bitter Springs is in the Tieford Basin, northwest of lUest
Cronese Lake and west of Red Pass, within the boundaries of
the Fort Irwin National Training Center. The Bitter Springs
locality (SBCM L.72.I0) is 1.2 miles west-northwest of Bitter
Springs (Thompson, 1929). Fossiliferous sediments are exposed
above and below the 1,400'contour elevation.
The Bitter Springs Playa site (BSP) was located in 1984
during an archaeologic reconnaissance survey (Wirth and
Associates, 1984) when both fossils and artifacts were
identified. The site was designated CaSBr 538,1 in the

Califomia Archaeological Inventory in recognition of cultural

is

resources located there (Jenkins, 1986). Paleontologic
reconnaissance (Reynolds, 1984) determined that no direct
temporal association between cultural and paleontologic
resources could be demonstrated (Reynolds, 1986a).
Paleontologic specimens recovered at that time included
Qoplwus sp. (tortoise), Camebps sp. (large camel),
Hemiaurhmia sp. (llama), Equus sp. (large horse), Equts sp. cf .

E.

cqnversidars (small horse), and Marnmuthru sp. (mammoth).

The taxa suggested a late Pleistocene Rancholabrean Land
Mammal Age (LMA). It is possible that 5,000 years separate
the extinct animals at the sprinp and the Lake Mojave and
Pinto cultural material located there.
In 1986, Walter Cassidy (Fort Irwin
Base Archaeologist) located significant
amounts of fossil bone and a mammoth
tooth weathering from the site.
Arrangements were made between Far
Westem Archaeology, Michael O.

Woodbume of the University of
Califomia, Riverside, and Robert E.
Reynolds of the San Bemardino County
Museum to conduct a salvage operation

to recover fossils and to study the
deposit (Reynolds and Woodbume,
1987). Fossils recovered in 1984, 1986
and during the salvage operation are
curated into the collections of the San
Bemardino County Museum as a
perrnanent loan from the U.S. Army,
Corps of Engineers, under accession
number L2075.

STRATIGRAPHY
Figure l. View south showing uplifted Pleistocene sediments along the Bitter Springs branch of the Bicycle
Lake fault. Basalt flows are distant. Photo courtesy Greg Stewart Military Photography.

Surface exposures of the stratigraphy
at BSP are poor: they are covered by
dune sand, complicated by lateral

\.
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changes in sedimentary facies, and disturbed by military
vehicle tracks. Backhoe trenching between 1984 and 1986
exposed various portions of the section and enhanced
srratigraphic interpretation. Rock units and local sedimentary
units are discussed from oldest to youngest.

Adjacent Rock Units

"
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Basalt Fanglomerate
Basalt fanglomerate was deposited northward from \Uhale
Ridge and covered the lacustrine and playa sediments. The
fanglomerate may be equivalent in age to the coarse silty sand
to the east, but apparently is older than the pipe gfavel which
contains basalt clasts. \Teathering has segregated small clasts
from large clasts of fanglomerate, and the surface now appears
to consist of interlocking blocks of basalt that resemble a flow.
The isolated nature of the blocks can be observed in crosssection (Wells and others, 1984).

Miocene sediments
Miocene sediments include fluviatile and lacustrine deposits,
generally fine-grained, that underlie Whale Ridge to the south
and are exposed along Dill Wash (Bitter Springs t0Uash) and
along the Los Angeles Department of \Uater and Power
(LADWP) powerline road to the south and east. Large and
small fossil mammals in these deposits suggest a Barstovian
LMA (Reynolds, 1986b; \Uoodbume and Tedford, 1985).
"Plio-Pleistocene

San Bemcrdmo

Tan Sandy Loam
Up to four feet of tan sandy loam overlies all the abovedescribed sediments except the basalt fanglomerate. The loam
was deposited in post-Pleistocene times and may represent a
period of local basin filling which today is being dissected by
erosion.

Gravels

nPlio-Pleistocenen gravels are exposed along Dill Wash and
along the LADWP powerline access road. These deposits,
primarily fanglomerates, are generally coarse-grained and

Bitter Springs Playa Site, SBCM |.7Z.LO
Tan Silty Sand

At least four feet of tan silry sand are exposed to the depth
of quarry excavation at the BSP site. Generally featureless, the
sand locally contains stringers of coarser sand and zones of
friable pyrolusite concretions in the upper 14 inches. The
upper contact with the coarse silty sand may be an erosional
surface. The tan silty sand may have been deposited at the
margirs of a pond or playa.

contain clasts of granitic and metamorphic rock from uplifted
sources to the west and east, and clasts of Teniary volcanic
rocks (Byers, 1960).
Pleistocene Basalt
Pleistocene Basalt on Whale Ridge caps the underlying
Miocene sediments and overlies the 'Plio-Pleistocenen
fanglomerates. The basalt was deposited as a flow in the early
or middle Pleistocene (Byers, 1960). The northem portion
appears to have been offset for some distance along the
Bicycle Lake fault. Two basalt ourcrops north of the Bitter
Springs portion of the Bicycle Lake fault (Fig. 1) and within
7+ mile of the RSP site cap Rogen Ridge and a low hill
southwest of BSP. These outcrops may not be primary
remnants of a basalt flow but rather interlocking alluvial
blocks of basalt forming a pavement similar to those deposited
in the Cima volcanic field (Wells and othen, 198+,1994).

Coarse Silty Sand
About one foot of coarse silty sand overlies the tan silty
sand. It contains visible sand grains and pebble stringers. The
upper surface is undulatory and uneven. Abundant root casts
suggest that the facies was deposited as an accretionary soil
horizon which was then eroded, leaving the root casts as lag
debris.

Pipe Gravels
Pipes containing sand and gravel cut vertically, at angles'
and sometimes horizontally across the tan silty sand and the
coarse silty sand. The pipe gravels are relatively free of silt,
presumably removed by upward ground water percolation.
Clasts of bone and rock, including basalt, are well'rounded.
Presumably, rock clasts were introduced into a spring pipe

Rogers Ridge

Brown Lacustrine Clays
Three and one-half feet ofbrown lacustrine clap exposed in
backhoe trenches contain an airfall tuff. Although the clays
are featureless, the tuff is folded and fractured close to Rogers
Ridge, suggesting that the ridge is preserved along a trace of
the Bicycle lake fault. The surface of the clays has been
truncated by erosion and fragments of the tuff are scattered
along the buried erosional surface.

not deposit layen of
pipes,
the
clasts were tumbled and
conglomerate. Once in the
pipe
The
upper portion of the
walls.
rounded, scouring the
generally
pipes
filled with well-sorted
are
vents in the spring
the
spring pipes, the coane
vents
of
coarse white sand. At the
sand which
white
grade
finer-grained
sands
laterally into

sysrem by sheet flooding which did

Green Lacustrine Clays
Two or more feet of flat-lying green lacustrine clays were
deposited unconformably on the brown lacustrine clays.
Kemels of marl below the surface of the green lacustrine clay
suggest that a carbonate horizon developed below a weathering

covers the surface of the coarse silty sand. In cross-section,
steeply-dipping bedding planes of resistate minerals
(magnetite) are seen. Such density solting suggests fluctuation
of water pressure in response to variable artesian conditions,

including local rainfall.
The spring pipes developed along a series of fractures that
trend N40-5CPW and connect the individual veaical pipe
systems. The trend of these fractures is distinct from the
overall trace of the Bicycle Lake fault through Bimer Spring,
which is approximately N80'W. Locally, pipe gravel is
cemented by disseminated or fracture-filling calcium

surface,

Tan Silts
Eight feet of tan silts exposed on the east end of Rogen
Ridge suggest deposition under playa conditions. These silts
are higher in elevation than the green clays and might overlie
them; they may underlie the basalt fanglomerate and tan
sandy loam discussed below.
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carbonate.

White

Sand

Table

Approximately lrrl feet of well-sorted white sand with a
high percentage of quartz and feldspar overlies the coarse silt
and grades into vents filled with pipe gravels. Locally, the

t

l.

Distribution of taxa, Bitter Springs Playa site, SBCM 1.72.10

= extinct
SBCM 1.72.10

sand is green to yellow-green, suggesting deposition under wet

conditions. Limonite stains in large leisingang rings and along
fractures cross the sand and suggest post-depositional oxidation
of iron minerals by ground water.

-Tan

Sitty Sand

Plantae
Eguussp.

root casts
small horse

SBCM L72.1

Tan Sandy Loam
Tan sandy loam overlies the white sand, apparently
conformably. This loam may have been deposited under
conditions of fluvial sheet wash. It has been stabilized by
vegetation and soil profiles have begun to develop. It appears
to be equivalent to the sandy loam west of Rogers Ridge and
suggests a period of local basin filling. Ar BSP localiry SBCM
1.72.10, the sandy loam contains cultural remairx (CA SBr
5384) dating to 5,000 y.b.p.

0
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Coarse Silty Sand

Plantae

root casts
small pocket mouse
woff-size canid
small horse

(sml
Canis (lupus- sizel
Equus sp.
Perognafhus sp.

SBCM 1.72.10

-

Pipe Gravel

root casts
rattlesnake
jack rabbit

Plantae

Crotalus sp.
lepus sp.
Sylvilagus sp.
Dipodomys sp. cl. D. merriami
Neotoma sp.
Canis latrans

STRUCTURAL AND DEPOSITIONAL HISTORY
This model for the structural and depositional history of
sediments post-dating the early Pleistocene basalts deposited
southwest of the BSP site depends in large part upon work
done by Byers (1960:48) to the west of the fossil locality. He
described the Bicycle Lake fault as a zone of faulting several
hundred feet wide, and maps the prominent branches of the
fault as being more than t/+ mile apart. At one locality 31h
miles west of the BSP site, the branches are offset by a
northwest-trending fault which apparently postdates activity
on that portion of the Bicycle Lake fault.
Informally, we refer to the eastem extension of the Bicycle
Lake fault as the Bitter Springs branch of the Bicycle Lake
fault (on the south) and the Rogers Ridge portion of the fault
(on the north).
A. Left lateral activity on the Bicycle Lake fault has offset

cottontail rabbit
Merriam's kangaroo rat
desert wood rat
coyote
dire wolf

tCanis dirus
Canis (lupus-sizel
tArctodus simus
t Smilodon sp.
tFelis atrox
Felidae

wolf
short-faced bear
saber toothed cat
American lion
large cat
mammoth
large horse
Mexican ass
large camel
llama
deer
medium-size bovid

(lgl

lMammuthussp.
tEguussp. (lg)
tEguussp. ct. E. conversidens
tCamelops sp.
J

Hemiauchenia sp.

0docoileus sp.
Bovidae (medl
SBCM 1.72.10

early Pleistocene basalt and constrained drainage systems
within the southem Tieford Basin, so that the major drainage
runs along the NS0V-trending fault zone until it leaves the
basin southerly via Dill \7ash to West Cronese Basin.
n. A glass-rich ash was deposited in the brown lacustrine
clays at a low point in the basin or at a sag pond between the
branches of the Bitter Sprinp and Rogers Ridge portions of
the Bicycle Lake fault. The ash was covered by additional
layen of silt.
C. Activity on the fault branch running through Rogers
Ridge caused fracturing and drag folding of the ash. Such
displacement can occur by compression along lateral faults.
D. The folded sediments on the south side of the Rogers
Ridge branch of the fault are eroded. Fragments of the folded
ash can be seen scattered away from their source on the flatlying erosional surface. Conformable deposition may have
taken place between the brown lacustrine clays and the green
lacustrine clap away from the fault.
E. Basin filling continued and the flat-lying green clays were
deposited over the erosional surface. Green lacustrine sands,
perhaps correlative with this depositional event, are seen onehalf mile south of the west end of Rogers Ridge. A complex of

-White

Sand

Plantae
Gopherus sp.
lepussp.
Sylvilagus sp.

root casts

tortoise
jackrabbit
cottontail

nr.
S.tereticaudus
Dipodomyssp.
Neotoma sp. cl. N. lepida
Microtus sp.
Canis sp.
tCanis dirus
Eguus sp. (lgl
tEguussp. cf. E. conversidens
tMammuthus sp. cl. M. columbi
f Camelops sp.
JHemiaucheniasp.

round-tailed

Spermophilus sp.

SBCM 1.72.10
Equus sp.

{sm}
sp.

tMammuthus

interfingering sediments comprised of tan silty sand, coarse
58
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ground squirrel
kangaroo rat
wood rat
vole
canid
dire woff
large horse
small horse
Columbian mammoth
large camel
llama

Surface
small horse
mammoth

i
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silty sand and playa silt is at the east end of Rogers Ridge and
at the BitterSpringp Playa locality. These maybe lateral facies
equivalent to or later than the green lacustrine clays that
indicate a change from lacustrine to fluvial conditions as the
basin filled. The presence of playa silts may also suggest a
change from wetter to drier climatic conditions. This basin flll
culminated with deposition of the coarse silty sand.
Concurrently, a fanglomerate spread north from lUhale Ridge,
capping the area with large blocks of basaltic debris.
p. The basalt debris deflated and formed an interlocking
pavement. This period of time corresponds to the erosion at
the top of the coane silty sand and the development of a
wearhering profile with calichified root casts in the coarse silty

sand.

G. The Bicycle Lake fault reactivated and lateral movement
developed a set of fractures at N40-50"!7 between the Rogers
Ridge branch on the north and the BitterSprinp branch on

the south. The fractures allowed water to percolate through
the silty sands at the fossil site, scouring the spring pipes.
Fluctuations in hydrostatic pressure sorted the sands: the
gravels remained in the pipes and finer sands spread over the
surrounding erosional surface. The spring system provided a
water source for a variety of mammals, and fossil mammal
remains are found in the pipe gravels and white sands. All
taxa are known from late in the Rancholabrean LMA,
suggesting that the springs could have been active prior

PLAYA
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are known to range throughout the last half of the Pleistocene
(Repenning, 1980; Savage and Russell, 1983). BSP extinct
taxa that are exclusively Rancholabrean in age include Canis

All other

taxa are living today (Goodwin
and Reynolds, 1989a, 1989b; Gralnon, 1987; Hall and Kelson,
1959). The Rancholabrean LMA spans a period of time
between 450,000 and 10,000 ybp (Woodbume, 1987),
indicating that the springs were active within this temporal
dr'rus

and Felis anox.

range.

DISCUSSION
Table II compares BSP taxa to occurrences elsewhere in
southem Califomia and westem Nevada Rancholabrean
localities. The Bitter Springs Playa site has taxa in common
with sites to the south and west (Manix Lake, Jefferson 1968,
1986; Dagggett, Reynolds and Reynolds, 1985, l99l; and
Rancho La Brea, Stock, 1992). The sites at Shoshone
(Reynolds, 1991) are natural traps which may have selectively
retained only herbivores, including mammoths and rabbits.
The Tule Springs deposit, although more extensive than the
BSP site, is perhaps the most similar in depositional
mechanism. The Tule Springp fauna (Mawby, 1967), ho*errer,
shows much less diversity in carnivores than does BSP.
Camivora are represented at Manix Lake sites, where fossil
remains were deposited along lake shorelines. The diversity at

to 10,000 ybp.

.
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H. The basin filled with sandy loam deposited by
r.
r
t
1
-lI ne
'
sheet lloodlng, pernaps trom tne west-nortnwest.
silt component of the sandy loam suggests ,rtr, *ri.r
drainage and spring discharge had ceased in this part of
the basin by this time. Cultural remairx are located in
this unit. Artifact typology resembles that of the Pinto

culture, dating to 5,000 ybp (Kelly McGuire, Far
Westem Archaeological Services, pem. comm. to

R.ynolds, 1987).

l. Changes in base level downstream, perhaps in the
Cronese basin, caused dissection of the sandy loam and

*Oosed the underlying sedimentary units.

PALEONTOLOGY
Vertebrate fossils were recovered from BSP on the
surface and in four stratigraphic units: from the lowest,
r^.t silty sand, coarse silty sand, pipe gravel, and white
sand. Specimens recovered from the surface are assumed
to have deflated from upper portions of the white sand
and pipe gravel. A total of 8,332 specimens were
cataloged, representing at least 24 taxa of plants and
vertebrates (Table I).

ege of the Faunal Assemblage
The taxa from the different sedimentary units at BSP
represent a single, lengthy period of time. Large and
small venebrate tD(a in the tan and coarse silty sands
might be intrusive into those units from the pipe
Oruels. Among the extinct BSP taxa, Arctdus simus,
Srnilodm sp., Eqws sp. cf . E. conusrstdens, Mammuthus
sp. cf. M. columbi, Camebps sp. and Hemianchenia sp.

Table 2. Disbribution of taxa at selected Pleisrocene sires in southem Califomia
and westem Nevada'

BITTER SPRINGS

TAXA

TULE

SHOSHONE

MANIX

DAGGETT

SPRINGS

RANCHO

LA BREA

Plantae

Gopherussp.
Crotalus sp.
lepus sp.

Sylvilagus sp.
Spermophilus sp.
nr S. tereticaudus
ct. Thononys
cl. Perognathus
sp. (sm)
Dipodomys sp. ct.
D. merriami

a
a

a

a

a
a

a

a
a
a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
a

a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a

Neotoma cl. lepida

Microtus sp.
Canis latrans
tCanis dirus
Canis (lupus-sizel

a
a

o
a
a
a

tArctodus simus
tSmilodon sp.

a
a

tFelis atrox

a

tManmuthussp. cl.
M. colunbi

a

a

a

a

a

tEguus sp. (lg)

a
a

a
a

a

a
a

a
a

a
a

a
a

a
a

a

a

a
a
a
o

tEguus sp. cf. E
conversidens
tCamelops sp.
I Hemiauchenia sp.
0docoileus sp.
Bovidae (med)
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Manix Lake approaches that at BSP (Jefferson, 1991).
The diversity of camivores at RSP is one of the most
unique features of the locality. Of the mammalian taxa as a
whole,387o of the specimerx are camivores,3lTo are large

Repenning, C.A., 1980. Faunal exchange between Siberia and North
America. Proceedings, 5th Biennial Conference American
Quatemary Association, Canadian Joumal of Anthropology, 137 44.
Reynolds, R.E., 1986a. Bitter Spring Playa, SBCM 1.72.10, the Fort
Irwin nFossil Bedn site. San Bemardino County Museum, /or Wirth
Environmental Services, Ft. Irwin Archaeological Project, Barstow:

herbivores, and 317o are small herbivores such as rodents and
rabbits. Of those localities listed in Table ll, only Rancho La
Brea has such a divene camivore taxa.
Faunal remains accumulated at BSP because the springs
provided a relatively reliable local source of water. The springs
and surrounding vegetation would have provided a stable
haven for older or infirm animals who would provide prey for
camivores. All taxa except the small horse, E. curuersideas,
appear to be represented by single individuals whose
disarticulated bones were tumbled in the spring pipes. E.
conuersidms is represented by at least

S|Eial P$lbatio^ 94-1

19 p.

1986b. Paleontologic monitoring and salvage, Intermountain
Bipole I transmission line,
Califomia section. Redlands, San Bemardino County Museum:85-

-, Power Project, Intermountain-Adelanto
I 18.

Reynolds, R.E., 1991. The Shoshone zoo: a Rancholabrean
assemblage from Tecopa, m Crossing the Borders: Quatemary
studies in eastem Califomia and southwestem Nevada, R.E.
Reynolds, ed. San Bemardino County Museum Association Special
Publication, 9 -l :l 58 -l 67.
Reynolds, R.E. and R.L. Reynolds, 1985. Late Pleistocene faunas
from Daggett and Yermo, San Bemardino County, Califomia, m
Geological excursions along Interstate 15, Cajon Pass to Manix
Lake, R.E Reynolds, ed. Redlands, San Bemardino County
Museum:175-191.
Reynolds, R.E. and R.L. Reynolds, 1991. Structural implications of
late Pleistocene faunas from the Mojave River Valley, Califomia,
in Inland Southem Califomia: the last 70 million years, M.O.
Woodburne, R.E. Reynolds and D.P. Whistler, eds. San
Bemardino County Museum Association Quarterly, 38(3,4):100-

five individuals, young

1,

and old.
Further paleontologic studies within the boundaries of the
Fort Irwin National Training Center would assuredly identifu
new paleontologic resource localities which would add to the
understanding of Rancholabrean paleoecology in the Mojave
Desert and its relationship to coastal Califomia and the Great
Basin. Combined with careful stratigraphic control, these
studies would also provide additional information about the
nature and timing of tectonic activity in the region.

105.
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Deception Knoll (CA-SBR-5047)z An
Early Holocene Encampment in the
North-c€ntral Mojave Desert
MARK E. BASGALL, De@trnent of ,\ntLvopolog), Uniuerity of Califonia, Dutis
(Jennings et al. 1962; Waters 1991). In contrast to many of
the smaller lake basins in this region, which are densely
mantled by recent alluvium (e.g., Mclean and Drinkwater),
fan formation has been attenuated within Nelson Basin and
broad expanses of the valley floor preserve surfaces of Pleistocene and early Holocene age. Contributing to the high density
of nancient archaeologyn around Nelson Lake, these old
pavements also provided important sources of toolstone
cobbles for prehistoric peoples traversing or residing in the
area. Creosote scrub dominates the local vegetation mosaic,

INTRODUCTION
This brief paper describes the archaeology of Deception
Knoll (DK), an extensive early Holocene cultural deposit in
Nelson Lake basin, Fort Irwin, San Bemardino County,
Califomia. Just one of numerous sites of comparable antiquity
from this locality (Basgall 1991, 1993; Warren and Schneider
1989), the large artifact collection from SBR-5047 offers
important information on the organization of Lake Mohave
period assemblages in the noth-central Mojave Desert. A
major rationale for preparing this essay relates to the simple
value of disseminating new primary data for a temporal period
that through tlne pubkshed literature is still known mainly from
work that is now decades old (e.g., Campbell et al. 1937;
Hunt 1960; Rogers 1939); these studies are still, of course,

though remnant stands ofJoshua tree occur on Pleistocene
fans to the west, southwest, and north of the playa, and
limited saltbush scrub constituents arise in low-lying areas that
front the lake; in neither case do these comprise inclusive
communities (cf. Vasek and Barbour 1977).
Just under half of the Nelson Basin catchment has been
subject to intensive archaeological survey (Basgall 1991;
Kaldenberg 1981; Robarchek et al. 198'l; Skinner 1985),

invaluable, but archaeology has changed much over the
intervening yean, methodological and conceptual issues are
different, and demands for descriptive and analytical detail
have increased.
The main
drainage

catchment of
Nelson Lake

i

encompasses
an area of
about 105 sq

km, rimmed
to the north
and east by a
broad alluvial

plain and low,
gradually

sloping hills,
to the south
by a higher
range of

Tertiary
I
I

volcanics, and
to the east by
an extensive

alluvial
piedmont that
drains through
Nelson ri7ash

FIGURE 1. Seloctsd archaeologlcal sites around N€lson Lake (wlth lnsol ol
Fort lMln vlclnlty; one square equlvalent to one sq km; contour lnterual 20 m).

before
a

dumping into
Bicycle Lake

i.
61,
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2355 and
sBR-5263),
where initial
descriptions
showed an

exceptionally
poor fit with
conditions
encountered

during the
most recent
phase of

fieldwork

(see

Basgall

1991).t
Encompassing
some 11,300

sqm(80m
N-S x 180 m
E-W), the DK
deposit con-

tairu two
main
concentraFIGURE

2.

tiors of

Deception Knoll (CA-SBR-5047) site map.

cultural
material (Fig.
resulting in identification of 56 sires. Mosr of these represenr
amorphous toolstone quarry/workshop areas of uncertain
(though likely considerable) age, bur about a quarrer of the
sites contain cultural remains indicative of at least moderate
residential activity. Deception Knoll is one of three especially
robust deposits, all ascribed to the Lake Mohave temporal
period, with evidence of intensive occuparion and diverse
subsistence-settlement activities.
The DK site is associated with a remnant Pleistocene
terrace preserved beneath twin Tertiary volcanic knolls rising
up about one-half kilorneter from the norrhem shore of
Nelson Lake (Fig. 1). At an elevation of ca.940 m, the sire
sits roughly 7-10 m above the existing playa. Early Holocene
cultural debris is limited to an expanse of broken desert
pavement that abuts the knolls, bounded on the easr, north,
and west by late Holocene (Q4) alluvium. The anifact-bearing
terrace has been used most recently by the military who, given
its well-protected, hidden position behind the volcanic ridges,
employ it as a bivouac and rendezvous location for troops and
armored vehicles. This recurrent traffic has resulted in
sometimes severe damage to the site area, chuming portions of
pavement, denuding vegetation, and breaking many artifacts.
Training activities may, however, also have contributed to
exposing a surface that was until recently mantled by modem
sediments. Reasons for suggesting this stem from two

2). The larger of these, Locus 1, forms an arc-shaped swath
along the northwest comer of rhe terrace (100-110 m in
length, 15-20 m in width [ca. 1400 sq m]). Locus 2, at the
east end of the pavement, currently measures 20x25 m in
extent (400 sq m) but was more extensive prior to military
impacts; original site records from 1982 indicate it stretched
an additional 80 m to the southwest before the Army graded
the area in order to bury garbage accumulated from training
exercises. One relatively obvious and several possible rock
rings were located wirhin this now-obliterated porrion of
Locus 2.

FIELDWORK AND SITE STRUCTURE
When first recorded in 1982 (Robarchek et al. 1984),
Deception Knoll was mapped, several time-sensitive artifacts
(projectile points and obsidian) were collected, and four test
pits were excavated (two well outside the site area as presenrly
defined); results of this work suggested a sparse subsurface
deposit with cultural material restricted ro rhe first several
centimeters of sediment. Subsequent work in 1989 was
intended to more fully evaluate the structure of the DK
deposit, better characterize the assemblage, and salvage
information from an important archaeological resource that
was being rapidly destroyed. In view of major impacts incurred
during the preceding seven years, likely ro continue or
accelerate in the future, it was decided to conduct a frrll,
systematic collection of materials visible on the site surface.
An initial inspection, facilitated by pin-flagging all tools and
debitage concenrrations, established boundaries of the accumulation and a 5x5-m grid over the entire area. Some 441 5x5-m

observations: first, Malcolm Rogers failed ro identify the site

during his many visits to Nelson Basin between L925-1945
(Rogers n.d.), an uncharacteristic lapse were rhe exrensive
cultural remains then visible; and second, a similar phenomenon seerns to have occurred at two nearby locations (SBR-
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Unit N33/W

Locus 2 and a non-locus zone). In general, the unit exposures
produced significant quantities of debris only within the upper
1O-cm of sediment. Absolute densities varied considerably
across the site and for the most part tracked surface
distributions: counts ranged from six flakes/level in the nonlocus unit, to 14 flakes/level at locus 2, to 271 flakes/level in
the richest unit ar Locus 1. Two units within Lpcus I yielded
flakes to greater depths, but stratigraphic observations (see
below) and an absence of tools both suggested these could be

1

Norih Sid€wall Profile

attributed to settling. The bulk of artifactual remains derived
from near-surface contexts, six 5x5-m scrapes (7.5 cu m) were
excavated to 5-cm in an effort to bolster micro-constituent
yields (pressure flakes, fauna, etc.); five of these were allocated
to Locus 1, one to Locus 2. All excavated matrix was
processed through 3-mm screen mesh.
Sediments were essentially homogeneous across the terrace
area. Surfaces comprised a broken, patchy mosaic of incipient
pavement and looser alluvium, the latter mainly a function of
recurrent vehicle traffic in some areas. Excavation exposures
encounrered three basic strata (Fig. 3). The uppennost

Unit N35/W31
East Sidewall Prorile

Unit

N
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West Sidewall Protile

:,. .l rll

{&
W

O",

KEY: l: Llg$n Brown

O.5Yn 6/4), Sandy Oay with Gravds
It: Light Brorn C/.SYR 6/4), Sardy Oay Lmn
lll: Ydlo./-Red (5YB 4/6), Loose, Argilic (&) Hortzoo
lV: Pink (7.5YR 7/4{/4), lndurated, Perrocdcic (k) Horizon

FIGURE 3. Sffiigraphic profiles for selected unit exposures
at Oeception Knoll (CA-SBR-5O47).

@W

units (11,025 sq m) were fully collected (tools, debitage, and

V
I

L

I
t

ti
h

organic remains). Surface densities were variable across the
site; mean artifact (tools and debitage) numbers in loci 1 and
2 reached 5.3 items/sq m and 3.2 items/sq m, respectively,
while tools alone occurred at a rate of 0.2/sq m and 0.1/sq m.
These figures contrast to non-locus artifact densities of 0.6
items/sq m and tool frequencies of 0.01/sq m. Assemblages
from the three surface zones are compositionally similar,
though I-ocus t has somewhat more bifaces and less projectile
points, flake tools, and cores than might be expected given
random distributions, Locus 2 has fewer bifaces and more flake
tools, while non-locus surfaces are richer than average in
points and cores, but yielded lesser than anticipated numbers
of bifaces (X2 = 19.60, p < 0.05, df = l0); relative to tools,
debitage is more prevalent than expected in non-locus areas.
These deviations presumably reflect slight differences in
artifact production, use, and discard patterns, but seem
insufficiently robust to posit meaningful activity segregation.
After documenting the horizontal dispersion of cultural
materials, seven lxl-m test units (1.5 cu m) were excavated to
assess subsurface structure (five across Locus 1, one each in

17+r-5

@

W

FIGURE 4. Lake Mohare and Situer Lake projectile points from
Deception l(ncll (CA-SBR-5047).
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in most unirs, comprise light

brown (7.5YR 6/4), somewhat loose, sandy clay with gravels.
Beneath this is more compacted, pale brown, sandy clay loam,
in tum overlying a pinkish (7.5YR 714 to 814\, extremely hard
and consolidated petrocalcic (k) horizon that continues to rhe
base of most excavation pits. Associated argillic (Bt) sediments

TABLE

l.

The Deception Knoll (CA-SBR-5047) Cultural Assemblage.

Locusl
16
Projectile Point
Biface
490
Drill/Borer
I
Formed Flk Tool
79
C-asual Flk Too[
43
l8
Flake Core
Core Tool
7
23608
Debitage
I
Handstone
Millingstone
I
Battered Stone
4
6
Vertebrate Fauna

were absent and presumed eroded in all areas except Locus 2,
where a remnant pocket of loose, yellowish-red (5YR 4/6)
matrix was encountered toward the edge of a surface scrape;

this was investigated and found to lack cultural consrituents.

SITE CHRONOLOGY
Chronological assessment of the DK site is based on 20

LocusZ

Total

Non-Locus

Z

5

23

40

36

566

13

1l

4

3

103
50

Z

5

Z5

I

-

Z3Z+

-

I

8

2866

28798

1

3

I
4

8
?.
Great Basin Stemmed series projectile points and 15 hydration
measurements on obsidian artifacts from the Coso volcanic
29590
Total
292.9
14?74 238'l
field (Fig. 4). Th. points include nine specimens classified as
Lake Mohave, four Silver Lake, and seven refined, usually
margin-ground basal elements characterized as ngeneralizedn
variantsl judging by stem morphology, most of the latter likely
20.0). Profiles from Deception Knoll are consistent with
derive from Lake Mohave forms. Most of these artifacts were
hydration data from a host of other Lake Mohave components
collected from Locus 1 (8 LM, 1 SL, 4 GN), two coming frora
at Fort Irwin (Basgall 1991, 1993; Basgall and Hall 1993; Hall
lpcus 2 (2 SL), and five from non-locus or residual areas (1
1992;107arren 1991), and clearly attest to an early Holocene
LM, 1 SL, 3 GN). While chronological parameters of Great
age. By contrast, hydration measurements made on a large
Basin Sremmed series points remain insecure in the northseries of Pinto series points from the Stahl site average 9.7
central Mojave Desert, absolute age estimates still reliant on
microns (Meighan 1981). When corrected for variation in
cross-dating with similar point forms from other parts of the
EHT (neffective hydration temperaturen), the Coso hydration
Great Basin (cf. Carlson 1983), they were certainly in use by
rate developed for the southem Owens Valley (Basgall 1990;
9500 BP, perhaps earlier, and may have persisted until
Basgall and McGuire 1988) suggests calendrical reckonings of
ca. 9800 BP and ca. 11,000 BP for mean values from the DK
7500/6500 BP (Basgall 1993; Basgall and Hall 1994); as such,
they constitute the primary marker forms for the Lake Mohave
loci. These estimates are almost certainly somewhat inflated,
temporal period.
but they again attest to the great antiquity of the anifacts in
Although most surface obsidian from SBR-5047 prored too
question.
weathered or 'sandblasted' to permit evaluation, buried glass
from the deposit offered an independent check on age of the
CULTURAL INVENTORY
DK assemblage using obsidian hydration analpis. This
Investigations at the DK sire yielded a large, diverse array of
technique measures the thickness of the layer of absorbed
aftifacts, including 776 flaked stone tools, 28,798 pieces of
atmospheric water that begins forming on fresh artifact
unmodified chipping waste, and a handful of ground/battered
stone and vertebrate faunal remains (Table 1). Most prevalent
surfaces at the time of manufacture or last modification. fu
this layer or hydration rind is known to increase with age of
in the collection are bifaces in various stages of manufacture,
though these are accompanied by a range of flake tool forms
the specimen, its measurement provides a relative gauge of
(mainly formalized specimens with extensive retouch [treated
artifact antiquity, and if calibrated against a curve or rate of
established age, offers a means of making a
calendrical estimate (cf. Hall and Jackson
1989). Glass from the Coso volcanic field,
TABLEZ. FlakedStoneRawMaterialProfilesfromDeceptionKnoll(CA-SBR-504?).
Inyo County, Califomia, has been extensively
studied (e.g., Basgall 1990; Meighan 1981),
CCR-IA CCR-O BAS FEL RHY OBS QTZ Toml
parameters
and its rate
are reasonably well

understood.

Three viable measurements on Coso artifacts
from Locus 2 average 14.7 microns (sd = 1.40),
ranging from 13.7-16.3 micrors (another rim
value was diffuse, but on the order of 18.0, and
a final artifact had no visible band). The distribution from Locus I is slightly larger, six Coso
readings having a mean and range of 15.43
microns (sd = 0.91) and 14.5-17.1 microns,
respectively (diffuse rims on three other items
were estimated at roughly 16.0, 16.5, and

Projectile

Biface

Point

I

63

DrillBorer

FlakeTool 4l
l'l
Casual Flake Tool
Flake Crre
17
6
Core Tool
Debitage
4Zl8
Formed

4363

Total

185
t't 456
135ZZl
10192
'tt
-l

6
6

1

223
3

-4103
t-50

I
/5

;

574 23590

177

645 ?.4097

191 lll

82

8

111

49

28801

117

53

/95'1',1

or qotic to Nelson Boin; BAS, bualr; FEL, felsite; RHY, rhyolite; OBS, obsidim; QTZ, quanzitic.
Proponional figures for CCR-IA and CCR-O debirage are estimated from m analytical sample (see Bugall 1991 ).

64

i

566

Note: CCR-1A, denotes locally available brom-rm-white cryptocrystalline; CCR-O, other cryptocrystalline
urcmmon within
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as nformed' flake tools],

but also more simple implements
flake
tools]
modified
primarily through use), moderate
['casualn
numbers of projectile points and general flake cores, a few core
tools, and a single drill or borer. Ground stone includes a
handstone and three millingstones, while battered stone
consists of cobbles with damage to cortical and percussionflaked margins. Two diagnostic faunal elements are identified
a6 I-eW califorricru and general Artiodactyla, the remaining

San Bemardino

Contl

Musewt Asscr,iatiotr

or impact (Basgall 1993; Basgall and Hall 1994). This

makes

such materials effective under conditions where replacement
may be constrained (by high residential moblliry and/or
unpredictable access to lithic sources), however, they cannot
be shaped with the facility of cryptocrystalline rocla and
produce less clean edges/terminations.
All of which bears on the question of biface function and
why these implements are so ubiquirous in early Holocene
contexts here and elsewhere. Although viewed as simple
knives in past discussions of Lake Mohave adaptation,
empirical data imply that they are better seen as general core
forms that could be used nas isn for miscellaneous
cutting/scraping tasks, reduced into projectile points or blades,

fragments are of leporid size.
Raw material variation is coruiderable (Table 2). Basalt is
the most abundant toolstone in the collection, especially in

biface (82%) and debitage (817o) classes, but the assemblage
incorporates at least ten distinct kinds of cryptocrptalline rock
(particularly common in formed flake tools I74Yol and
or employed to produce flake blanks for expedient tools.
core/core tool [9,1%] categories), along with lesser amounts of
Several facets of the DK assemblage are informative here: (1)
felsite, rhyolite, coarse-grained igneous, obsidian, and quartzitic
most tools represent crude blanks and preforms with edge
materials. Differential representation of material groups across
morphologies that are poorly suited to cutting activities
(simple, unmodified flakes offer more regular edges); (2) edge
artifact classes reflects disjunctions in on-site manufacturing/discard processes, and implies preferential use of certain
damage attributable to use is present on just 27Vo of the
toolstones for specific implement forms.
bifaces (l3yo if nedge-flakingn and omicro-chippingn that might
Limitations of space preclude reviewing artifact
reflect the edge/platform preparation performed to facilirate
characteristics in detail (see Basgall 1991, 1993), but a few
thinning are excluded [Table 3]); (3) standard core forms are
salient observations are offered for each class. The projecrile
very scarce in the DK collection (accounting for only 3% of
point sample is notable in two regards: first, it shows far
the formal anifacts); and (4) close to a third (32%) of the
greater material diversity than any other tool class, fully 647o
casual, expedient flake tools in the assemblage are made on
comprising non-basalt toolstone types (237o each felsite and
diagnostic biface thinning debris (almost half [467o1 if the
rhyolite, 9% each obsidian and cryptocrptalline); and second,
complex interior flakes are ascribed to biface reduction [Table
many specimens are complete or nearly so, still retaining
4l). Blface frrnction might be explicated further with more
sufficient mass for resharpening. Together, rhese attributes
refined analytical methods (cf. Keeley 1980; Newman and
suggest that some fraction of the points were manufactured at
Julig 1989), but general artribures of the SBR-5047 bifaces are
an off-site location (quite possibly outside the basin), and were
inconsistent with the nknifen hypothesis.
imponed in finished form; that numbers of serviceable items
The formed flake tools from this site, broadly equivalent to
were discarded here implies that their mass had been reduced
the formalized scrapers/unifaces of other treatments (cf.
to a level that compromised subsequent reworking possibilities.
Warren 1967), display marked variation in morphology and
Most bifaces from the DK site are comparatively thick,
material type (Table 4). As noted, cryptocr)ntallines are the
crude, asymmetrical specimens in early stages of reduction
dominant toolstones, of which 407o constitute the local
(Table 3). Just over half (52%) of them can be
characterized as roughouts or blanks, another third
(33%) as thinned and well-shaped preforms, and
TABLE 3. Select Attributes of Deception Knoll (CA-SBR-5047 ) Bifaces.
only 15% constitute pressure-retouched, refined
CCR.IA CCR-O FEL BAS RHY OBS
blades. In keeping with this reduction profile, nearly
90Yo of the bifaces are produced from either basalt or
Condition
WHL
91128
39
cryptoc4ntalline types that are abundant within the
FRG
54 t6 5 4t8
z1
5t?
geologic
province;
Nelson Basin
by contrast, the
Reduction S.l
155180
I
stage representation of material gfoups that are scarce
102
s-2
181-146
5
r70
or foreign to the basin is weighted toward refined,
s-3
19
3 I t4'l
I
t'l t
finished morphologies (677o each felsite and rhyolite,
s-4
56240
1l
65
1007o obsidian). Paralleled in Lake Mohave
s-5
2Z3l
3
r2
IND
4-42
components elsewhere (cf. Basgall 1991; Basgall and
46
Hall 1993; Hall 1992;'Warren 1991), the prevalence
Modification FLK
106381
6t
ll9
of igneous bifaces at SBR-5047 is unmatched in
MIC
13425't
-l
77
other tool categories and must reflect preferential use
GRN
9/325
l1
30
POL
-l-35
for particular implement forms. It has been suggested
4t
4r
ABS
38 l0 1 348
t4
4tz
that, relative to cryptocrystalline materials (which
dominate regional biface assemblages after the middle
Note Condition - WHL, whole or near-complere; FRG, fmgment; Reduction -- S-1 md S-2, Srage I md
2 bifaces (roughouts or blmks, thick in section with limired plmar symmetry md sinuous margins; S-3,
Holocene), basalts and other fine-grained igneous
Stage 3 foms (prefoms wirh extensive percussion thinning md well-shaped margins; S-4 md S-5, Stage
toolstones are extremely hard and durable, less sus4 and 5 bifxe (refined blades with intemittent to exrensive presure rerouch); Modification -- FLK, edge
flaking; MlC, micro-chipping;GRN, edge grinding md rounding; POL, polish; ABS, use-wear absenr.
ceptible to breakage or attrition from applied pressure
p

I
I
i

65
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concave or notched,
TABLE 4. Select Attributes of l)eception Knoll (CA-SBR-5047) Flake Tools
Fomed Flake Tool

Casual Flake

CCR-IA CCR-O BAS OTH
Condition

FlakeType

Edge

Edge

Mge

\yHL
FRC

19
22

t6

l3

PRIM

l0

?

7

7

9

9

ETHN

1

5

I

CINT

9

8

3

LTHN
INDT

')

I

6

5

2.

3

2

3

4

4

4

THREE
FOUR

3

4

PERIM

8

Shape CONC
CONV
STRT
BEAK
< 50
50-50
60-70
70-80

>80

Modification

9

SINT

Frequency ONE
TWO

Angle

l9

FLK

MIC
CRN
BAT

I
I

;
7

I

I
I

26

24

t7

43
IO

39

t9

ll

8

-l

523
9 t5
t'l 14
832
40 32
36 33
t6 l0
&tz3

11

6

Z?.

Z0

l0

337o convex in profile,
497o straight, and l{Vo

Tool

have nbeakedn

CCR-IA CCR-O BAS OTH

Total

45t1066124
l5z14t3ZZ6
z 26
5
-2543119
ll42z3-7
tztzzt5
.3t2.
114318113
-8
l13
310

l

-

ll

projections. Broadly
consonant with a
general nscraping'
application, the

orientations on formed
flake tools are steep
(88% exceeding 6CP,

ll5
l3r7
l3l9
3--7
t--l

4
4

-18

52Vo over 70"). Finally,
margin damage takes a

i

number of guises, 397o
of edges manifest edgeflaking, 377o micro-

.i

chipping, 14%

-tz3
1071r3L8

-9
673
6 107
130

graver/borer

average edge

1

-)

4

Total

d

developed

z3ll19558
-1113

grinding/rounding; and

I

107o show heavy

battering and attrition.

-1
I
ll
136
138
715

43Zl
10481
3362

599
493
-36

14
8
141t54
439lt3-

t2+

l0
23

3.
l7

r4
3
3

4Z

40

t6
5

Note: Condition -- WHL, whole or near-complete; FRG, fmgment; Flake Type .- PNM, primary reduction (conical md mgular percussion debris);
SINT, simple interior (interior flakes with minimal donal complexity); ETHN, early biface thinning (inirial biface shaping); CINT, complex inrerior
(interiorpercwion with geterdosal complexity); LTHN, lare biface rhinning (refined shaping); INDT, indeteminare fmgments; Mge Frequency --

numberofedges;PERIM,modifiedaroundentiretoolperimeter;EdgeShape-CONC,concave;CONV,convex; STRT,stmight;BEAK,poinred,
beaked prcjectim; Edge Angle -- in degree nnges; Modificarion -- FLK, edge flaking; MlC, micro-chipping; GRN, ground or rounded; BAT, extreme
edge batrering.

brown-tan-white (CCR-IA) material but fully 347o represent
uncommon/exotic rock types; basalt occurs in moderate (217o)
frequencies, while other igneous types are all but absent. Togerher with evidence from tool modification, these material
profiles (which contrast to debitage propoftions of 157o CCR-

speak also to another topic

\tr7ith decidedly

different

edge

configurations and usewear distributions
often occurring on the
same tool, there can
be little doubr that
these were employed
in a wide range of
processing tasls, most

likely on more than
one occasion.
Characteristics of the
DK formed flake tools

arguments that these served

for hide- preparation (based probably on
their resemblance to ethnohistoric examples from the Arctic
and Near East [cf. Hayden 1979; Mason 189U). While it
seems certain that some of these implements performed in
such a manner, their morphological divenity attests as well to
many other functions.
In contrast to their formalized counterparts, simple or casual
flake tools are characterized by a distinct raw material profile
and less varied modification patterrs. Cryptocrystallines still
predominate as before, but the uncommon types occur at
reduced levels (207o) relative to locat brown-tan-white (34yo)
materials; local basalt is also abundant (387o), while other
toolstones are present in trace amounts (Table 4). These
profiles largely match material profiles in associated debitage
samples, implying that expedient flake tools were generally
made and/or culled from existing chipping waste on an asneeded basis. The situational role of casual flake tools is
reflected as well in other attributes, implements typically
having lower edge frequencies (just 337o with at least three),
less range in shape (637o straight), reduced variability in kind

primarily

lA,TVo CCR-O, and 8ZVo basalt) suggest preferential use of
cryptocrystalline for formalized scraping implements (for the
sharp, well-controlled edgesl) and imply that such artifacts had
been retained in tool-kits for extended periods. This last
observation would follow from expectations of comparatively
high residential mobility. Well over half (577o) of the formed
flake tools are made on flakes that were detached directly from
cobbles (bearing cortex) or large cores, relatively few on
bifacing residues.
That these were curated (sensu Binford 1979), multi-purpose
implements as opposed to expedient or situational tools is
indicated by a host of formal attributes and wear pattems
(Table 4). Looking strictly at the 5l specimens that are whole
or nearly so, 597o exhibit three or more distinct edges (357o
modified around the entire perimeter), and only 167o are used
on a single edge. Edge shapes are also variable, 47o being
66
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TABLE 5. Technological Chaacterization of Deception Knoll (CA-SBR-5047) Debitage.

CCR.IA CCR-O BAS FEL RHY

San Bemardino Cowtty Musewn Assoclation

material categories are dominated by late biface thinning
and finishing (697o) flakes. It seems apparent that the

uncommon cryptocrystallines and non-basalt igneous
toolstones frequently arrived at the DK site as completed
396
IZZ
5t4014141
Primary Reduction
implements, while locally abundant materials were fully
111
282311
ZZ
Simple lnterior
reduced at the location.
24r
43
418581
Early Biface Thinning
These technological trajectories find indirect support in
-5952
73
1
Complex lnterior
740
9
5 16?. 45 13 6
Late Biface Thinning
raw material proportions among specific artifact classes
5339t9178
441
Presure/Edge Prep
48
(Table 2). A Chi-square statistic shows that material
3?.r"1
25 2707 73 39 3l
340
Undiagnostic
profiles deviate significantly from random (X2 = 1677.63,
p < 0.001, df = 25), while an analysis of residuals can be
591
46 3774 177 82 49
+7 19
Total
used to identify the directionality and magnitude of these
Note: Primary Reduction, conical md angular percussion debris; Simple lnterior, interior flakes with
(Table 6).2 Looking first at the status of
differences
minimal donal complexity; Early Biface Thinning, initial biface shaping; Complex Inrerior, interior
debitage in the assemblage, it is apparent that two
percussion with greater donal complexity; Late Biface Thinning, refined shaping of bifacial foms;
Preure/Edge Prcp, pmue retouch (mostty) debris or edge prepantion (arely) residues; Undiagnostic,
materials are very rare (CCR-O and rhyolite), two are
mdiagmtic {lake fragments or shatter (ree Bugall [1991, 1993] md Jones [1991] for funher discussion).
moderately under-represented (CCR-IA and felsite), and
only basalt is over-abundant; the deviation is not
and extent of margin damage (only 207o of edges have
statistically significant, but obsidian debitage is clearly scarce.
grinding/ battering), but a broader distribution of edge
These data suggest that, in general, the rare material $oups
orientations. Casual flake tools, half as common as formalized
contain insufficient debitage to account for the number of
implements (a pattem that reverses after the middle Holocene
tools of those types. This pattem might conceivably relate to
in regional assemblages), appear to have been largely
two processes: either many of the tools were imported to
expedient forms, used on a limited number of occasions and
rather than manufactured at the site or, altematively,
seldom retained in tool-kits for any duration.
reduction strategies differed over material types.
General flake cores are rare in the DK collection. With the
It is informative to examine the representation of various
tool classes among material groups. In keeping with previous
exception of a single basalt specimen, flake cores are
(687o
brown-tan-white, 287o uncommon or
discussions, three fundamental pattems emerge in the data:
cryptocrystalline
platform
exotic) and exhibit a wide variety of forms and
cryptocrystallines occur mainly as flake tools (both formed and
morphologies. Unlike the reduction of basalt bifaces, which
casual) and cores/core tools, rarely as bifaces; basalt occurs
was highly pattemed at SBR-5047, cryptocrystalline core
mainly as bifaces, infrequently as points, flake tools, or corerelated items; and the remaining igneous toolstones occur
modification seems to be of casual nature; in large measure,
primarily as projectile points and seldom in other forms. Seen
many of the recovered cores may reflect little more than
from this perspective, contrasting debitage levels in the local
assaying local cobbles/nodules for suitability. Seven futher
and rare/exotic cryptocrystalline groups make more sense; the
with
secondary
damage
characteristic
use
appear
core tools
of
tremendous quantities of debris produced during the reduction
to result from the same general production trajectory. A
plano-convex
tool
is
in
section,
wellbasalt bifaces swamp both groups, but it is evident that
rhyolite
core
of
solitary
nplaning'
CCR-IA
flakes are markedly more abundant than their
may
a
implement.
modified, and
constitute curated
(Table
was
analyzed
in
counterparts.
These various tool-debitage disj unctions speak
detail
A sample of the DK debitage
groups
not
to
and
only
on/off-site production pattems, but, again, imply
5), incorporating all flakes from the rarer material
a partial representation of the cryptocqntalline and basalt
OBS

Total

debris.Notunexpectedly,thedifferentmateria1classes
show significant divergence in stoneworking pattems.
TABLE 6. Adjusted Residuals for Deception Knoll Flaked Stone Material profiles.
(CCR-IA)
brown-tan-white
On-site reduction of local,
CCR-IA CCR'O BAS FEL RHY oBS
cryptocryntalline is keyed primarily to initial stages of
(57vo
and
simple
interior
cortical
cobble reduction
projectile point
-t.41 o.7l -5.80 12.6/ zoj6 6.34
flakes), with more limited evidence of early biface
-2.47 t.35 -0.65 t.z4 13.0e o.5l
iJii;;
thinning (177o) and tool finishing/rejuvenation (197o
FormedFlkTool 7.40 73.t7 -15.42 0.44 -0.61 -0.63
3.83 8.62 "l .97 2.96 l'88 1'81
pressure/edge); uncommon or exotic cryptocrystalline Casual FlkTool
debitage iri.pr.re.,t.d by some early reduction (cortical
-r:r.12
?11
and early thinning) debris, but reflects a higher incidence
(487o) of biface finishing/rejuvenation. Basalt residues
x, = 1677.63,df = 25
seem consistent with a full sequence of tool
Prolectile
'-i1tr
manufacturing, beginning with the reducrion of
Z;.1r1 ilZ
;1*11r
cobbles (307o cortical/simple interior), extending through ro.n,"aruroot
6.10 g.g4 -9.86 -0.65 -z.tz -0.s5
2.85 t.73 -4.26 1.20 '0.67 1.02
early (177o) and late (157o) stages of biface thinning, and Casual FtkTool
Core/CoreTool
7'65 l'44 "l'3? -0'80 '02?' '0'52
(327o
phases
tool
finishing/resharpening
including
pressure/edge). Finally, although some primaryreduction
Xt=39.1 .36,df =ZO
debris is present, the felsite, rhyolite, and obsidian
Note:BuedondarapresentedinTable z.

ff;;L?""''
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toolstone debris is consistent with the final shaping/
rejuvenation of refined, near-finished implements'
The minimal representation of groundTbamered stone in the
SBR-5047 assemblage may indicate that plant resources were
exploited only incidentally, though several factors complicate
such a simple evaluation of the data: first, the extreme
weathering observed among what was essentially a surface
assemblage made it very difficult to identifo polish (and
determinations were cautious); second, milling equipment may
be under-represented as a result of tool scavenging by later
populations (cf. Simms 1983); and third, plants or plant parts
other than hard seeds might have been used or processed with
quite different tool forms. Having offered these caveats, it is
still the case that obvious plant-processing implements
increase in frequency by at least an order of magnitude across
middle Holocene components (Basgall and Hall 1993; Hall
1992). Pattems of faunal exploitation are equally opaque in
the DK data, only eight elements were recovered during the
investigations. This is almost certainly a preservation-related
phenomenon, exacerbated by the near-surface site deposit, for
nearby components of comparable age have yielded
meaningful bone samples (Basgall 1991, 1993).
While it is a comparatively modest task to infer certain
dimensions of site occupation from the archaeological record
51en6pefting profiles, elements of tool-kit organization,
-and the like it is notoriously more difficult to assemble
these pieces into a compelling argument about general site
function. This is particularly true of ancient surface and nearsurface deposits, which may or may not retain much
information on structural relationships and have been subject
to various transformations over many millennia. Space
limitations have made it impossible to review intra-site spatial
configurations in any detail, but it is wonh emphasizing that
the DK surface assemblage does appear to retain a fair degree
of spatial integrity. This is apparent, first, in the dichotomy
between loci 1 and 2, but extends to intra-locus patterns
within the former (Basgall n.d.). Not only do specific raw
material types cluster within restricted areas (25-100 sq m
pocltets), but specific firnctional classes exhibit divergent
distributions (flake tools vs. bifaces vs. cores). The problem

logistical planning in artifact manufacturing strategies.
The principal analytical importance of the milling tools
from SBR-50,17 lies in their simple presence. Such implements
are frequently denied a role in Lake Mohave adaptations,
however, work at the DK site and elsewhere (cf. Basgall 1991;
Basgall and Hall 1993,1994; Hall 1992; \tr7arren 1991)
suggests that, though scarce, milling equipment is a common
constituent of early Holocene components in at least some
portions of the desert. Milling tools at SBR-5047 include a
well-wom, highly polished handstone margin, together with
two'thickn (over 6.0-cm) and one nthinn slab millingstones;
all specimens lack margin shaping and are characterized by
incipient gyinding and light polish on discontinuous, raised
areas. These are clearly tools that were used differently and/or
less intensively than those typifuing assemblages of the middle
Holocene and later.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
As one of several major early Holocene archaeological
deposits in the Nelson Lake basin, the extensive assemblage
from Deception Knoll contributes much to our understanding
of lifeways during the Lake Mohave period and testifies to a
broad range of production and maintenance activities.
Moderate numbers of projectile points in both serviceable and
nspentn condition suggest that large game hunting was staged
from the site and expended tools were discarded and probably
replaced there. The large collection of bifaces, dominated by
basalt artifacts in early stages of manufacture, reflects regular
access to local material sources and a significant emphasis on
the production of bifacial implements. fu with points, the fact
that uncommon material types occur primarily in finished or
near-finished condition implies that such bifaces were
imported to the site, discarded, and replaced with new
implements of local toolstone. Various characteristics of the
biface assemblage suggest that the artifacts served as
generalized core forms to be used as is, fashioned into
projectile points as needed, and/or employed as a source of
material for expedient flake tool blanks; among other things,
this explanation accounts for their numbers, which are too
great to ascribe wholly to the production of weaponry.

here is one of scale; do these clusters constitute separate
activity areas from a single occupation or, altematively, reflect
entirely separate occupation events. There is no way at present
to resolve this question, though the recurrent occupation
hypothesis seems more probable given the size of the DK
accumulation, the extent of residential mobility reflected in its
assemblage, and current knowledge regarding the hydrologic
history of Nelson Lake.
Geomorphological investigations in Nelson Basin offer no
reason to believe that the lake ever filled beyond limits of the
modem beach berm during the early Holocene (Waters 1991),

Made mainly from heat-treated cryptocrystallines that are
amenable to careful shaping and very clean edge terminations,
formed flake tools were frequently multi-purpose implements
curated for extended periods. This is suggested by the large
proportion of non-local material types in the collection, and
by the high degree of modification characteristic of such
forms; most specimens display more than a single edge
morphology and have varied damage patterns. The less
abundant casual flake tools, by contrast, appear to represent
expedient forms that were struck as-needed from on-site cores
or scavenged from associated debitage accumulations. Nonbifacial flake cores are scarce in the assemblage, their wide
range of morphologies consistent with incidental use. It is
significant that these inferences, based mainly on the formal
aftifact inventory, are well'supported by technological analysis
of the DK chipping debris. Flake profiles reflect on-site
reduction of local materials (especially basalt, but also browntan-white cryptocrystallines), mostly for bifaces, while other

a conclusion based on several observatiors: first, that dunes
(at site SBR-2356) along the east edge of the playa front
directly on the beach; second, that Lake Mohave artifacts
occur on the early Holocene (Q3) surface that extends to the
berm; and third, that cultural debris of the same antiquity
occurs at lou.,er elevations on a remnant Pleistocene (Ql )
surface along the southwest playa edge. Had Nelson Lake
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filled past the level of the modem playa margin, marked by
the present lag gravel beach, cultural deposits along the
lakeshore (i.e., SBR-2355, SBR-2356, and SBR-50,12) and the
dune field itself would have been eroded. All of which
suggests this was an extremely shallow, intermittent lake
throughout the period of human occupation; lakes that formed
in Nelson Basin during the early Holocene probably did so
more often and persisted longer than later, but these would
not have supported the rich lacustrine habitats proposed in
some models of the period. It is most likely that the DK site
and othen surrounding the playa were occupied on multiple
occasions, during brief intervals when conditions made the
lake an attractive place to center foraging activities.
Functional divenity of the SBR-5047 assemblage implies it
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Sites of the Mojave Desert. Manuscript in preparation.

M. E., and M. C. Hall
1993 Archaeology of the Awl Site, CA-SBR-4562, Fort lrwin,

Basgall,

San Bemardino County, Califomia. Report on file at the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles, Califomia.
1994 Perspectives on the Early Holocene Archaeological Record
of the Mojave Desert. Museum of Anthropology, Califomia
State University, Bakersfield, Occasional Papers in
Anthropology 4:63-81.
Basgall, M. E., and K. R. McGuire
1988 The Archaeology of CA-INY-30: Prehistoric Culture
Change in the Southem Owens Valley, Califomia. Report
on file at the Califomia Department of Transportation,
Sacramento.

Binford, L. R.
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Technologies. Joumal of Anthropological Research 35 :255'

was a residential locus, but the archaeological accumulation
doubtless represents a palimpsest from numerous such events.
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Campbell, E. \Y. C., W. H. Campbell, E. Antevs, C. E. Amsden, J.
A. Barbieri, and F. D. Bode
1937 The Archaeology of Pleistocene Lake Mohave' Southwest

ENDNOTES
1. The on-going exposure of once-buried cultural deposits,
whether as a result of natural processes or modem land-use
practices, would have important implications for resource
managers. Areas that are susceptible to heavy erosion or
deflation by whatever means may require periodic
inspection and re-assessment to ensure that significant
archaeological resources are not lost. Such problems are
especially gerrnane to the early Holocene record, which is
already scantly represented and known to be overlain by
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recent sediments in many landform situations.
2. In interpreting these data, a value of 1.96 is significant at
the 0.05 level; plus or minus values indicate the direction of
deviation from random (Everitt 1977; Grayson 1984).
Therefore, values exceeding 1.96 reflect significant levels of
over- or under-representation in the frequency of artifacts
within a given cell.
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Middle Holocene Human Occupation
of Site CA-SBR-525 I in Tiefort Basin,
Fort lrwin, San Bernardino County,
California
M. C. HALL, Arclveological

Research

Unit, Unioersity of Califmtia,

1989 investigations combined involved 12,000 m2 of

INTRODUCTION

systematic surface artifact collection (480 5x5 m units), 70 m'
of manual excavation (81 subsurface units from 0.5x0.5 to 5x5
m in size), and backhoe excavation of 16 5-60 m-long, 2-4 mdeep trenches (360 m total linear length). These operations
recovered more than 9400 prehistoric (aboriginal) artifacts,
1815 animal bones and 1313 pieces of Andanm (freshwater

New perspectives on human prehistory in the Mojave
Desert are emerging from increased cultural resource
management contract/research grant-supported archaeological
studies in the region over the past two decades. Informing the
community of interested scholars about this developing
knowledge, however, is lagging far behind the pace of work. In
an attempt to alleviate the
deficiency, presented briefly

r
)

)

]I

archaeological investigations
at an ancient hunter-gatherer
site in central Tiefort Basin, a
small valley just inside the
southeastem boundary of the

Army National Training
Center (NTC) at Fort Irwin

I

(Fig, l). First recorded in 1929
bv M. J. Rogers of the San
Diego Museum of Man, CASBR-5251 underwent
archaeological evaluation in
1984 bv Wirth Environmental
Services (\7IRTH fienkins
1986; Skinner 19861) as part
of an Army effort to comply
with laws and regulations
goveming treatment of
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herein are results of recent

l
)
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cultural resources on federal
lands. Findings demonstrated

the scientific significance of
the site and because ongoing
intensive military training
(heavy armor brigades) in
Tiefort Basin (also known

as

the nValley of Death')
threatened direct, unavoidable

6-41 -:"
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adverse impacts, in 1989 the
NTC sponsored mitigative
archaeological data-recovery
fieldwork at SBR-5251 by Far
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Westem Anthropological
Research Group (FWARG
lHall 19931). The 1984 and

Figurel.LocationofCA-SBR-5251 inTiefortBasin,Fortlrwin,sanBemardinoCounty,Califomia(basemap: Trona,
C:lifomia, l:250,000 Sheet, U. S. Geological Survey, contour interval 1000 ft).
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jackrabbit (bpus califomiczs) and, to a lesser extent, desert

mussel) shell, and identified perhaps as many as 30 archaeological features mostly consisting of apparent hearth
remnants.
Tiefort Basin is an irregularly shaped, somewhat elongate
(on an east-west axis), 200 km2 lowland (12x22 km) about 25

cottontail (Syluilagus audubr.ii) are the ubiquitous lagomorpts,
coyote (Cmis latans), badger (Taxidea znrs), and desert kit
fox (Vulpes macrotis) the main carnivores. Resident passerine
and raptorial birds are joined seasonally by migratory
waterfowl attracted to Bitter Spring.

km north of the Mojave River at Afton Canyon and roughly
50 km south of Saratoga Springs (on the Amargosa River) at
the southem end of Death Valley. Elevations within the
valley proper range from a bit under,100 m (amsl) south of
Bitter Spring at the eastem end of the basin to 700 m along
its northwestem margin. The Tiefort (1537 m summit) and
Soda (981 m) mountains, respectively, rim the valley on the
north and nofthwest and on the east. A low (655 m) yet
n\Uhale"
massive Pleistocene basalt extrusion named the
bounds Tiefort Basin on the south. Fronting highlands to the
north and northeast is a gently sloping piedmont grading into
a shallow alluvial plain at the eastem end of the valley.
Tiefort Wash, the primary axial drainage, runs eastward down
the center of the basin. At the nofthwestem edge of the
\Uhale basalt flow it is joined by Langford Wash, which drains

SITE STRUCTURE AND FEATURES
in sheer spatial extent of the three dozen or so
known prehistoric archaeological sites in Tiefort Basin, SBR5251 lies 800 m north of the norrhem base of the $Uhale and
ca. 2.5 km northwest of Bitter Spring. The sparse surface
Largest

scatter of prehistoric artifactual and structural (feature)
remains at the site covers an area exceeding some 123,000 m2
(370 m north-south bv 425 m east-west) and occurs on and
around a shallow, broad, 4-5 m-tall, lunate-shaped dune. Arms
of the eolian sediment-built dune crescent orient to the west
and south, with a lower, backside, 2-3 m-tall tang trailing to
the northeasr (Fig. Z). The slightly higher westem dune arm
has a maximum elevation of about 436 m; the site datum for
archaeological provenience control was established at 435 m
elevation on the southem arm of the dune. Vinually no
vegetation exists at SBR-5251 apart from patches of seasonal
grasses and herbs. Military vehicle traffic across the site is
constant, contributing to the erosion and exposure of cultural
deposits in the westem, windward face of the SBR-5251 dune.
This activity has in places caused the severe fragmentation of
larger surface artifacts (e.g., millingstones) and dispersal of
feature remnants.
Matrices of eolian sediments form the three, quite similar,
stratigraphic units encountered during the SBR-5251
excavations. The upper deposit in deeper exposures is a 40-50
cm-rhick, light yellowish-brown (10YR 6/4), poorly sorted, and
gravelly sand displaying minimal A-horizon soil development
and a clear, wavy contact with the underlying stratum. Of the
same, light yellowish-brown color, the latter is a 10-25 cmthick layer of moderately well sorted, silty to coarse sand. The
lowermost unit was seen below 70-80 cm depth and is a light
reddish-brown to reddish brown (SYP. 614-514), massive, fine
to coarse sand with a minor amount of carbonate mottling and
signs of B-horizon soil development. A vehicle-compacted
hardpan of clayey calcic horizon sediments surrounds the SBR5251 dune. Beyond the effects of military activity, rodent
burrowing evidenced by occasional krotovina observed in
excavation units and presumably, at times past, root channeling have been the principal agencies of stratigraphic
disturbance at the site.
Eight primary depositional loci have been recognized at
SBR-5251; three are located on or adjacent to the southem
arm of the dune crescent, five in a narrow, 60x290 m strip
along the northeast-trending backside dune ridge. Among the
former, Locus A consists of a complex of buried rock-lined
hearths and ash pits (collectively labeled features 1 and 2
[with designated subfeatures]) discovered in 1989 near the
southem end of the site dune. Locus B is a small area (175
m2) encompassing possible hearth features on the hardpan
west of the southem dune arm, while I-ocus C (largest of the
eight loci) takes in the central section of the westem slope

a broad aggradational plain (Langford Basin) south and
southwest of Tiefort Basin. Passing by Bitter Spring on irs way
out of the valley, Tiefort Wash tums to the southeast and
eventually drains into !07est Cronese Lake. Eolian sediments
forming dispersed, low dunes, and a thick blanket of Holocen:

alluvium mantle the floor of central Tiefort Basin (l7aters
1988). Situated at the eastem end of the Bicycle Lake fault
zone (Byers 1960; Reynolds and \Toodbume 1987), Bitter
Spring is currently the only perennial water source in the
valley.

Military exercises have all but stripped away vegetation on
lower bajadal slopes and the bottom of Tiefon Basin; native
flora comprised a basic creosote scrub community dominated
by creosote bush (I-arreo tndenata) and its principal associate,
white bursage or burrobush (Arnbrosra dumosa). Other
indigenous plants inctuded such long-lived shrubs as morrnonr.ea (Eplvdra spp.), fourwing saltbush (Ariplex canescens), and
allscale (Aniplex Wbcarry), varied, occasional cacr.i (OWdo
spp.) and semisucculenc (Yucca spp.), and assorted perennial
herbs and shrubs (e.g., cheese bush [Hyrnenoclea salsolal,
wolfberry lLycium spp.], ratany lKrameria prvifolial, and wild
buckwheat fBriogonum spp.]). Perennial aquatic and halophytic
herbs (e.g., rush [zncus spp.], cattail lTfil,o spp.l, and yerba
mansa [Anern opsis califqnica] ), together with saltgrass ( Dis tichlis
spp.), willow (Salix spp.), reed (Phragmites spp.), salt cedar
(Tmarix ramosissima), and an important aboriginal food
resource, honey mesquite (Prosopsis glandulosa ton eluu),
surround Bitter Spring. The most prevalent vertebrates in
Tiefort Basin are reptiles, rodents, small camivores, and birds.
Evidence does not indicate substantial numbers of desert
bighom sheep (Ouis canadrrsis nelsoni) or mule deer
(docoileus hemionus) in the Fort Irwin area, though both
species might have been more abundant in the past. Local
reptiies are represented by innumerable lizards, colubrid snakes
and vipers, chuckwalla (Sowonwlus obesus), and desert tortoise
(Qopherus agassizr). Common rodents include pocket mice
(Perogatlws spp.), kangaroo rar. (Dipdanys spp.), desen
woodrat (Neotorna Wido), and ground squirrels. Black-tailed
7Z
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Figure 2. Archaeological site map of southem portion of CA-SBR-5251 dune (contour lines adapted from Jenkins 1986:Fig.
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and shoulder of the dune (3875 m2). The five northem loci
(D-H) are fairly confined (four being <5@ m2), minimal to
moderate accumulations of archaeological debris, two of which
(G and H) lie near several apparenr or porenrial hearth
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Bitter Spring. In the latter regard, the mussel would imply a
lakestand of some duration (cf. Schneider 1994) in the
Mojave Sink vicinity which, in tum, makes the AMS
radiocarbon date of 6640 x 65 B.P. (Beta-45611 and ETH7129) on charcoal from the Feature 2C ash pit particularly
intriguing to the extent that it suggests lacustral conditions in
the lower Mojave River drainage basin during a time of
supposed hyperarid middle Holocene climate. This possibility
is encouraged by thin layers of undated, but probably midHolocene lake sediments in recent playa cores from the
Mojave Sink (cf. Enzel et al.1992; rD7ells, Anderson, and
Brown 1990). The other SBR-5251 features examined in the

remnants,
The Locus

A Feature 1 and Feature 2 hearth complex is the
most notable of archaeological features at SBR-5251 and
covers an oval shaped, 4x6 m area (Fig. 3). Distinguishing the
two adoining clusters of rock, ash, and charcoal-srained dark
gray (l0YR 4/l) sediments is the occurrence of the Feature I
group at 60-70 cm below the flat dune crest whereas the
Feature 2 group lies at ,10-50 cm depth. Assuming both halves
of the complex to be
contemporaneous, an entirely
reasonable supposition given their
identical structural and
compositional attributes, this may
indicate that the heanh facilities
were erected on the sloping, leeward
face of a dune which subsequently
buried the features as it gradually
migrated in an easterly direction.
Feature 2 measures 3.0x3.5 m and
consists of at least four, distinct,
shallow subfeatures, a rock-lined
hearth (28) and three ash pits (2A,

o
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seen elsewhere on the SBR-5251

dune. Almost all feature rock is
vesicular basalt no doubt derived
from the \0Uhale formation a short
distance to the south or the related
fanglomerate exposed in places on
the floor of Tiefort Basin (Reynolds
and r0Toodbume 1987).
Archaeological materials
recovered from the [,ocus A hearth
complex include a limited amount of
flaked stone debris, several
handstones and millingstones, two
battered stone artifacts, an Oliuella
bead, approximately two hundred
animal bones, and, most surprisingly,
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all 1313 Andanm shell fragments
from the site. The mussel was most
likely acquired along the Mojave
River south of Fort lrwin or possibly
from Cronese Basin just southeast of
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-Figure 3. Feature l-Z heath complex at Locus
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A, CA-SBR-5251 (plan view, 50-70 cm depth).
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2C,2D) surrounded by additional
concentrations of fire-affected rock
and carbon-rich sediments. The
lower, less substantial Feature I
measures 7,.5x4.5 m and contains a
single, visible, shallow, stone-lined
hearth (1A), two or three other rock
clusters, and dispersed ash
accumulations. Both features rest in
a matrix of eolian sediments
matching the stratigraphic profile
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course of the 1989 fieldwork or reported from the 1984
investigation at the site are represented by dense-to-diffuse,
0.4-3.0 m-diameter clusters of usually fire-affected basalt
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a small sample of measurements (especially when one
specimen provides two separate rind values) in conjunction

with four other considerations undermine the significance of
the larger Locus A hydration readings. Fint is the fact of the
6640 radiocarbon date. Second is a more broadly derived (16
values, excluding one outlier, from four loci), site.wide mean
measurement of 12.0 microns on Coso obsidian artifacts from
SBR-5251 (standard deviation of 2.6 microns). Third, when
compared to all Coso hydration values for the site, the 18.8
micron measurement on one of the Locus A samples is
determined a statistical outlier by Chauvenet's criterion (Long
and Rippeteau 1974). Fourth, the lone, provisionally classified,
early Holocene projectile point (Lake Mohave series) found at
SBR-5251 occurred outside the main loci of archaeological
deposition and nearly 100 m away from Locus A while, in
contrast, middle Holocene forms (Pinto series) account for 31
(88.6olo) of the 35 other points in the SBR-5251 collection.
For these reasons, Locus A is somewhat tentatively identified
as a Pinto period component. The remaining two l,ocus A
hydration measurements of 5.8 and 7.5 microns relate to
debitage samples of an unknown glass type (see Hall
1993:Tables 9-11). Although the values cannot be converted
to direct age-estimates, their mean of 6.7 microns is greater
than an average measurement of 5.5 micrors for samples of
the same klnd of obsidian from a later (ca. 3500-1500 B.P.)
deposit in central Tiefort Basin (Hall 1993).
A more reliable, middle Holocene or Pinto period temporal
assignment can be made for Locus C based on hydration
values for I I Coso obsidian flakes (all from subsurface contexts
and nfresh lookingn in appearance) and the recovery ofsix
Pinto series points from this area of the site. The Coso
hydration readings range from 8.3 to 1'1.3 microns and, with
the largest measurement a determined staristical outlier,
provide respective mean and standard deviation values of 10.4
and 1.4 microns (median of 10.5). Using the EHT-adjusted
source-specific hydration rate cited above, the 10.4 micron
mean yields an estimate of ca. 4400 B.P. fully consistent with
the Pinto series points in implying one or more middle
Holocene occupational episodes at the locus. Adding support
to the chronological assessment are three locus C Ohuella
spire-lopped shell beads and five, sizable hydration
measurements (7.8-12.8 microns) on obsidian flakes of
unknown geologic provenance from the locus'

OCCUPATIONAL CHRONOLOGY
Supplying chronological information on the prehistoric
cultural deposits at SBR-5251 are two radiocarbon
determinations, 26 hydration measurements on 25 obsidian
artifacts (one double-rind specimen), and 129 time-diagnostic
artifact forms (36 projectile points, 88 ceramic sherds, five
shell beads). These indicators apply to four of the eight
depositional loci (A, C, E, H) and could reflect site
occuparions at various times throughout the Holocene. The
small-to-moderate proportions of both cryptocrystalline and
fine-grained igtreous toolstones in rhe flaked stone assemblages
from the remaining loci (B, D, F, G) could suggest late
Holocene as well as older intervals of on-site human activity
judging by the prevalence of igneous materials in flaked stone
inventories from early and middle Holocene components and
their absence in later depositional contexts throughout the
greater Fort lrwin region (Basgall 1993a, 1993b; Basgall and
Hall 1993, 1994; Bergin 1981; Bouey and Mikkelsen 1989;
Hall 1993; Hall and Basgall 1994; Jenkirs 1986; McGuire and

Hall 1988; Warren 1991).

Chronometric data for Locus A in addition to the 6640 t
65 B.P. radiometric assay and Oliuelh bead mentioned above
include six hydration measurements. The shell bead is a spirelopped/ground form found in eolian sediments overlying the
Feature 2 hearh remnants. Beads of said type are reported in
Califomia and the Creat Basin in both relatively ancient (pre2000 B.P.) and late prehistoric deposits (Bennyhoff and
Hughes 1987), but it is notewonhy that all ten beads of this
general tlpe from SBR-5251 and site CA-SBR-5250 (five
each) 600-700 m to the east (Hall 1993; Jenkins 1985) were
located in apparent or evident association with early'middle
Holocene chronological indicators. As is typical for the
majority of archaeological sites in Tiefort Basin and
irrespective of component age, most obsidian artifacts from
nsand-blastedn) that
SBR-5251 are so heavily weathered (i.e.,
hydrarion rinds have been removed completely or rendered far
too diffuse to measure accurately. Four of the six hydration
values available pertain to three unmodified flakes of obsidian
sourced geochemically to the Coso Volcanic Field 145 km
northwest of Tiefort Basin. These range from 12.6 to 18.8
microns with a mean and standard deviation, respectively, of
16.3 and 2.7 microns (median of 16.9). \Uhile the 12.6
micron measurement, applying the source-specific hydration
rate of Basgall (1990; Basgall and McGuire 1988), yields an
age estimate of 6850 B.P. (after effective hydration
temperature [EHT] correction) remarkably close to the
radiocarbon date for the l,ocus A hearth complex and
suggestive of an early Pinto period (middle Holocene culturehistorical interval) occupation. The other three values for
Coso glass artifacts seem more consistent with older Lake
Mohave period (early Holocene culture-historical interval)

One Pinto series projectile point, a fifrh Ohuella spire-lopped
bead, and a relatively large hydration value (8.0 microns) for
an unmodified flake of an indeterminate obsidian type supply
the limited chronological data for locus E at the site. These
indicators, and inasmuch as fine-grained igneous toolstones
comprise nearly a fourth of the Locus E flaked stone
assemblage, make it seem not unreasonable to ascribe deposits
in this area of SBR-5251 a provisional middle Holocene age
(comparative percentages of such lithic materials from Locus
A and C are, respectively,43.6Vo and 39.17o). Meanwhile,
late Holocene human occupation of the site is suggested by
the Locus H chronological evidence. Included here are a
radiometric assay of 820 t 70 B.P. (Beta-45612) on charcoal
from a rock cluster/hearth feature and late prehistoric
projectile point forms and pottery sherds. Contrasting the

site-use episodes.

Nonetheless, obvious sampling error risk accompanying such
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substantive representation of fine-grained igneous rock in the
Pinto period SBR-5251 flaked stone assemblage, these
toolstones account for less than 107o of the Locus H
inventory.
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material categories, middle Holocene bifaces from the site are
dominated by forms broken during early and middle stages of
percussion reduction. Few specimens exhibit demonstrable usewear damage. Debitage technological profiles are, at first
glance, incongruous with early-middle stage biface reduction
irrespective of toolstone tpe: late-stage biface thinning and
pressure-detached flakes describe the bulk of Pinto period

PINTO PERIOD ASSEMBLAGE
The overall SBR-5251 archaeological collection totals
12,568 items (Table 1). Almost 97Vo of the prehistoric
artifactual debris consists of flaked stone tools and debitage: 36
projectile points, l19 bifaces, two drills, 85 formed (more
elaborately modified) flake tools, 28 casual (simple) flake

debitage. This suggests intensive tool finishing and
refurbishing at the site, and removal of serviceable implements
for later use elsewhere. Formed flake tool morphologies are
variable, with non-standardized unifacial or bifacial forms

displaying one or two intentionally modified edges the norm
among the SBR-5251 examples. Relative to the more
elaborately fashioned formed flake tools of early Holocene
assemblages in the Fort Irwin area (Basgall 1993a, 1993b;
Basgall and Hall 1993; Hall 1993; Jones 1993a,1993b; Warren
1991), the Pinto period specimens from SBR-5251 connote a
greater expediency in tool productiory'use and may relate to
shifts in subsistence and settlement patterrs. Lending credence

tools, four core tools, 24 cores, and 8839 unmodified flakes.
Ground stone artifacts number 176: 16 handstones, 158
millingptones (count incorporates pieces of two highly
fractured specimens from the Locus C surface), and two
miscellaneous (handstone or millingstone) fragments; 20
battered cobble implements have been recovered from the site.
The other prehistoric artifactual items in the collection are
five shell beads, a slate pendant, a shell omament of some
kind, two modified animal bones (both awls), and 88 ceramic
sherds. Faunal remains include 1815 animal bones and 1314
shell fragments. Of the latter, except for a modem eggshell
from a non-locus area, all are composed of the Anod.ana debris
associated with the middle Holocene, Locus A Feature 1-2
hearth complex. The majority of the flaked stone tools
(57.7Vr) and about three-quarters of the debita1e (74.lVo)
derive from the l.ocus C Pinto period component, which also
yielded over 607o of the animal bone. Offered below are
general characterizations of flaked, ground, and battered stone
artifacts and faunal remains from the SBR-5251 middle
Holocene deposits.

to these implications is the slightly increased proportion of
casual versus formed flake tools
assemblage over the

in the SBR-5251 Pinto period

ratio in Lake Mohave period inventories

for the region. The comparatively small number of middle
Holocene cores from the site, plus the late-stage reduction trajectory seen in analyzed debimge sample lots, attests to the
likelihood that toolstones were usually brought to SBR-5251
already in roughed out bifacial form. Lastly, the handful of
large core tools from Pinto period deposits at the site show
steep, chipped, and ground margins indicating their probable
function as heavy-duty plant (or animal) resource processing
implements.

Ground and Battered Stone
An impressive array of ground and battered stone artifacts
was recovered from middle Holocene components at SBR5Z5l (76.5Vo of all such items in the site-wide archaeological
collection). Techno-morphological attributes imply that most
Pinto period handstones reflect on-site production (local basalt
and granites), relatively limited use (preponderance of
irregular, convex, unpolished grinding facets), and casual
discard (serviceable pieces) of such tools. The collection,
however, does contain shaped, bifacially ground specimens of
apparently non-local stone (e.g., certain quartzites), suggesting
handstone curation and transport between settlements, and
others with well-wom (smooth, polished) or refurbished
(pecked) grinding surfaces indicative of at least occasional
episodes of more intensive milling activity. Predominant
among the Pinto period millingstones are portable thin-slab
forms, with pecked grinding facets, made from a wide range of
lithic materials, trends which clearly convey the notion that
these implements were a standard element in middle Holocene
tool-kits carried from one settlement to the next. In hght of
the marked degree of artifact fragmentation and secondary
modification displayed by the SBR-5251 specimens, the low
incidence of shaped and/or extremely wom millingstones
seems to indicate that these tools were often broken before
becoming totally spent, pieces perhaps being employed in
various other processing activities prior to final abandonment,

Flaked Stone
Analysis of Pinto period flaked stone from SBR-5251 (Jones
1993a) reveals compositional tendencies paralleling those of
middle Holocene assemblages in the Fon Irwin vicinity
(Basgall and Hall 1992,1993; Bouey and Mikkelsen 1989;
Hall 1993; McGuire and Hall 1988; \Tarren 1991). Twentyone of the 3l SBR-5251 Pinto series projectile points are
made of basalt, rhyolite, or felsite (67.7Vo), and the same finegrained igneous materials predominate among the bifaces
(60.2V,) and drills (100.070) from identified middle Holocene

components. Conversely, assorted cryptocrystalline silicates
comprise over three-fourtls (78.'t7o) of the formed and casual
flake tools, core tools and cores from these deposits. Perhaps
partiatly reflecting common cryptocrptalline outcrops and
relative lack of fine-grained igneous toolstone sources in the
immediate Tiefort Basin area, the former materials encompass
about half again as much of the SBR-5251 Pinto period
debitage (56.9yo) as the igneous rocks (36.97o). This
corstraint notwithstanding, it is the case that basalt, rhyolite,
and felsite make up less than three percent of all flaked stone
from documented late Holocene sites in the valley (see Hall
l 993).

Fifteen of the SBR-5251 Pinto series projectile points are
intact or near-complete and most were manufactured by
percussion reduction; evidence of use-wear is typically
ambiguous due to extreme artifact weathering. Across all lithic
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and the slabs routinely replaced with new ones acquired from
local cobble/boulder outcrops (\D7hale basalt, granites of
Tiefon and Soda mountains).
Expedient production and replacement, and usually casual
use of implements regularly trarsported in basic tool-kits thus
appear to characterize Pinto period milling technology as
evidenced at the site, organizational features consonant with a
residentially mobile and dietarily diverse forager adaprarion.
Moreover, that artifact breakage tended to happen ahead of
the exhaustion of grinding surfaces, coupled with sigrrs of postfragmentation tool recycling (e.g., battered fracture edges),
makes distinct the possibility that these platforms (or pieces
thereof) saw employment for purposes additional to rhe
milling of seeds. Direct demonstrarion of this middle Holocene
millingstone use-trajectory cannot be proffered here, but the
evident association of ground and battered stone tools, yet
Iirle in the way of further artifactual debris, with the
,\ndanm remains in the l,ocus A Feature 1-2 hearth complex
is intriguing (Basgall and Hall 1992). The core-cobble (cf.
percussion-flaked margirs) and cobble-hammer (cf. battered on
only original rock face) forms in the Pinto period battered
stone inventory from SBR-5251 could stem from use of these
artifacts to pulp, plane, or pound vegetal matrer or other
substances on milling platforms, in the process contributing to
the breakage of the latter.
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dominate the middle Holocene faunal debris from the site
(7l.0Vr); aniodactyls (identified and large mammal bones) are
not immodestly represented (16.37o), the remainder of the
assemblage comprising rodents (6.8y") and reptiles (5.87o). In
keeping with other regional archaeofaunal profiles, the

in the SBR-5251
Pinto period inventory suggests that prehistoric tortoise
exploitation achieved dietary significance only in the last
millennium or so. Contrariwise, faunal material from late
Holocene deposits in Tiefort Basin is notably lacking in
artiodactyl/large mammal elements -- relative evidence of the
expansive nature of Pinto period subsistence tactics.
conspicuous absence of Qoplvrus elemenrs

SUMMARY AND COMMENT
Archaeological investigations of middle Holocene/Pinto
period depositional components at SBR-5251 generated a
substantive and varied collection of flaked, ground, and
battered stone artifacts, and a range of invertebrate and
vertebrate faunal remains. Approximating early and middle
Holocene flaked stone assemblages across rhe northem Mojave
Desert, fine-grained igneous toolstones (basalt mainly, rhyolite,
felsite, and, to a lesser extent, obsidian) characrerize the SBR5251 Pinto period projectile points, bifaces, and drills, while
primarily local or near-local cryptocrysralline silicates appear
to be represented among most formed and casual flake
implements, core tools, and cores. Divergence between these
two general classes of lithic resources is in large part probably
related to the greater durability of fine-grained igneous srone
(excluding obsidian, a material that received selective
treatment for any number of functional or possible
sociocultural reasons), an artractive quality insofar as
maintenance of an operational tool-kit in the course of an
areally expansive subsistence-settlement pattem, and the
expedient availability of locally occurring cryptocrptalline
nodules on which to manufacture sharp working edges.
Equally indicative of a geographically far-ranging forager
adaptation is the comparatively wide spectrum of lithic
materials present in the SBR-5251 Pinto period ground stone
tools, this variability being most pronounced with respect to
portable, thin-slab millingstones. The mass of milling
equipment and fair amount of battered stone located in middle
Holocene deposits at the site suggest regular, occasionally
intensive exploitation of vegetal resources. Recovered

Faunal Remains

The freshwater mussel debris found in the course of the
SBR-5251 locus A excavations were dispersed throughout the
hearth complex deposits, both within and around rhe specific
subfeatures exposed (Fig. 3), hence ruling our any chance of
the material simply stemming from the exrreme fragmentation
of a few shells incidentally brought ro rhe site. Along with
raising the idea of at least brief, middle Holocene lacusrral
conditions in the Mojave Sink as discussed above, rhe
Andnnm remains are of particular impomance in supporting
the image of diverse Pinto period forager subsistence srrategies
in the region evidenced as well by the milling rool and
vertebrate faunal inventories from SBR-5251 and other locations of comparable age in Tiefort Basin (Hall 1993) and
elsewhere at Fort Irwin (Basgall and Hall 1992, 1993). The
I-ocus A findinp also suggest that Andotm exploitation was
not an exclusively late Holocene phenomenon as implied by
the frequent co-occurrence of mussel shell and late prehistoric
aftifact forms (e.g., ceramics and arrowpoints) in rhe
southwestem Great Basin. In addition, because of rhe labor
involved in the non-local procurement, transport over a
considerable distance (15 to 25 km or more), and on-site
processing of this resource, the SBR-5251 shellfish assemblage
bespeaks of a level of logistical organization (beyond a simple
Pinto period nclambaken) not traditionally ascribed to middle
Holocene human populations in the Mojave Desert.
Though a fraction of the large and taxonomically varied
vertebrate faunal collection from the SBR-5251 Pinto period
deposits is no doubt naturally derived, indications are rhar
most of the bone was introduced to the site by human acrion
(Basgall 1993c). Identified lagomorph elements and
comparble, yet unidentified, medium-size mammal remains

archaeofauna testify as well to a broad-based subsistence
orientation; lagomorph and other small mammal skeletal
debris predominate, but artiodactyl, reptile, and invertebrare
(cf. the Locus A shellfish) residues are nor uncommon.
Viewed summarily, then, archaeological data from SBR-5251
confirm emerging perspectives of middle Holocene human
adaptive strategies in the Mojave Desen atrriburable to mobile

hunter-gatherers pursuing a diverse subsistence economy and
who occupied, for short and perhaps longer intervals, selecr,
widely spaced, microenvironmental settings.
An important concluding comment must be made. Albeit
the cultural resource management process affecting SBR-5251
has been technically sarisfied, given its dune-deposit
geomorphic context there is outstanding potential for
substantial, subsurface archaeological features of the kind
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discovered in 1989 at Ircus A to exist at the site. Managers of
NTC environmental impacts need to remain vigilent in their
monitoring of land-surface changes to this fragile cultural

of the Mojave Desert, edited by G. D. Everson and J'
Schneider, pp. 63-81. Bakersfield: Califomia State

S.
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Fort lrwin and Vicinity: History of
Mining Development
LARRY M. VREDENBURGH, Bureau of l-and Monagement, 380I

Pegasus

Dr.,

Bal<nsfieV,

CA 93308

with the Army and on the Army staff, I am more confident of
the locations of the mines and towns within Fort lrwin. And I
find that my conclusion as to the location of Crackerjack
presented in Deserr Feuer (Vredenburgh, Shumway and Hartill,

INTRODUCTION
Until the coming of the Army in 1940, the central Mojave
Desert seems to be a place to pass through, to get somewhere
else, somewhat like the travelers on Interstate 15 today. But
on their way a few stopped, picked up some rocks and liked

1981) was in error.

what they saw.

THE SPANISH TRAIL

The mining history of area of the central Mojave Desert
encompassed today by Fon Irwin is obscure, found scattered in
dozens of newspapers and mining periodicals, and hard to find
Federal and County documents. Mining began as early as 1850

Between 1829 and 1848, the Spanish Trail supported
lucrative trade between Santa Fe, New Mexico and Los
Angeles. This trade consisted of caravans driving large herds
of horses to Santa Fe, which were sold at great profit, and
retuming with blankets and other goods from Santa Fe. The
route of the trail crossed the southeastem edge of Fort lrwin,
exited the Fort on the east through Red Pass and continued
north along the base of the eastem edge of the Avawatz

just outside of the fort at Salt Springs, and flourished intensely
but briefly between 1904 and 1908. Towns were established,
stock was bought and sold but very little metal came from the
ground. This paper is not an exhaustive treatment of the
history of mining within Fon Irwin and on its borders, but it
hopefully brings to light some obscure aspects of mining

Range to Salt Springs. \Tithin the Fort the trail passed
through Bitter Springs before tuming south through Spanish
Canyon in the Alvord Mountains (Hafen and Hafen, 1954, p.

history here.

r
)

BACKGROUND
In a sense work on this paper began when I prepared a
report for the Bureau of Land Management to evaluate the
mineral potential of the \Tildemess Study Areas in the
Avawatz and Soda Mountains. I spent two dap in the field

3t5-325).
In the spring of 1844 six Mexicans with about thirty hones
set out for Santa Fe ahead of the main caravan to get the best
of the grass, but at Resting Springs they decided to wait two
weeks for the caravan to catch up. On April 23, the group was
surrounded by Paiutes and attacked. Andreas Fuentes and
eleven year old Pablo Hemandez, who were on horseback at
the time of the attack, fled for their lives. Riding all night
back down the trail they encountered John C. Fremont's
exploring party at the Mojave River the next day. Fremont's
party continued to Bitter Spring the following day. From
Bitter Spring, Kit Carson and Alexis Godey set out to pursue
the Indians, traveling all night. At dawn on April 26 Carson
and Godey spotted the stolen horses at the Indian camp at
Horse Thief Springs in the Kingston Range. They surprised
the Indians, killing two, and taking their scalps. Canon and
Godey drove the remaining fifteen horses back to Fremont's
camp at Bitter Spring late that aftemoon. On April 29 they
arrived at Resting Springs where they found the bodies of
Santiago Giacome and Pablo's father. Fuentes' wife and
Pablo's mother were not found, evidently they were taken
captive (Egan, 1985, p.240 - T44;Lingerfelter, 1986, p. 28 -

investigating the location and general geology of mines. That
report, which was completed in May 1981, was reprinted by
the South Crcast Geological Society in their volume on the
geology and mineral potential of the Death Valley region
(Vredenburgh, 1988). About the same time I completed my
reporr, the Army invited geologists with the Califomia
Division of Mines and Geology (CDMG) and others into the

Fort in anticipation of reactivation of Fort Irwin. John Rapp,
then with the CDMG was one of those who had conducted
mine investigations within the Fort. After contacting John
about his field investigations, we decided to work together on
a paper addressing the mining an mineral potential within
Fort Irwin and the fringes. During 1982 and 1983, I
interviewed Kenneth Van Doren (son of C. S. Van Doren)
and Ben Bahten, son of Ed Bahten (also known as the
Fumace Creek Kid, or by the family as the Greenwater Kid),
was allowed access to the Army Corps of Engineers files in Los
Angeles, and dug through the Bureau of Land Management's
files. Also, the U. S. Bureau of Mines lent me microfilm
copies of San Bemardino County mining claim Location
Notices for 1904 through 1909. In February 1983 and again in
1989 I accompanied John Rapp and others with the CDMG
into Fort lrwin and the Avawatz Range. John Rapp and myself
coauthored an abbreviated version of this paper for Cahfomia

l
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t.

30).
James Manhall
mill at Coloma, 40 miles east of

On the moming of January 24,1848,
discovered gold at Sutter's

Sacramento. Nine dap later on February 2, 1848 at
Guadalupe Hidalgo, near Mexico City, a peace treaty was
signed by representatives of the United States and Mexico,
bringing to an end the Mexican \07ar, and bringing Califomia

Qeolog (Rapp and Vredenburgh, 1991, p. 123). fu a result of
this work and convenations with archaeologists on contract

into the territory of the United

States.

Kit Carson, Lieutenant George Brewerton and twenty-seven
8t
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AMARGOSA MINE

men set out from Los Angeles on May 4, 1848 in route to
\Tashington D.C. with dispatches and news of the discovery of
gold in Califomia. Eight days' joumey into the desert, they
overtook the last Mexican horse caravan to Santa Fe. This
caravan consisted of 200 to 300 Mexican traders and about
1,000 head of stock (Brewerton, 1930, p. 58). Carson reached
Taos, New Mexico on June 19 and \Tashington in August
(Carter, 1968, p. 119,720).lt is ironic that a little more than
a year later gold was discovered very literally a stone's throw
from Canon's route across the Mojave Desert.

Though trade between Santa Fe and los Angeles ended,
discovery of gold in Califomia brought new travelers on the
trail through Fort lrwin. This portion of the trail was to
become an occasionally used altemate route to the gold fields
of Califomia via Salt Lake City. It also became the route to
San Bemardino for Mormon settlers.
In September 1849, gold seekers who had arrived in Salt
Lake City too late to take the trail across the Sierra Nevada
persuaded Jefferson Hunt, a former captain of the Mormon
82
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Battalion in the Mexican War, to guide them through the

Creek to power the first sawmill in the San Bemardino
Mountains.
The Amargosa Gold and Silver Mining Company of San
Francisco began working the mine in 1863, installing a mill
that fall. But this steam powered mill also became choked by
salts. Although a small amount of gold was produced, it wasn't
enough to clear expenses. Some miners were kept on at the
mine. On October 29,186+ the Los Angeles Nerrs trumpeted
"Three Men Murderedn reporting that band of Indians raided
the mine, set fire to the mill, and killed a man. The other two
fled into the desert and committed suicide 'by putting a bullet
through their skulls.n The San Francisco Aka reported on
November 26, rhe mill had been sold by the sheriff of San
Bemardino County to Augustus Spear. That winter the mill
machinery was moved to the Techatticup mine in Eldorado
Canyon.
Von Blon (1950, p. 26) indicates that in the mid-186G
George Rose operated the mine for several months. Although
the mill had been removed, it is possible that he could have
employed the arrastras.
Adrian Egbert, in 1894 came to southem Califomia from
\07ashington stare to better his health. Unable to find a job,
he and a new found friend set out in the middle of summer in
search of the 'lostn Amargosa mine. Supplied with a map, a
newly purchased wagon, and some prospecting supplies,
eventually they found the mine and worked it briefly. Von
Blon (1950) indicates that Egbert purchased a five-stamp mill
from a mine at Crescent, which was teamed to the mine by
Adolph Nevares and James Christian.
In 1902 J. B. Osbome, of Daggett began working and was
rewarded with a $60,000 pocket of gold (Belden, 1969, p. 14).
Hewett, and others, (1936, p. 52) estimated the total
production of the mine at about $300,000 wonh of gold since

desert to southem Califomia. The wagon-train consisted of
400 to 500 people about 110 wagons and roughly 1,000 oxen,

cattle, and pack animals. This was the first wagon-train to
travel the trail, only one wagon having ever traversed it before
rhis.

Certain of a short cut to the gold fields, several groups split
off from the main pany, only to stumble into Death Valley,
thirteen loosing their lives. One of the survivors of the ordeal,
Jim Martin, discovered a ledge of silver in the Panamint
Range, from which he fashioned a gunsite to replace the one
which had broken off of his gun.
On December 1, 1849 two Mormon missionaries, who had
continued with the Hunt wagon-train to San Bemardino,
discovered gold in the Salt Spring Hills, just to the northeast
of Fort Irwin where the Amargosa starts its U tum into Death
Valley. James Brown and Addison Pratt, bound for the mission
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fields of Tahiti, discovered flakes of placer gold at Salt
Sprinp. A man named Rowan who was bound for the
Califomia gold fields traced the placer gold to irs source, a 4inch quartz vein containing pea-sized grains of gold. Brown
grabbed a chisel and hammer and collected some specimens.
Three days before Christmas the wagon-train reached Isaac
William's ranch at Chino, spreading news of the gold
discovery. Williams led a group back in January, retuming
with more rich specimens. A second expedition set off in
February organized by Los Angeles' first mayor, Benjamin D.
"Don Beniton Wilson. After working the mine a short time,
\07ilson realized it was very expensive to tum a gold bearing
outcrop far in the desert into a mine, and abandoned the
operations. One of the members of the second expedition,
John B. Reill, wasn't so easily discouraged.
Reill set out for San Francisco with some rich ore samples
to interest investors. Reill's los Angeles Mining Company set
out in July 1850 to relocate the lode. Before they reached the
mine another party led by a man named Davis, who had been
part of Williams first expedition in January, had already beat
them there. Davis, and some men from Grass Valley that he
had interested in the lode, had left some open ground. In
1850 the Los Angeles Mining Company and the Desert
Mining Company began working side-by-side, the Los Angeles
company constructing one arrastra and the Desert company
two. The former mountain man Ben Sublette was
superintendent for the Desert company at the mine.
In January 1851, the Los Angeles Company shipped a
steam-powered mill to the mine, only to abandoned it on the
Mojave, when the wagon broke down. By August 1851 the
company was dissolved.
Both mines were purchased by their creditors led by Don
Benito \0Uilson, who evidently hadn't leamed his lesson two
years earlier. The Salt Spring Mining Company was formed to
work the deposit. Sublette was kept on as superintendent and
the mill was finally hauled to the mine, and started up in
spring 1852. However, the high salt content of the water at
Salt Springs clogged the boiler and steam engine, by july
operations ceased. Sublette was killed a year later by a grizzly
bear in Malibu Canyon. That July the boiler and steam engine
was sold to a lumberman, Charles Crisman, and hauled to Mill

l 850.

In the early

L
I

Other Near-by Mines
out for the Califomia

1860s prospectors set

desert, stirred by the fabulous discovery silver at the Comstock
in the fall of 1859, and the tales of the lost Gunsite Mine.
Rich deposits were discovered and for several years a mining
frenzy possessed the state. The entire Death Valley region was
prospected, and as early as 1861 (Mrning and Scieatific Press,
Dec. 21, 186l) mining districts were established at Coso, the
Argus Range, Panamint Range, and the Washington mining
district which embraced the entire territory east of Death

Valley to the stateline and south to Salt Spring. However, in
the Death Valley region, during the early 186G serious mining
only occurred in the Slate and Coso Ranges. In part due to
several Indian uprisinp, and a burst mine investment bubble
late in 1864, mining ebbed until around 1868. Between the
late 1860s and early 1870s mines were worked in the Clark
Mountairs, Resting Springp Range, the Funeral Mountains and
Avawatz Range.

During the 1860s a route to the Amargosa mines was
developed from Visalia, across Walker Pass and across the
nofthem part of Fort Irwin, by way of Leach Lake. This route,
known as the \Talker cutoff, was an often used route to the
Ivanpah silver mines in eastem Califomia (\Uarren, Roske,

tI
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Goldfield announced the strike, and a rush to Avawatz
followed. But the best ground had long been staked. In spite
of this work no shipments were made. One shipment was
made in 1927, however the mine has lain idle since (Mining
and Oil Bulletin July 1919 p. 451, Tucker, l9Zl, p.359;
Goodwin, 1957).
On January 2,1906 John S. Harper and M. A. Cadwaladen
located a group of claims about a mile south of the Avawatz
Crown Mine (San Bemardino County Records of Mining
Locations Book 47 page 167; Book 65 Page 386). William D.
Allen and Tracy C. Becker purchased the Harper group of 20
claims in February 1908 (Americm Mining Reuiew, February 6,
1908), and spent $7,000 working twelve men constructing a
mine camp, roads and trails, sinking shafts and digging adits
and cuts. The principal claim was the Morris A' C. The camp,
situated at Sheep Spring, later known as Harpers South Camp
(Mendenhall, 1909, p. 54) consisted of a boarding house, assay
office and stable. John Harper was kept on as superintendent
after the purchase. The Morris A. C. and the site of the camp

and Patrick, 1981, p.349).
nProfessorn t07illiam D. Brown and brother Robert D., who
had discovered rich silver-lead deposits in October 1874 which
became Darwin decided to try their luck east of Death Valley
in the spring of 1875. Amazingly, a short distance south of
Resting Spring on the old Spanish Trail, they discovered
another huge silver-lead deposit. Purchased in March 1876 bv
Jonas Osbome, the town of Tecopa was laid out to serve the
mines. By May there was mail service and a regular stage
connection to San Bemardino via the Salt Lake trail. Remi
Nadeau's freighting company served the camp from Mojave
via the \Talker cutoff. In July 1881 operations ceased, after
having produced an estimated $260,000 (Lingenfelter, 1986, p.
135-147).

EARLY AVAWATZ RANGE
AND SODA MOUNTAINS MINING
In November 1871 silver was discovered high in the
Avawatz Range, by the mountain man Johnny Moss who,
with the aid of local natives in 1868 had discovered a
mammoth copper deposit known as the Copper \U7orld mine
in the Clark Mountains. Moss also is credited with the
discovery of the fabulously rich Moss gold mine in Mohave

were patented.

Five Point Mountain
Five Point Mountain is situated about six miles southwest of
Silver Lake. C. C. Hart and W. J. Sullivan made one of the
first discoveries here in 188'1. They dubbed their mine the
James G. Blaine. Other mines in the district were the Clifton,
claimed by L. P. Sweeney and W. J. Sullivan, the Bullion
Chief, and the London, Vienna and Comstock mines located
by Marcus Pluth and Hart. These mines, which were probably
little more than raw prospects, assayed high copper and silver
values. The Five Point mining district was established by
March 1885 (Calico Prinr, March 1, 1885, May 31, 1885).
Between 1905 and 1914 there were numerous active mines
at Five Point Mountain. A camp named Day Break is shown
here on a 1906 map, at the Break of Day mine which was
worked by the Amos brothen. The camp, also known as Five
Point, was served by a auto stage in late 1906 (Las Vegas Age,

County, Arizona in 1863. In 1864 he took the Mojave Chief
Irataba to l7ashington D. C., to see the white chief, president
Abraham Lincoln (Malach, 1977; Lingenfelter, 1986 p. 135,
136).

His mine in the Avawatz Range, dubbed the Summit
(Minmg and Scientific Press, June 8, 1872), boasted a 32 foot
wide vein which supposedly carried $300 per ton in silver.
Although the San Bemardino Argzs (August 21, 1873)
that the district was nyielding the richest ores on this

boasted

coast,n nothing more is heard from this mine after 1873. It is
likely that it was relocated years later as the Avawatz Crown.

The discovery and development of the silver deposits at
Calico between 1882 and the early 1890s and gold in the
Alvord Mountains during the same period, again inspired
prospectors to try their luck in the vast country which was to
become Fort lrwin. Some silver and gold was discovered,
however none could compete with Calico or Alvord for easy
access and easily milled ore.
In 1887, three tons of silver ore was shipped from high in
the Avawatz Range to Barber's mill at Calico (lreland, 1888,
p. 502) and to a smelter at Reno. It is probable that this mine
is the one worked by Moss and was later known as the

December 15, 1906 p. 1).
Joe Dandy Hill, Solo CamP
Situated about 5 miles north of the Zzyzx exit of Interstate
15 at what now is known as the Blue Bell Mine, the mines on
Joe Dandy Hill were first active in early 1885. There were two
properties being worked here, the Bullion King owned by
William Robirson and others, and another owned by two men
named C. C. Hart and \7. J. Sullivan.
On March ZZ, 1885 the Calico Prinr reported that William
Robinson had brought in some "good looking base ore from
the new mines about 10 miles from Soda Lake, that assap

Avawatz Crown.
The Avawatz Crown was reactivated in 1908. Work
resumed on the shaft which at that time was 230 feet deep, a
gasoline hoist was installed to replace the steam powered one
which is still at the site today (Americm Mining Reuiew
February 29, 1908 p. 18; April 11, 1908 p. 15; May 2, 1908;
September 2+, l9l0). One rail car load (about 20 tons) was
shipped in December 1908 which yielded 84 ounces of silver
and 25 percent lead per ton. This is probably the site of
Harper's North camp (Mendenhall, 1909, p. 54). In July 1917
the old camp was rehabilitated, the shaft pumped and
retimbered to a depth of 275 feet and a crosscut adit was
driven which struck rich silver-lead ore. A telegram to

over 100 ounces lof silver] to the ton. Mr. Robirson will go
out there shortly to see if the ore exists in paying quantities'
and corroborates the statements of parties prospecting in that
locality.n The May Queen claim, located January 1' 1885 by
W. S. Hathaway and P. M. Livingston, was later patented.
Mining continued until the early 1890s (lreland, 1888, p'
502; Crossman, 1890). On February 18, 1889, the Solo
Mining District was established to encompass the new
discoveries as well territory extending south of Baker. The
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1903. TIre Bullfrog Miner (February 8, 1907) stated the mill
had been operating for the past four years, and had paid from
the start. However, contradicting this rosy evaluation of the
mine is the fact that the assessment work was not performed
in 1904, and the claims were relocated January 1905 by Ella F.
Rose and Amelia Clemens. Rose was most likely George

district recorder's office was located at Solo camp. On the
nonh side of the hill a 500 foot adit was driven.
The mines here were reactivated in 1949 as the Blue Bell,
Little Mike and Hard Luck. Forty tons was shipped from the
Little Mike and 80 from the Blue Bell. Ore was also shipped from the Hardluck in 1951 and 1952 (Wight, 1953,p.64,
101; Goodwin, 1957, p.616,639).

Rose's wife.

Tfu Mining and

Scientific Press (November 24,

in a brief article about the newly established
Crackerjack mining district noted that a $1,200 gold brick had
been produced from the nRose and Palmern claims - probably
the Desen King mine. In June, 1911 the Atlasta Mining
1906, p. 619)

Denning Spring
Frank Denning, a native of New York born in 1850, served
in the Army during the Civil War and, briefly, during the
Indian Wan. Frank was fortunate to arrive at the Little-Big
Hom 36 hours after Custer's massacre. After leaving the
Army, he prospected Arizona. In 1881 Denning and Stanley
Miller found silver-copper ore north of Saratoga Springs. In
May 1882 they sold the undeveloped deposit for an incredible
$49,000. After visiting Chicago and San Francisco he again
took up prospecting (Lingenfelter, 1986, p.144-145).
At Denning Spring, Frank Denning and Joe Cook
discovered gold in 1884 (Minrng and Scimtific Press, October
25, 1884, p.762). They constructed an arrastra' and labored
for eight hard montls. Calling it quits with only $50 to show
for their labors, Denning let Cook keep the money since he
had a family, and Frank walked to Calico, then in full-swing

Company was incorporated and began operations. Between
January 1913 and April 1914, Louis A. Flormann leased the
mine and was reported to have erected a new mill. t0Uhen the
claims were surveyed for patent in l9l2 there was a
blaclsmith shop at the main adit and a cabin at the twostamp mill at Desert King Spring. At the time of the visit of
David G. Thompson (1929, p. 19i) of the U.S. Geological
survey in 1917, the cabin and mill were still standing.

CRACKERJACK
Some of the first locations in the vicinity of Crackerjack
were made in late 1904, and nearly all of the main properties
had been located by the time news made its way into the
press, in late 1906. A significant number of locations were
made before the July 1906 announcement that Arthur Kurue

(Bantow Printq April 23, l93l ).

had sold claims to Charles Schwab, triggering the Greenwater
stampede (\Ueight, 1969, p. 7). Undoubtedly the rush to
Greenwater, some 60 miles to the north, spilled over, drawing
attention to Crackerjack.
The Crackerjack mining district, encompassing 36 square
miles was established by October 1906. Fred Bender, formerly

Cave Spring
Between 1883 and 1887 Cave Spring was a water and rest
stop for wagons laden with borax from William T. Coleman's
operation at Shoshone. During the hot summer months,
mining was shifted from the Harmony Borax works at Fumace
Creek in Death Valley to the cooler Amargosa worls just
south ofShoshone (Lingenfelter, 1986, p. l8l-182). Spears
(1891, p. 139-140) reported that a mining claimant who had
filed on Cave Spring sold water to the borax teamster for 25
cents per man and per animal for each night. At the time of
Spear's visit to Cave Spring in 1891 he found a stone corral
erected by Borax Smith's borax company and a ruined hut.

of Rhyolite, was the district recorder.
The original camp in the area was Crackerjack' The mining
claim dubbed the Crackerjack Lode # 2, was subdivided and
the town was born (San Bemardino Board of Supervisors
February 18, 1907). A post office was also established in
February, and weekly newspaper, the Crackerjack Neurs, was
begun by Herbert Stanton in May 1907 (Lingenfelter, 1986, p.
331). The promotional Nerrs' first issue was summarized in the
Searchlight Bdleim of May 24, 1907:

Quail Spring
Aside from mining in the Avawatz Range, the earliest
mining on the immediate borders of Fon Irwin occurred
nofthwest of Leach Lake. Tom and \Uilliam McFarlane, and
Gus Yager discovered rich gold bearing rock on a lone butte
near Quail Spring in March, 1895 (Redlands Cinograph March
30, 1895). They named their mine the [,one Star, and the
Lone Star Mining District encompassed the entire region.
Rich gold was re-discovered here in October 1907 by Milt
Armstrong (Redlands Cittograph Oct. 26, 1907), resuiting in a
rush of prospectors from Crackerjack. Armstrong's mine camp
lasted in some fashion until 1912. In April 1908, the Kennedy
brothers were driving two tunnels on the Silver King mine
located near Quail Spring (,*nerican Mining Reuiew, April 18,

...as a residence town Crackerjack is supreme; that seldom
has a more ideal site been chosen for a mining camp,
being situated on a broad, gentle sloping mesa near the
summit of the Avawatz, with towering peaks to the north

and low rolling hills to the south; with an altitude of
nearly 5000 feet; with the principal mines in close
proximity to the town.
nchoice lots
Advertisements in Los Angeles newspapers offered
n'..destined
to be
for salen, and boasted that Crackerjack was
the richest camp of alln (Moon, 1976 p.25). A company was
organized to construct a telephone line to Silver Lake (Bdlfro1
Miner, October 76, 1906).
With the discovery of rich copper and gold showings,
several mining camps sprang up in Fort Irwin or just on the
outskirts. These camps included Crackerjack, Dry Camp or

1908, p. 15).

Desert King Mine

A two-stamp mill

was erected at the Desert King mine
situated fifteen miles west of the site of Crackerjack as early

as
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The 1907 survey of Silver Lake, San Bemardino Counry, Califomia.

Avawatz City, Copper City or Copper Center, Harper's
Camps, Day Break or Five Points, Quail Springs, Denning
Spring, Bonanza Camp, Cave Springs, Arrastra.

voted to make Silver Lake a ludicial township and voting
precinct. O. J. Fisk was appointed justice of the peace and
Otto Vonarx, constable (San Bemardino County Board of
Supervisors June {, 1907). Fisk, as president, and J. H. Brown,
secretary, of the Silver Lake Townsite Company, in
September, 1907 had the townsite surveyed on 160 acres. The
Board of Supervisors accepted the subdivision September 16,
1907 (San Bemardino County Surveyor's Office: Book 16 Map
72). Vonarx resigned as constable June 15, 1908 and Louis
Flormann was appointed. On May 5, 1911 the Barstou Printer
noted that George Brauer had purchased the store from Heath

Silver Lake
The Tonopah and Tidewater Railroad had reached the
playa of Silver Lake March 1906 (Myrick,1963, p. 548). At
this site, the town of Silver Lake mushroomed on the often
not-so-dry lake bed, and became the jumping off point to the
new camp. The general store established by George Rose, fifty
year old George A. Heath and thirty-nine year old Ohver J.
Fisk before long was doing an annual business of $150,000.
Rose had come west working as a station master for the
Pony Express, drifted through in Virginia City during its
heyday, and perhaps as early as the 1860s, prospected the
Death Valley area. Fisk began a auto-stage line to Crackerjack
charging the one-way fare of $15, or round-tip $25 (The Death
Valley Chuckwalla March 1, 1907). Heath's brother \Uilliam, as

and company, ending an era.

Arrastra Spring

At the

camp of Arrastra, located at Arrastra Spring,
prospectors new to the area, found abandoned mine workings,
an arrastra, and walls of crumbling adobe structur* (The Death
Valley Churkwalla March 1, 1907). These were attributed to
the Spanish. However, this secluded sire was a favorite place

president of the Avawatz Mining Company, was partially
responsible for the establishment of Avawatz City.
Silver Lake, by March 1907, also had two restaurants, one
run by J. H. Brown the other by Albert \D7ilson. lTilson also
located several claims at Crackerjack with W. E. Beck (Las
Vegas Age, March 9, 1907

to

process ore which had been high-graded from producing
mines as far away as Goldfield and Goodsprings, Nevada. The
high-grade ore, stolen by mine workers, was sold to nfencesn
who processed it here and at other secluded arrastras. Some
men reportedly involved with this illegal gold milling were
Bill Russell, Jack Roach, Sontag 107ilson, Cyclone li7ilson,

p. 1).

On June 4, 1907 the San Bemardino Board of Supervisors
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The county authorities worked out a plan to permit the
cook to retum, however so much ill will was generated, the
new camp was established about one mile due east of
Crackedack (Moon, 19?6, p.25). The townsite of Avawatz
measured 810 feet wide and about one-half mile long, and
consisted of some 525 lots each measuring 25 by 100 feet. The
townsite was surveyed September 1907 by L. D. Rasor for the
Avawatz Mining and Developing Company, of whom \U7illiam
H. Heath was one of the primary interested panies (San
Bemardino County Surveyor's Office: Book 16 Map 71).
The Tumer general store, which housed the Crackerjack
post office was moved here in October (Redlands Ciuograph
October 19, 1907) and the name of the post office was
changed to Avawatz in August, 1908.

Rattlesnake Pete and Herman Renau (Kenneth Van Doren
personal communication).
Copper City

On a placer mining claim located February 20, 1907, C. E.
Southworth and seven others laid out Copper City measuring
one-quarter mile wide and nine-tenths mile long (L,ocation
Notice for Copper City Placer mining claim San Bemardino
County records Book 58 Page 46). An advertisement for
Copper City, which appeared March 7 in the BullfrogMmer,
encouraged, "lf you have failed ro make good in Tonopah,
Goldfield and Bullfrog, try a brand new district.n The town
boasted a lodging house and an up to date saloon to serve the
district's 250 residents. A general store was soon to open.
Copper City, by the time it was ten days old, boasted a

population of one hundred. It had the distinction of being the
site of the district's only homicide, when Fremont Cole shot
John Ward over a disputed mining claim in April 1907
(Lingenfelter, 1986, p. 331 ).
TheBullfrogMiner of February 15, 1907 reported
conceming Copper City:

Crackerjack

Many colorful desert prospectors descended on Crackerjack,
Shorty Harris, who had discovered gold at Rhyolite (Bullfrog
Miner, October 26, 1906) was n...numbered among the most
confident of the district's locators.n
Ed Bahten, the 'Fumace Creek Kid,n not yet out of his
teens, located some claims on Table Mountain, and in May
1907 leased them (Searchlight Bulletin May i0, 1907).

..the new district is increasing rapidly, and wagons,
automobiles and stages arrive daily, crowded with
investors and others who are desirous of trying their hand

Bahten, who had found a job with Arthur Kunze at
Greenwater, along the way located some claims which he sold
for $10,000 in a bar one night (John Bahten, personal
communication; Glasscock, 1940, p. 230; Weight, 1969, p. 19
top photo, far right). F. M. 'Shadyn Myrick, was another
claimant whose activities here found their way into the news
of Crackerjack. His claims were located less than a half mile
northeast of Copper City, on the southwest side of View
Mountain. Later, the fifty-six year old Myrick discovered agate
with bright red mercury inclusions just out of Fort Irwin to the
west. The stone was dubbed myrickite after its discoverer, and
was investigated by U. S. Geological Survey geologist, D. B.

in the nnew country.n

Avawatz City
Avawatz City was founded May 1907 after eight armed men
forced a Chinese mine cook out of Crackerjack, citing the
mining district's rules which barred Chinese. Forty-two year
old l-ouis F. Flormann, a loud talking man who always wore a
gun, defied the vigilantes declaring that he would get himself
a Chinese cook. Flormann eventually was to become one of
the most important operators in the district.
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The September, 1907 survey of Avawau, San Bemardino County, Califomia.
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Sterrett (1913, p. 650).
The principal mines in the vicinity of Crackerjack,
Avawatz, and Copper City were located on the ridge between
Crackerjack and Avawatz, on the south side of Table which is
Iocated south of Avawatz, and on View Mountain, located
northeast of Avawatz and southeast of Cave Springs.
Dozens of companies were incorporated to work the
hundreds if not thousands of claims which blanketed the
entire area. Although there was mention of high assay values,
and extensive shafts, adits and drifts, there is only one
mention of production or shipments. This was from the
Crackerjack Tomboy, which early on reportedly produced
$5,OOO in gold (Mlnlng Vorld, April11, 1908, p. 612). The
most extensive mining in the vicinity of Crackerjack was
conducted on the ridge between Crackerjack and Avawatz
City at the Tungate, Blue Bucket, Crackerjack Tomboy,
Crackedack and Copper Prince mines. Other mines were
located immediately southeast of Avawatz Pass at the Old
Shady (French Harp ?) mine, and the on the south side of
Table Mountain south of Avawatz camp, at the Manhattan

Sff4'ial
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announcing that a mill was built. The mine was patented

March 21,1910.
Louis Flormann, who was manager of the property after
1909, continued intermittent mining until 1914 (Barstow
Prmter, April 17, 1914). One unpublished Army Corps report
from the late 1930s or early 1940s, indicated ore from the

mine was milled at Bitter Spring.
Several other mines were worked on Bonanza Mountain in
addition to the Crackerjack Bonanza. Flormann worked the
Cameo mine (Bantow Printer February 28, 1913), and the
Moming Star (American Mining Review, April ll, 1908 p.
15; June 13, 1908 p. 15), which was 1,500 feet north of the
Crackerjack Bonanza's Owl claim. This mine had a shaft at
least 90 feet deep. Another mine the Little Bonanza had a 75
foot deep shaft.
In the late 1970s Paul Ottell of the Chelsea Mining
Company leased the Crackerjack Bonanza Mine, and began a
project in late 1980 to heap leach gold from mine dumps.
However, an argument arose and financial backers pulled out
before any gold was recovered.

and Corona mines.
By the Spring of 1908 it was clear that the district's mines
had failed to live up to expectations. In March 1908 the
Crackerjack Neurs moved to Silver Lake and was reestablished
as the Silver Lake Miner. At the same time Greenwater was
being deserted. Tiger Lil left Greenwater ro run her nhotel' at
Silver Lake for a while (Lingenfelter, p. 336).

-.

i

SODA LAKE
The Las Vegas Age, May 14, 1907 reported:
A Los Angeles company has a force of men building
houses and sheds at the old govemment Fort on the
old overland stage road at Soda Lake, getting ready
for manufacture of soda on a big scale.
The Pacific Coast Soda Company, owned by a group of
invesrors from Santa Ana, satisfied with the pilot plant they

Bonanza Mountain
The Crackerjack Bonanza gold mine which was located in
February 1906 bv S.S. \Torley and W. L. Snodderly soon
became rhe show-case producer of the camp of Crackerjack
even though the mine was situated over 25 miles away. This
mine and a few others were located on Bonanza Mountain,
adjacent to Red Pass on the south, and just outside of the fort.
By June 1907 the Crackerjack Bonanza Gold Mining
Company, promoted by R. D. Robinson (Redlands Cinograph,
January 18, 1908), had acquired the mine from the original
locarors, and was mining and sacking high-grade ore that
assayed up to $500 per ton. A well was drilled and small camp
consisting of a boarding house and other buildings were
erected near the mine (American Mmmg Reukw, September
14, 1907). This camp occasionally was referred to as Bonanza
Camp and it too was briefly served by an auto stage.
By November, 1907 the company began leasing out portions
of claims. George Rose, of Silver Lake took up the first lease
on a portion of the Arizona Claim and immediately began
sinking a shaft. At 30 feet he was rewarded by finding an

had constructed in May, began to increase capacity in August.
The operation consisted of a nearly two mile long narrow
gauge track on the lake surface, a mill to crush the brine
laden crust, an ice-plant, tanks, and a drying kiln. The plant
produced sodium sulphate and salt. r0Uhen completed, $30,000
had been expended and another $4O,OOO at a plant at Santa
Ana which received the material from the Soda Lake
operations and produced sodium carbonate, sodium
bicarbonate and caustic soda (Arnerican Mmmg Reoiew, August
8, 1908, p.1; March 27,1909, p. 79; September 24, 1910, p.
Fall 1910 operations ceased, apparently never to

::l#

LATER YEARS

In

1894, Charles S. Van Doren, employed by Chauncey
Depew, president of New York Central Railroad and part
owner of the Bagdad Chase mine south of Ludlow (Myrick,
1963, p. 828), came to the Mojave Desert to prospect. Van
Doren was outfitted with an assay wagon, and two supply
wagons. Beginning his trek in Mojave, he headed through
Randsburg, continuing east through the Leach Lake Valley.
lTalking ahead of the wagons examining float rock at the base
of the canyons he found some interesting rocks at Leach Lake.

eighteen inch wide pay streak (American Minmg Reuiew,
November 9,1907, p. l6).
On the Crackerjack Bonanza, eventually a shaft 250 feet
deep was sunk, which was connected at the bottom with a
400 foot long crosscut. In December 1907 ore was shipped to
Salt Lake and in March 1908 to Victorville (American Minmg
Reuiew, July 24, 1909, p. l9; November 2, 1907; February 15,
1908, p. l5). Judging from the tailings present, a mill was
erected. Many times, in news of the mine, it was stated that a
mill would be constructed, but never was there story

Continuing nonh up a canyon and over a ridge he found a
bold vein of silver-bearing galena.
A short time later Depew decided to drop the exploration
crew, so about 1900 Van Doren went back and located the
best of his discoveries. These included the Manganese Cliff
and rhe Indian Trail also known as the Avawatz Chief, silver
88
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them to substantiate Yake's story (Kenneth Van Doren,

mlne.
A small camp was erected at the Indian Trail mine, and
supplies were sold to local prospectors from one of the two
buildings. Water was hauled ten miles from Denning Spring,
where George Shafter was employed to bail water into storage
tanks. Also at the Denning Spring he utilized a short drift,
and a substantial tent for storage. Several rail cars of silver
bearing galena were hauled to Silver Lake from the mine.
After mining out the pocket ore exposed on the surface, a
shaft was sunk without striking another ore body as rich as the
original. In 1939 Charles' son, Kenneth visited the camp. At
that time all of the buildings except one had been destroyed,
and the corrals, sorting belt and hoist engine had been stolen
(Kenneth Van Doren, personnel communication).

personnel communication).
Establishment of Fort Irwin
Executive Order 8507, signed August 8, 1940 by Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, withdrew Camp Irwin from all forms of
entry, including mineral entry as defined in the Mining Law
of 1872.lt appears, from reconstructing events of the time,
that mining engineers of the General Land Office exmacted
claim information from County records and sent certified
letters to all of the mineral claimants. A total of 1,083
contests were initiated against about 3,000 mining claims.
Most of the letten were retumed to the govemment,
naddressee unknown,n the cases were closed, and the claims
were extinguished. However, hearings were held involving
approximately 20 claimants, and about 150 claims. Each claim
was described in a one-page govemment mineral report.
Elaborate reports that included photograpls, maps and assap
were prepared for each of the hearings, but virtually all the
reports were inadvertently desrroyed by the Federal Records
Center. Only two court transcripts existed in 1982. BLM
records indicate that only eight claims were determined by the
court to have valid mineral discoveries.

It was perhaps during World \7ar I Marsene Rose interested
ngold, silver, lead, vanadium, tungsten and
investors in his
molybdenumn mine at Denning Springs. Rose and young
Kenneth Van Doren, scrounged the desert for pans for a mill.
With the investors money Rose built a modest camp
consisting of a big house for his family, a boarding house and
three or four cabins. He never really mined, he iust ran
enough ore to keep the investors on'board.
The Champion gold mine, situated about four miles west of
the Avawatz Chief mine, was located in 1925. A small
tonnage of high-grade gold ore was milled at Denning Spring
in 193?, later another shipment was sent to the Burton
brothers' mill near Rosamond (U. S. Army Corps documents).

An Historic Index listing the mineral contests is available
on microfilm naperture' cards at the BLM's Barstow, Riverside
and Sacramento offices. The contests listed in the Historic
Indexes are geographically arranged.

A serial register book of

the mineral contests is available at the BLM State Office in
Sacramento. This book, organized by contest, has the date of
each piece of correspondence, and the outcome for each
claim. In addition, several decisions have been pasted into the
book. The locatioru of claims listed in the Historic Indexes
roughly define areas which may be mineralized, and their
names reveal something about the nature of the minerals
being sought. For example, Vanadium No l', Gold Supply,
Tungsto, Bismuth King, Brucite No 2., White Eagle Borax,
Iron Dollar, Cinnabar No. 2, and Niter No. 1 are the names
of some of the claims located within the Fort.

Cave Springs

In

1894 Adrian Egbert first passed through Cave Spring on
his way to work the Amargosa mine. ln1925, he retumed to
Cave Spring and took up perrnanent residence. A short time

later he met Mrs. Ira B. Sweatman. Sweatman, a wealthy
widow, had come to the desert for her health. In time she
gave Egbert power of attomey, and he purchased the millsite
claim located at the spring for her, and corstructed several
buildinp, she apparently lived in Daggett and relied on
Egbert's advice. While here he prospected, and opened a
service station at Cave Spring. Egbert placed water jugs along
the road for emergencies (Ford, 1939). In 1941 the United
States befan proceedings against the mining claims. Egbert
died a shon time later.

Executive Order No 9526 signed February 28, 1945, decreed
that six months after the end of World War Il, jurisdiction
over the Camp would be transferred back the Depanment of
Interior, although the land would not be available for
appropriation. However, some mineral claims were illegally
located at this time, including the claims for iron in the
Tiefort Mountains that were described by Tucker (1946, p.
319). On November 16, 195+, Fort Irwin was transferred to

Arrastra Spring
During prohibition in 1925 or 1926, Nick Gegg, a immense
German fellow, lived in a cabin at Arrastra Spring while
prospecting and making moon-shine. Gegg shared his cabin
with Claude Yake, who was raised in Pahrump Valley. The
two got in a serious argument. Yake grabbed a shot-gun and
blew off Gegg's right hand. With his left, Gegg reached under
his pillow and pulled out a pistol but was unable to release the
safety. Then Yake knocked the pistol out ofhis hand and
picked it up. Yake told authorities that Gegg came at him and
as he fled backing down the hill, he shot and killed Gegg. But
a witness who came along after the shooting thought that
from where the cartridges were it looked like Yake punued

the United States Army. At this time, geologists and
appraisen with the Army Corps of Engineers attempted to
establish a fair market value of rental of the remaining valid
claims. Rental payments were based in'part on the apparent
mineral content of the claims. There are no records of the
disposition of the mineral claims filed during the years 1946 to
1954. Interviews with geologists who worked with the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers and the newly formed U.S. Bureau
of Land Management (1948), indicate that the govemment
went through a hearing procedure similar to the withdrawal of

nDaddyn Rose, who
Gegg and shot him. Reponedly George
soon arrived on the scene collected the cartridges and moved

1940.

ln the early
89

1980s the Army was still paying rent to the
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A Hypsodont Gopher (Rodentia,

Geomyidae) from the Clarendonian
(Miocene) of California
WILLIAM W. KORTH, Roclvster Insatute of Vertehate Paleontology, 928Wlalen Rd, Pmfield l:lY 14526
ROBERT E. REYNOLDS, Diuisicrn of Eorth Sciences, San Bemardino Cowttl Museutn, Redlands CA 92374
ABSTRACT

A new genus of geomyid, Phelasaccunys, is described. Two species from the Clarendonian and Barstovian of the Great Plains,
Lignirnus tnbfurdi Storer and ParapliowccanJs annae Korth are referred to this genus along with a new species from the
Clarendonian Avawarz fauna of Califomia, Plvlasaccunls slwtwelli. These species are part of a middle Tertiary radiation of
geomyids separate from the Geomyinae, and may well represent a distinct subfamily of Geomyidae.
INTRODUCTION

slwtwelli new species.

Storer (1973) named Lignimus hibfurdi from the
Clarendonian of Kansas, referring it to the otherwise
Barstovian genus. Korth (1979) pointed out that hibfurdi ar.d
some additional specimens from the Barstovian of Nebraska
differed from the type species, Lignimus monris (Storer 1970)
from Saskatchewan, in several characten of the cheek teeth
(hypsodonty, dentine tracts, morphology of P4). Later, Korth
(1987) transferred L. hibfurdi to the Hemphillian genus
Parapliovccunls Shotwell (1967) along with a new species, P.
wwe, based on the Nebraska specimens he had described
earlier (Korth, 1979).
However, Akersten (1988) noted that the morphology of
p4, the mandible, and the crown-height of the cheek teeth of
the Great Plains species (annae and lnbkrdi) differed from that
of all other geomyines. This led him to suggest that these
species belonged to a different genus than Parapliosaccornls and
probably represented a different subfamily as well.
Thirteen isolated cheek teeth have been collected from the
Avawatz fauna of San Bemardino County, Califomia, and are
referable to the same genus as the Great Plains species. These
additional specimens allow for the recognition of a new genus
and species of geomyid.
Dental terminology used below fotlows that of Rensberger
(1971,1973). Maxillary (upper) teeth are designated by
capital letters; lower case lerters designate mandibular (lower)
teeth.

Diagnosis

-

ends anteriorly

Small geomyids; masseteric scar on mandible
in a small ridge anterior to p4 (as in

Abbreviations for institutions: LACM(CIT), Califomia
Institute of Technology collection, Natural History Museum of
[,os Angeles Count$ SBCM, San Bemardino County

heteromyids) and both dorsal and ventral ridges of the
masseteric fossa are present; lower incisor wide and flanened
anteriorly; ascending ramus arises lateral to m3; cheek teeth
hypsodont and rootless with well defined dentine tracts; p4
with central trigonid basin; protoloph and metaloph of P4
unite lingually.
Etymology
Greek, pfulos, deceitful; salkos, sack (pouch);
and m1s, mouse.
Akersten (1973.24) described the metalophid
Discussion
n.
of p4 of Parapliosaccunfs and all geomyines as having . .
part
posteromedial
. . .'
three cuspate ridges radiating from the
genus,
metalophid
the
In the species referred here to the new
of p4 is characterized by a shallow central enamel basin with
marginal cusps (Figure 1). In addition to the morphology of
p4, the P4 of Parapliosaccom)s also differs from those species
referred here to Pfuhsaccanys. In the former, the metaloph of
P4 unites with the protoloph near its center, or even its
buccal end, making a Z-shaped occlusal pattem with a distinct
lingual emargination between the metaloph and protoloph. In
Phelosaccunys, the protoloph and metaloph unite buccaly and
then lingually, giving the occlusal pattem a U'shape (Fig.
1A). With wear, the emargination between the metaloph and
protoloph is never apparent. The mandible of P. annae (Korth,
1979 fig.l2; Konh, 1987: fig. 2.2) diffen from that of
Tertiary geomyines in having the ascending ramus arise farther
posterior (level of m3 instead of m1) and lacking the deeply
convex downward ventral margin and reduction of the angular

Museum.

process.

All

Parapliosarcornys from mid-Tertiary Barstovian deposits
discussed by Lindsay (1972) have rootless upper dentition and
rooted lower dentition. The Paraplioweconys oregoninsis from

SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY
Order Rodentia Bowdich, 1821
Family Geomyidae Bonaparte, 1845
Genus Plrelosaccornys new

the Hemphillian McKay Reservoir fauna (Shotwell, 1967)
appears to be a mixture of rooted upper premolars and M3s
and unrooted M1s and MZs with rooted m3s. The Avawatz
Plelosaccanls are all rootless.
It is possible that two additional species may be referred to
Plvbsarcunls. Lindsay (1972) figured and described several

P. annae (Korth, 1987).
Type species
Range __ $661svixn and Clarendonian of the central Great
Plains and southem Califomia.
P. hibfurdi (Storer, 1973) and P.
Referred species

-
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isolated cheek teeth from the Barstow Formation of
x Pmapliosaccom)s sp. These teeth closely
resemble those of Plwbsaccunys in crown height and
enamel failure. The known p4 has a small enamel
islet retained in the metalophid while the tooth is
slightly wom (Lindsay,l97Z: fig. 36c). Voorhies
(1990a) also referred a mandible and several isolated
cheek teeth to ?Pmapliosaccon)s n. sp. The teeth
only differ from those of P. annae in being lower
crowned (also see Konh, 1987). Both of these species
may be referrable to Plvlasaccunys.

Califomia

^
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Phelosaccanys slwtweili, new species

(Fig. 1, Table 1)
Type specimen
SBCM L2165-57,1.A4.
Horizon and locality
SBCM 1.70.5,

ffi$

Clarendonian Avawatz Formation,
San Bemardino
County, Califomia.
Referred specimens

LACM(CIT) 2509,

- right p4-m1; SBCM
fragmentary mandible with
LZl65-39 right P4; -41 left p4; -88 left P4; -40, -42,
-43, -54, -55, -56, -58, -59, -60, -69, -90, -91, -92, 83, -84, -85, -86, -87, -89, -90, -91, -92, all isolated
molars; SBCM L2.165-93, four isolated lower incison.
Smaller than P. hibhrdi and P.
Diagnosis
annae; cheek teeth higher crowned than other
species; protocone of P4 more anteroposteriorly
compresses; p4 wider than long with shallower and
smaller trigonid enamel pit (p4 longer than wide in

''ffi

other species).
Etymology
Patronym for J. A. Shotwell, for his
work on later -Tertiary geomyoids.
All cheek teeth are rootless, gently
Descripton
curved, and have occlusal patterrs that are lost in
early stages of wear. The dentine tracts on the lateral
sides of the teeth extend over 80 percent of the
height of the teeth (when unwom(. After only
moderate wear the dentine tracts reach the occlusal
Figure l. Cheek teeth o( Phelosrccunys shotutelli from the Clarendonian Avarvau fauna. A,
SBCM L2165-41, LP4 occlusal (above) and lingual views. B, SBCM L2.165-58, RMI or
surface leaving the enamel intemrpted lingually and
M2, occlusl and bucel views. C, SBCM LZl65-56, RMI (wom), occlusal and buccal
bucally on all cheek teeth.
views. D, SBCM L2165-43, LM3, occlusal and buccal views. E, SBCM LZ165-57
The holot1pe, SBCM L?.165057 (Fig. lE) is an
(holotype), Lp4, occlusal view. F, SBCM LZl65-42, Rm1 or m2, occlusal and lingual views.
unwom, unerupted LP4 with an incompletely
Anterior to left on all figures. Bars scale = I mm.
developed lower crown. The metalophid is narrower
than the talonid. The metalophid corsists of two
the enamel outline of the tooth remains.
major cusps, metaconid and protostylid that are subequal in
Only one lower molar, SBCM LZL65-42, shows occlusal
size. A small anterostylid is fused to the anterobuccal comer of
morphology.
The cusps on ml or m2 are arranged in two
the metaconid. The minute accessory anterostylids are
protostylid
transverse
rows
as in all geomyoids. The protoconid and
and
but
not
between the metaconid
continuous
hypoconid are the largest of the cusps. The lingual cusps
with either cusp" These accessory cuspules form a minute V(entoconid, metaconid) are only sllghtly larger than the
shaped ridge along the anterior margin of the tooth. A
buccal stylids. The protosrylid is slightly posterior to the rest
shallow trigonid basin is present between the major cusps of
of the metalophid, causing a posterior bend in the buccal end
the metalophid that is closed posteriorly by an oblique
The
of the loph. The cusps of the hypolophid form a directly
the
metaconid
and
hypoconid.
between
connection
transverse loph. The central transverse valley is very shallow
hypolophid consists of two anteroposteriorly compressed cusps
(entoconid, hypoconid). The only indication of a hypostylid is
and has begun to disappear. The lophs are beginning to unite
at their buccal ends (between the stylids) and at the center of
slope
the
hypoconid.
The
of
a slight swelling on the buccal
(1939:
p.
the
tooth (between the protoconid and hypoconid). On all
1,
fig.
p4
described
by
l0)
is one
Wilson
only other
known specimens of ml or m2, the occlusal pattem has
pattem
and
other
has
been
eliminated
only
in which the occlusal

9Z
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Storer (1973) suggested that r07ilson's (1939) Avawatz
specimen was referable to Lignimus, a genus he recognized
from the Barstovian and Clarendonian of the Great Plains.
Later, Korth (1979) rejected this synonymy, noting the
difference in the morphology of the cheek teeth of the
Avawatz specimen from those of Ugnintru.
Phebsaccunys shoturelli cannot be referred to Dipodornys or
dipodomyine as was originally done by Wilson (1939). The

been obliterated leaving only an oval occlusal ourline of the
tooth which is intemrpted buccally and lingually by the

dentine tracts,
Three P4s are present in the fauna, one of which (SBCM
L?,165-88) is an unerupted tooth that preserves the unwom occlusal morphology. On this specimen the three cusps of the
metaloph (metacone, hypocone, hypostyle) are weakly
distinguishable. The lingual end of the metaloph curves
anteriorly to join the lingual end of the protoloph. There
is a narrow, shallow valley separating the lingual end of
the protocone from the adjoining metaloph. The
protocone is buccolingually elontate and anteroposteriorly
Table l: Measurement of the cheek teeth of Phelosrc,cunys shotwelli.
Abbreviations: a-p, anteroposterior length; tr, transverse width. Measurements
protocone
The
transversely.
directly
oriented
compressed,
in mm.
consists of a series of three minute cusps. Although only
slightly wom, the upper premolars (Fig' 1A) show no
tr (metalophid) tr (hypoloahid)
*D
SBCM t
Tooth
distinguishable cusps on the lophs. The metaloph is
gently concave (anteriorly) and loins the protoloph
p4
Lll65-57 1.66 1.32.
lingually. The cenral valley that separates the protoloph
tr
a-p
from the metaloph is shallow and will disappear with
minor wear.
1.96
ml or mZ L?.165-42 l.l8
Upper molars (Ml or M2) with little or no wear have
L2165-55 1.14 r;19
an occlusal pattem of two transverse rows of cusps. The
cusps are reduced to small swellings along the lopls. A
L2t65-81 1.04 1.50
narow anterior cingulum originates at the paracone and
LZt65-82 1.00 l 50
extends the entire width of the tooth, terminating
lingually at the protostyle. Again, as in lower cheek
1.38
L2165-85 0.83
reeth, the central transverse valley of the upper molars is
1.49
shallow and disappears in early stages of wear, leaving
L7.165-86 0.88
only an oval enamel outline intem-rpted by the dentine
1.51
L2155-89 0.99
tracts on the occlusal surface.
pattem
SBCM L2165.43 is an M3 with som eocclusal
1.40
LZt65-90 l.l0
remaining. It diffen from the anterior molars by being
1.36
ml
LZl65-68 0.95
lower crowned but with a greater amount of curvature to
from
the
the crown. The cusps have been wom away
tr (protoloph) tr (metaloPh)
a.p
occlusal surface. The protoloph is oriented directly
l.7z
l.l9
L2165.39 t.lz
P4
transvenely and the metaloph is gently convex anteriorly.
The two lopls have begun to unite at both their lingual
r.77
LZl65-41 l 18 0.96
and buccal ends, leaving a shallow central valley that
would disappear in an early stage of wear'
Four isolated lower incisor fragments, SBCM LZl65'93,
are rentatively assigned to P. shoruelli. These teeth have
flattened anterior enamel surfaces that are broader than is
typical for heteromyids but they are not as broadened
anteriorly as those of P. annae (Korth, 1979, 1987).
r0Tilson (1939) fint described a single
Discussion
specimen from the Clarendonian Avawatz fauna as
'Dipodomyine (l) n. gen. and sp.n This specimen,
LACM(CIT) 2509, corsisted on p4 and m1 in a
fragment of a mandible. An isolated incisor was also
assigned to this specimen. Although Wilson assigned the
specimen to the Heteromyidae, he recognized that it was
much more advanced in dental characters (hypsodonty
and development of dentine tracts) than any other
heteromyid from the same age in the Tertiary. He thus
suggested that it may represent a geomyid, the latter
family being more dentally advanced earlier in the
Tertiary than the heteromyids (Arikareean

L2165-88 1.01
a-p

Ml

or

M3

M2 L?.165-56 1.73
LZt65-58 0.99
LZl65-60 I .08
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tr
2.00
1.49
r.7

I

LZl65-83 l.l2
LZr65-84 t.Z6

l.7l

L1l65-8'l 0.98
L?.165-91 1.27

r.44

L?t65-92 l.Z3
LZr65-43 l.l9
LZl65-80 1.20

Entoptychinae).

0.89

l.8l

1.84
1.99
1.48

l36

1.79

a
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union of the protoloph and metaloph of both P4 and M3 is
initially buccal in Difiomys (Wood, 1935) but is lingual in
P. slwtwelli. The protocone of P4 in unwom specimers of
Difiamys is circular in occlusal ourline but in P. slwtwel)i it
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hlpsodonty of Entoptycluu is clearly documented within the
Arikareean (Rensberger, 1971) and the morphology of the
cheek teeth of Entoptychus differs greatly from that of species
of Plwlasaccanls and other geomyids (transverse valley of
cheek teeth deep, persisring throughout life of individuals,
wearing to ovate O-pattem; also see cranial differences cited
by \Tahlert and Souza, 1988).
Ultimately, with the recovery of additional, more complete
material of species referred here to Phcbsarcany.s, a new
subfamily of the Geomyidae may be recognized, as suggested
by Akersten (1988).
Hershaw (1939) originally described fossil mammals from
LACM (CIT) 267 in the Avawatz Formation, and R.W.
\0Uilson (1939) described the rodents and lagomorpfu from
nthe assemblage.'
To complicate marters, a locality record for
LACM (CIT) 264 exists, referencing Fig. 2 and Pl. I of
Hershaw (1939). The plate and figure show only locality CIT
267.The SBCM localiry sysrem assigns SBCM 1.70.1 to the

is

strongly anteroposteriorly compressed and buccolingually
elongate. In addition, the p4 of dipodomyines has a
characteristic central union of the meralophid and hypolophid
(\U7ood, 1935) whereas there is a central enamel pit in the

trigonid of P. slwruelJi.
The earliest definire dipodomyine is Edifiomys from the
Clarendonian of Nebraska (Voorhies, 1975) which has much
lower crowned, rooted cheek teeth. Hypsodont species of
Di@arnys do not appear in the fossil record until much later
(Blancan). Besides the morphological differences between P.
slotwelli and dipodomyines, the occurrence of P. shoruelli is
not consistent with the fossil history of the Dipodomyinae.
The isolated incisor assumed by Wilson (1939) to belong to
LACM(CIT) 2509 is very heteromyid-like in being slender
and small. However, the association with the mandible is not
certain and this tooth could well belong to the better
represented heteromyid in the Avawatz fauna, Cupidinlrnus

original CIT 267 locality. Phebsaccanys specimens were
collected from LACM (CIT) locality 267 (=SBCM 1.70.1)
(CIT Quarrv), SBCM 1.70.2 (CIT East), SBCM 1.70.3
(Avawatz A), SBCM 1.70.4 (Avawatz B), and SBCM 1.70.5
(Avawatz C), Clarendonian Avawatz Formation, San

avawatzensis (Bamosky, I 986a).

Plvbsaccunys slwtwelli clearly belongs ro rhe same genus as
P. annae and P. hifurdi from the Great Plairs (Storer, 1973;
Korth, 1987). All of these species have the characreristic
trigonid basin on p4, an anreroposteriorly compressed
protocone on P4, and hypsodont cheek teeth with dentine
tracts on the sides. P. slwtwelli differs from these other species
in: 1) being smaller in size (occlusal dimensiors of cheek
teeth); 2) having higher crowned cheek teeth; 3) having the
protocone of P4 more compressed and buccolingually elongate;
and 4) having a more compressed trigonid with a smaller
enamel basin that disappean earlier in weat on rhe p4.

Bemardino County, Califomia.
The geographic occurrence of Plwlosaccomls is quite
interesting. In the Barstovian, species of Pllelosorcun)s occur
in southem California and the central Great Plains but are
lacking in the Rocky Mountain region (Bamosky, 1986b),
northem Great Plains (Storer, 1975), and norrhwestem
United States (Shotwell, 1967). The first geomyine,
Mojauemys, is contemporaneous with the first occurrence of
Pltebsaccunys in southem Califomia and even occurs slightly
lower strarigraphically (Lindsay, 1972: fig.37). In the

Clarendonian Plwlawccunys persists in the central Grear
Plains (Storer, 1973) bur in southem Califomia species of
geomyines and those o{ Plwlasacconls become mutually

DISCUSSION
Pfulowccurys is a part of a lineage of geomyids that are
separate from the direct line of geornyines. It ranges from the

exclusive. P. slwtwelli and rhe problematic geomyid
Pliosaccunys wikoni (James, 1963) are both known from
southem Califomia, but are not associated with one another.

medial Barstovian to the Clarendonian in the central Great
Plains and sourhem Califomia. In this lineage, hypsodonty of
the cheek teeth is rapidly attained and is grearer than thar of
contemporaneous geomyines. The earliest, geomyine,
Mojauemys, from the Barstovian (Lindsay, 1972) has mesodont
cheek teeth with only the beginnings of enamel failure
(Bamosky, 1986b). The earliest specie-s of the Plwlosaccanys
lineage from the medial Barstovian of Nebraska (Korth, 1987;
Voorhies, 1990a) already has well pronounced enamel failure
on the cheek teeth. The earliest geomyine with cheek reeth as
high crowned as the late Barstovian P. annae is the
Hemphillian Parapliosaccunls. The extinction of the
Phebsaccunys lineage in the Great Plains at the end of rhe
Clarendonian may have been caused by the introduction of
true geomyines into this area in the early Hemphillian
(Voorhies, 1990b).
Clearly, the attainment of hypsodonty in the Phelosacconuls
lineage of geomyids is convergent with the hypsodonty
attained later in geomyines and that attained earlier in
Arikareean entoptychines. Phebsaccunys is not a relict of the
earlier entoptychine radiation because the increase in

As mentioned above, extincrion of Phelasarcomys in the Great
Plains may have been due ro the introduction of true
geomyines at the end of the Clarendonian. This may also
explain the mutually exclusive occurrence of Phelosacconys
and true geomyines in southem Califomia as well. If the true
geomyines were out compering Phelasaccunys, then species of
this latter genus could only survive in an area where there
were no true geomyines, such as in the Avawatz fauna. The
dominance of the rodent fauna by brachydonr and mesodont
heteromyids has previously been noted (Wilson, 1939;

\Thistler and Reynolds, 1991).
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Neotectonics of the Easternmost
Garlock fault in the Avawatz
Mountains
SALLY F. McGILL, De$unent of Qeolagical Sciences, Califomia Smte Universitl, San Bemardino

ABSTRACT
The eastem end of the Garlock fault is tectonically complex. Offset geomorphic features suggest left.lateral slip of 3 m or less in
the most recent eanhquake on this part of the Garlock fault. Radiocarbon dating of organic matter trapped beneath rock vamish
suggests that 3 m of left-lateral slip have occurred in the past 1400-1800 years. A terrace riser about 0.5 km east of Cave Spring
Wash appears to be offset 5-15 meters left-laterally. Preliminary cation-ratio ages on the fan surface into which this riser incised
are 10-12 ka, suggesting a left-lateral slip rate of 0.4-1.5 *-/yr'. This slip rate should be considered preliminary, however, unril
the offset and age of the terrace riser can be documented more reliably.

INTRODUCTION

Range Province, the Sierra Nevada and the Tehachapi
Mountains on the north from the Mojave block on the south.
The left-lateral, nonheast- to east-striking Garlock fault is
transverse to the dominant pattem of northwest-striking,
right-lateral faults in Califomia, and its tectonic role is still

This article is primarily a field guide summarizing previous
work by others and myself on the Garlock fault in the
northeastem Avawatz Mountains. I also report very
preliminary results of my work in progress in this area.
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The Garlock fault is a major left-lateral fault that intersects
the San Andreas fault near Tejon Pass and exrends 250 km
noftheastward and eastward to the Avawatz Mountains, south
of Death Valley (Figure 1). The fault separates the Basin and

slip on the Garlock fault accommodating extersion in the"n.
Basin and Range province relative to the Mojave block, which
is not currently extending (Hamilton and Myers, 1966; Troxel
and others, 1972; Davis and Burchfiel, 1973). The location of
the Garlock fault at the southem margin of the westem Basin
and Range province is
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km

consistent with this
hypothesis, as is the
apparent eastward
termination of the
Garlock fault at the
eastem hmit of

significant Quatemary
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extension in the
westem Basin and
Range province.
However, the
northeast- to eaststriking Garlock fault
is not parallel to the
northwestward
extension direction in
the Basin and Range
province, as one would
expect a transform
fault to be (Stewart,
1983; Burchfiel and
others, 1987; Jones,
1987; Mirster and
Jordan, 1987;
Wemicke and others,

Figure l: Reference map showing geological and geographical features discussed in
Jennings (1975).
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extension of the Garlock fault.
The Leach Lake strand ofthe
Garlock fault terminates by

tuming southeastward into

:
:
-

;

across the eastward projection
of the Leach Lake strand

:

(Brady, 1986, p. 141). The

Mule Spring Branch of the
Garlock fault zone continues
fanher east, but then tums
southward into a reverse fault
along the eastem flank of the
Avawatz Mountains (Brady,
1986). Abrupt termination of
slip would in fact be expected
if the Garlock fault is a
traruform fault, but it remains
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southwest-dipping shear zone of
breccia and gouge 250 m wide
with east-vergent reverse slip
(figure 2 and Brady, 1986, p.
141). An eastward
continuation of the Leach Lake
strand is precluded by the lack
of offset of a pendant of
Paleozoic marble that lies

Figure 2: Fault map of the northeastem Avawatz Mountains, from Brady (1986), showing locarion of the Cave Spring
Wash slip-rate site. The Mule Spring and Leach Lake fauls are strands of the Garlock fault. Both of these faults, as
well as some strands of the Southem Death Valley fault have Quatemary displacement.

The relationship of the Garlock fault to the Eastem
to be seen whether the total extension across Death Valley,
Califomia Shear Zone is also puzzling. Right slip of several
Panamint Valley and Searles Valley is sufficient to explain the
millimeters per year is occurring on faults both north and
60 km of left slip on the Garlock fault.
south of the Garlock fault, without discretely offsetring the
Northeastward thrusting of the Avawatz Mountains may
Garlock fault (Sauber and others, 1986; Butler and others,
also help to accommodate the termination of slip on the
1988; Dokka and Travis, 1990; Zhang and others, 1990). The
Garlock fault, but the amount and timing of this thrusting
eastem half of the Garlock fault may, however, have been
have yet to be documented. The Avawatz Mountains rise to a
dextrally rotated by distributed right-lateral shear (Carter and
height of just over 6000 feet with a steep eastem front
others, 1987; Jones, 1987; Dokka and Travis, 1990).
dropping down to Silurian Valley at an elevation of less than
The apparent eastward termination of the Garlock fault in
1000 feet. Quatemary thrust fault scarps have been mapped
the Avawatz Mountairs is difficult to reconcile with the large
along the northeastem comer of the Avawatz Mountains
(Troxel and Butler, 1979; Brady, 1986; Brady and Troxel,
bedrock offsets across the eastem Garlock fault. The
Independence dike swarm is offset approximately
60 km across the Garlock fault, from the
TABLE 1. Geomorphic Offsets in the Eastern Avawatz Mountains
Spangler Hills on the north side of the fault to
the Granite Mountains on the south side of the
fault (Smith, 1962). The portion of the dike
(krn)
Offset (m) Slip (m)
offset feature
swarm in the Granite mountains is only 15-20
km from the eastem end of the Garlock fault,
E3-ss(2)
141.46
fatu 1.7 to7.2
west wail of charurel
E3-s5(3)
t41.69
poor 1.5 I to;!1.0
hillside
S?
thus requiring slip on the Garlock fault to drop
good Z.+ =
E3-67(2)
145.48
0.20 N
east edge of gully
from 60 km to 0 km within 15-20 km if the
good :.1 t i'fi
E3-67(s)
146.07
gully
fault does indeed terminate in the Avawatz
E3-6e(6)
146.46
fair 6.0 t j!
west wall of channel

Mountains as is suggested by geologic mapping
(Brady, 1986). Because of this, several
investigators have proposed that the Garlock
fault extends farther east than the Avawatz
Mountains (Davis and Burchfiel, 1973; Plescia
and Henyey, l98Z).
If there is an eastem extension of the Garlock
fault it has apparently not been active during
the Quatemary (Brady and others, 1989), and
Brady (1986) also argues against an older, buried

E3-6e(7)
E3-6e(1)

1,46.52

E3-71(5)

t46.84
t47.57
r47.58
t47.63
t47.64

E3-"11(6)

147.66

E3-71(3b)
E3-71(7)

t47.73
t47.93

E3-71.(4)

E3-71(1)

E3-7t(2)

fan

good
good

3.2 min.

2.8
2.0
2.7

t
t

0.8
1.0

exc
x 0.6
poor 1.8 + 1.0
poor 3.0 + 1.0
fair 2.8 x'z,2
good +.0 t j:[
fair 3.0 + 2.0

Distances measured eastward along fauit from
north and south sides of the fault, respectively.
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0.13 S
0.20 s

N?

west wall of channel
ridge
east edge of debris flow
east-facing terrace riser
east-facing terrace riser
east wall of channel
west wal1 of channel
east edge of alluvial fan
east wall of channel

Cantil. N, S indicate relative upiift of the
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apparently abrupt termination in the
displacement of the most recent faulting
event on the eastem Garlock fault.
Although there are many strands of the
Garlock faulr zone within the Avawatz
Mountairu (Brady, 1986), only one (the
Leach Lake strand) has significant
Holocene displacement (Clark, 1973).
McGill and Sieh (1991) measured the leftlateral offset of 64 geomorphic features
across the Leach Lake strand of the
Garlock fault in the Avawatz Mountairu.
Thirteen of these offset features are easily
accessible on this field
Figures 3 and 4).

Distance along strike (km)

trip (Table

I

and

The smallest lateral offsets in the eastem
Avawatz Mountains cluster around 3
meters, suggesting that 3 m was the amount
of displacement in the most recent large
earthquake on this part of the Garlock
fault. A few offsets of about 5 meters may represent the
cumulative slip in the past two earthquakes combined (McGill
and Sieh, 1991). One puzzling aspect of the geomorphic offsets
in the eastem Avawatz Mountains is that even a few hundred
meters from the eastemmost evidence of Holocene faulting
and only 1 km from the eastem end of the mapped trace of
the Leach Lake strand of the Garlock fault (Brady, 1986), the
smallest left-lateral offsets are still about 3 meters. If these
offsets represent the slip in the most recent earthquake, this

Figure 3: LeftJateral displacement of 13 geomorphic fatures across the Leach Lake strand of the
Garlock fault in the easrem Avawarz Mounains. Displacements are also listed in Table l. Distance is
measured along the fault, eastwand from Cantil.

1981; Stroud and McGill, 1994). Brady (1986) also reports
Quatemary thrust faulting near Old Mormon Spring, on the
eastem flank of the Avawatz Mountains, and older reverse
faults are present as well (Spencer, 1990).

HOLOCENE ACTIVITY ON THE
GARLOCK FAULT
The apparently abrupt eastward termination of total
displacement on the Gailock fault is mimicked by an

-:-rt
{-u
liinv

' /'--:'!

t,.
-J1

5\

Figure 4: Locations of 15 offset geomorphic features along the Leach Lake strand of the Carlock fault in the eastem Avawatz Mountains. Offsets are listed in
I and plotred in Figure 2. The slip rate site discussed in text is also shown. Base map is the Avawatz Pas 7.5'quadrangle. Holocene fault breaks modified

Table

fromCla*(1973)onthebasisoffieldmappingand

analysisof l:5000scale,coloraerialphotographsprovidedbyM.M.Cla*.
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the 2.7-m left-lateral offset of feature
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Sa

E3-i1(l). The organic matter came
from cobbles on the Qt6 terrace, which
is incised by a riser that has been offset
2.7 x 0.6 m left-laterally (Figure 5).
The radiocarbon dates from two
different cobbles on this surface are
1656 t 88 (PI-\07-1) and 1583 t 90

'.....,1

"::j'Q,a:
,;:": Firt:;;:'

(PLt07-2) radiocarbon years B.P. Because
these ages represent minimum surface
exposure ages (Dom and others, 1989),
the older sample best constrains the age
of the Qt6 surface. The

05
meters

contour interval 20 cm

contact, or edge of terrace,
Qal modern wash
alluvial
terraces
dashed where approximate
unfaulted
Qt2,Qt3
flow
fault,
debris
doned where concealed
unfaulted
Qf4
wash
modern
alluvial
terraces
unfaulted
Qt4,Q6
-----) edge of terrace
projected to fault
Qf6 offset debris flow
left-lateral offset
Qt6 faulted alluvial terace

dendrochronologically corrected age of
this sample (PL\U-l) is A.D. 150-590
(1400-1800 years ago). The 2.7-m offset
occurred after the riser incised the Qt6
surface causing it to be abandoned.
Thus, the most recent rupture of the
eastemmost Garlock fault probably
occurred no more than 1,100-1800 yean
ago. The latest rupture on the
eastemmost Garlock fault could be up
to a millennium older than the most
recent rupture of the central Garlock
faulr, which is constrained to be less
than about 500 years old (McGill,

ree}).
The Holocene slip rate of the central

Garlock fault is 5-8 mm/tt-yr at Koehn
Lake (Clark and Lajoie, 1974), and is 511 mm/taC-yr at the former shoreline of
Searles
Lake (McGill and Sieh, 1993).
Figure 5: Detailed topographic map of two offset geomorphic features in the astem Avawau Mountains. A
(E3-71(4)
If
these
Holocene slip rates are
(Qf6)
debris flow
is offset 2.0 t 1.0 m
in Table I and Figure 2), and the terrace riser between
.Qr4 and Qt6 is offset 2.7 x 0.6 m (83-71(l) in Table I and Figure 2). PLW-I and PLV-2 show the
representative of the long-term slip rate
locations of samples from which organic mtter beneath rock vamish was radiocarbon dated.
of the Garlock fault, then the 60 km
total displacement across the Garlock
fault could have been accomplished in 5 to 12 million years.
suggests a more abrupt termination of slip than has been
Reliable estimates of the slip rate for the eastem Garlock
observed in any historical strike-slip earthquake. On the other
fault are not yet available. A site in the Avawatz Mountains,
hand, it is possible that these 3-meter offsets represent more
near the intersection of Cave Spring Wash with the Garlock
rhan one past earthquake and that no geomorphic features
fault, offers an excetlent opponunity for measurement of the
that record the most recent eafthquake alone are preserved.
slip rate of the eastemmost Carlock fault (Figure 4). At this
This would not require such an abrupt eastward termination of
site, several alluvial fan surfaces of different ages are offset by
slip in the most recent earthquake.
the fault. Of particular interest is a terrace riser that has been
Work in progress at this site shows t.hat a Z.7-meter offset at
the eastem end ofthe fault (feature E3-71(1) in figures 3 and
cut into the eastem side of a northward-draining alluvial fan
(a
greater
vamish
development
few
7o
deposit north of the fault. Aerial photograph analpis had
has
slightly
4)
suggested that the nearest possible channel south of the fault
coverage) than the youngest faulted alluvium a few km fanher
that could have been associated with the creation of this
west (very little or no vamish). If this difference in rock
vamish proves to be statistically significant, it could indicate
terrace riser was left-laterally separated by about 35 m from
that the 3-meter offsets near the end of the fault do represent
the terrace riser, and that a more likely source channel was
separated by about 60 meters (Mccill, 1994). More recent
more rhan one earthquake and that the slip in the most
recent earthquake at that location was less. On the other
field mapping, however, suggests that neither of these
tentative correlations is correct. A terrace riser has been found
hand, it could merely indicate that the recurrence interval in
south of the fault that probably correlates with the riser north
this area is long enough for significant vamish development
within one earthquake cycle.
of the fault, and which is offset only 5-15 meters left-laterally
and 2.5 to 3 meters south-side up. Further field mapping at
Radiocarbon dates on organic matter trapped beneath rock
this site is necessary to this tentative correlation. Another
vamish and extracted by Ronald I. Dom constrain the age of
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United States, Reu. Qeophys. 4,509.549,1966.
Jennings, C. W., Fault map of Califomia, Calif. Div. of Mines and
Geol., Calrf. DataMap Series L
Jones, C. H., ls extension in Death Valley accommodated by
thinning of the mantle lithosphere beneath the Sierra Nevada,
Califomia?, Tectnnics, 6, 449-473, 1987.
Sara. H. F., Paleoseismology and neotectonics of the central
and eastem Garlock fault, Ph.D. disserwion, Califomialnstiwte of

McGill,

Technology, 1992.

McGill, S. F., Holocene slip rate of the eastemmost Garlock fault,
Avawatz Mountains, Califomia,
offsets on the central and
eastem Garlock fault associated with prehistoric earthquakes,
Joumal of Qeophysical Research, v. 96, pp. 2L,597'2L,621, 1991.
McGill, S. F., and K. E. Sieh, Holocene slip-rate of the central
Garlock fault in southeastem Searles Valley, Califomia, Joumal of
Qeophysical Resemch, v.98, pp. 14,?.17-L4,231, 1993.
Minster, J. 8., and T. H. Jordan, Vector constraints on westem U.S.
deformation from space geodesy, neotectonics, and plate motions,
J. Qeophys. Res., 92, 4798-4804, 1987.
Plescia, J. B., and T. L. Henyey, Geophysical character of the
proposed eastem extension of the Garlock fault and adjacent
areas, eastem Califomia, Qeology, 10,209'214, L982.
Sauber, J., W. Thatcher, and S. Solomon, Geodetic measurement of
deformation in t}re Central Mojave Desert, Califomia, .f. Qeophys.
Res., 9l , 12,683-L2,693, 1986.
Smith, G. I., Large lateral displacement on Garlock fault, Califomia,
as measured ftom offset dike swarm, Bull. Am. Assoc, Petrol. Qeol.,

McGill, S. F., and K. E. Sieh, Surficial

to left-slip on the Garlock fault by way of the Owl

Lake fault (figure

94 -

Dokka, R. K., and C. J. Travis, Late Cenozoic suike'slip faulting in
tlre Mojave Desert, Califomia, Tectonics 9, 3lL'340, 1990.
'
Dom, R. I., A.J.T. Jull, D. J. Donahue, T. W. Liniclc, and L. J.
Toolin, Accelerator mass spectrometry radiocarbon dating of rock
vamish, Qeol. Soc. Am. Bull., 101 ,1363'L372, 1989.
Hamilton, W. and V. B., Myers, Cenozoic tectonics of the westem

Holocene fault strand about 150 m farrher nofth appears to
have only slipped vertically (Figure 4).
Preliminary cation-ratio ages determined by Ronald L Dom
from three vamished cobbles on the fan surface into which
the offset terrace riser incised are 10.3, 10.8 and 11.5 thousand
years. These will be compared to radiocarbon dates on organic
matter extracted from beneath the rock vamish. Future
excavations at this site may also yield detrital charcoal that
could be radiocarbon dated to further constrain the age of the
offset terrace riser.
The existing evidence, although very limited at this time,
suggests a left-lateral slip rate of 0.4 to 1.5 mm/n (5 to 15 m /
10.3 to 11.5 ka) for the eastemmost Garlock fault. This should
be considered a preliminary estimate until the offset and age
of rhe terrace riser can be documented more reliably. The 3-6
mny'r slip rate reported by McGill (1994) is probably in error
due to an incorrect correlation across the fault.
The preliminary slip-rate of 0.4-1.5 mm/yr in Cave Spring
Vash is substantially lower than the 5-l I mm/yr slip rate for
the central Garlock fault at Searles Lake (McGill and Sieh,
1993). The 3.5 to 10.5 mm/yr increase in the slip rate
between Cave Spring Wash and Searles Lake is probably
partly the result of extension in Panamint Valley. Although
the Southem Death Valley fault intersects the Mule Spring
Branch of the Garlock fault east of the Cave Spring \7ash
site, it may be that some of the extension in Death Valley is
transferred
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